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ABSTRACT 
Non-point source pollution in agricultural regions in the Midwest consists of two important 
components, namely, dislodgement of common pollutants, their movement across the landscape 
and subsequently transport through surface waters to their final destination. The objectives 
of this study were to: L) model surface movement of agricultural pollutants for a succession of 
sub-watersheds in Bear Creek using AGNPS: 2) calibrate and validate the model for a small 
sub-watershed using available experimental plot data: .3) incorporate Monte Carlo simulation 
within the modeling process where field data was not available: 4) apply the calibrated and val­
idated model to a small sub-watershed with a riparian buffer strip to observe mitigating effects 
on surface pollutants if any: 5) formulate a Markov random field model for use in modeling 
nitrate-nitrogen concentrations for a network of monitoring stations on the Des Moines River: 
6) estimate, fit. and cross-validate the model and: 7) apply the model to dissolved oxygen 
and suspended solids to evaluate the model's specificity for each water quality variable. The 
agricultural non-point source pollution model (.A.GNPS) was used to model surface transport 
processes at the watershed level. Modifications were made to the existing AG.\'PS-.A.RC/L\'FO 
interface in order to automate feedlot. point source, and channel information. Feedlot infor­
mation was obtained through a survey, while a probabilistic method was used to predict tile 
locations for the lower half of the watershed. The model was calibrated for total runoff (inches), 
sediment yield (tons), soluble nitrogen in runoff (lbs/acre), soluble nitrogen concentration in 
runoff (ppm), phosphorus in sediment (lbs/acre), soluble phosphorus in runoff (lbs/acre) and 
soluble phosphorus concentration in runoff (ppm) to be found at the outlet of each watershed. 
The model was then applied to a small watershed to demonstrate the effect of riparian buffer 
strips in mitigating surface pollution in an agricultural field. From graphical displays it was 
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clear that the model predicted better under drier conditions than for excessively wet conditions. 
For L997.which was a dry year, the observed and predicted values are almost equal. In contrast 
for 1998. which w'as a wet year, the difference between the observed and predicted values is very 
large. Corn consistently gave lower RMSE for all seven parameters calibrated (0.02. 0.09. 0.-14. 
0.09. 0.00.0.05.0.59) compared to either the combination of rowcrop and switchgrass (0.18. 
0.09. 0.49. 0.11. 0.01. 0.14.0.01) or row crop, switchgrass. shrubs and trees (0.11. 0.04, 0.18. 
0.07. 0.02, 0.10. 0.00). The buffer strip in general seemed to have a mitigating effect on the 
pollutants as they moved over the surface. Switchgrass seemed to be highly effective in reduc­
ing the movement of pollutants into the stream. Runoff volume was reduced by 19%, soluble 
nitrogen concentrations were reduced by 3%. soluble phosphorus concentrations were reduced 
by 3% for the early summer precipitation event. For larger watersheds, where field data was 
not available. Monte Carlo simulations were included in the modeling process. Smaller water­
sheds in the headwaters were the highest contributors of pollutants to the stream. EBCM3. 
which is a very small sub-watershed within BC9 showed a ma.ximum concentration ofsohible 
nitrogen (0.43 ppm), as well as a ma.ximum concentration of soluble phosphorus (0.20 ppm). 
whereas BC9 showed an absence of both. For the second part of the research a statistical 
model was developed for modeling nitrate-nitrogen concentrations in the Des Moines River. 
The model was formulated as a "conditionally specified model" in which parametric forms were 
assigned to conditional densities. Both "systematic" and "random" components were modeled 
effectively. .\ space-time metric was developed to represent spatial dependence in the "variable 
distance" model versus a purely spatial metric in the "fi.xed distance" model. .-Vn independent 
model was also fit. which only included systematic trend, in order to make comparisons be­
tween models. The "variable distance" or flow model performed better due to the ability to 
model greater variability in the system. The flow model had smaller mean squared errors for 
nearly all the stations. The improvement achieved from the mean-covariance model by adding 
just one parameter to get the flow model is better than that achieved by the distance model. 
The variance and mean squared prediction error for 1982 - 1996 data for nitrate using all the 
data and then dropping station 6 while doing cross-validation are very similar. This indicates 
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good predictive capability of the model for nitrate nitrogen. The mean square prediction error 
(MSPE) is only slightly higher for the prediction than it is when the data for all the stations is 
available. When applied to dissolved oxygen and suspended solids, the model did not perform 
as well. This indicated that the model was specific to nitrate-nitrogen which transported dif­
ferently than dissolved oxygen or suspended solids. Indications of the specificity of the model 
were visible in the exploratory data analysis. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Non-Point Source Pollution is a growing problem in tlie L'nitecl States of America. .Agri­
cultural lands are fast losing their top soil, and surface waters are suffering from severe eu-
trophication (Novotny and Olem. L994). .-Vbout 60% of pesticides and nitrogen fertilizers 
in this country are applied to row crops in the twelve mid-western states of Illinois. Iowa. 
Kansas. Michigan. .Minnesota. Missouri. Nebraska, .\orth Dakota. South Dakota and Wis­
consin (Burkhart et al.. 1993). Studies have identified suspended solids and nutrients from 
agricultural sources as the most damaging non-point source pollutants (Smith et al.. 1987: 
Schultz. 1993: Battaglin and Goolsby. 1996). 
In the last few decades, federal and state agencies have attempted to address the problem 
of non-point source pollution (NPS) by establishing relationships between land management 
practices, and surface and ground water quality. A combination of on-site measurement, moni­
toring and modeling make up a large component of this effort. Over time, modeling has gained 
wide acceptance for the simple reason that it is a cost effective tool that allows agencies to 
e.xplore various land management scenarios efficiently (Zacharias and Heatwole. 1994). Long 
term monitoring of rivers and streams that e.xperience water quality degradation due to NPS 
pollution has suffered, however, due to cuts in budgets. Therefore, except for a few well-studied 
rivers, most surface water quality records are discontinuous and do not provide an opportunity 
for improving our understanding of long term dynamics in the nation's water bodies (Smith 
et al., 1987) 
In order to gain a better understanding of pollutant fate and transport in forested or 
agricultural landscapes, catchment characteristics, seasonality and hydrologic dynamics need 
to be considered (.A.rheimer et al., 1996). It can be hypothesized, therefore, that size and 
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general characteristics of the watershed, the dominant land use, the season, i.e., spring or 
summer and flow dynamics such as high or low flow are all highly influential in the non-point 
pollution process. 
Diffuse pollution is inherently spatial in nature and requires the use of techniques that 
include spatially heterogeneous information. These spatially variable characteristics may be 
related to topography, soil, land cover or adjacency. This is the distinguishing factor between 
point and diffuse pollution. There is a clear correlation between pollutants contributed from 
watersheds to surface waters and rainfall, watershed morphology and other spatially variable 
characteristics of a watershed (Novotny and Olem. 1994). Rainfall, it's timing and intensity, is 
a major factor in the amount of runoff and erosion that might take place. .According to Corwin, 
the inherently spatial nature of diffuse pollution requires an interdisciplinary approach that 
incorporates, hydrology, soil science, spatial statistics. GIS. GPS and possibly remote sensing 
(Corwin and VVagenet, 1996). 
Spatially heterogeneous models, also known as distributed-parameter. models do e.xist. To 
some e.\;tent. they have the capacity to include spatially variable parameters in the modeling 
process. However, they are mostly deterministic in nature, i.e., they ignore the input of random 
perturbations and random variations of system parameters and state variables (Novotny. 1994: 
Haan, 1998). 
Since models are a simplification of real processes, accuracy and reliability of models is 
limited. Furthermore, they neglect random variations in the input and output series. When 
field data are available, model evaluation through calibration and validation is imperative 
(.A.ddiscott. 1995). Often, measured data are not available to calibrate or validate the results 
of such models. In order to make the use of such models more realistic and their outputs 
more useful, researches have attempted to include a probabilistic element in them (Beven and 
Binley. 1991); (Griffin, 1996). One such technique that can be used successfully is Monte 
Carlo Simulation (MCS). 
In addition to streams, reservoirs also have been impacted largely by NPS pollution. Reser­
voirs are prominent in the Midwest and serve the purpose of flood control, water supply, irri­
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gation. recreation and wildlife habitat (Battaglin and Goolsb\\ L996). Sediment entering the 
reservoir is trapped behind the dam while soluble chemicals are stored in the water until they 
are discharged to downstream locations or removed by biotic or a-biotic processes. 
Since most overland flow from a watershed ends up in surface waters, monitoring of these 
surface waters is of primary importance and needs to be included as an important component 
of the study of diffuse pollution. Due to the spatial and temporal variations associated with 
diffuse pollution, monitoring techniques need to incorporate a spatio-temporal component. .A. 
network of sampling stations along a length of a river and collection of observations over time 
make it possible to more appropriately capture and model this. 
In the past, graphical methods, statistical summaries, correlations, seasonality tests, time 
series and simple t-tests comparing pollutant levels at two different sites, have dominated 
(Chapman, 1996). These techniques ignored the spatial adjacency of stations and did not use 
information from the entire spatial network of sites simultaneously. 
1.1 Motivation 
.\bove ground diffuse pollution in agricultural regions in the Midwest comprises two im­
portant phases: first the dislodgement. collection and transport of pollutants through the 
agricultural landscape and then their journey from headwaters toward the bigger rivers such 
as the Mississippi and Missouri to their final marine destination. 
In attempting a more holistic approach to the understanding of non-point source pollution, 
both an off-stream (field) and an in-stream component are included in this research. The 
approach supports the belief that in order to attempt to fully understand the .\'PS pollution 
problem we ought to look at catchment level processes, where the pollutants originate, and 
transport dynamics within agricultural streams. This serves two purposes: first, it improves 
understanding of pollutants and their behavior over the land, and then it makes it possible to 
trace the progression of the pollutant down the river. 
The off-stream component of this research concerns itself with the origin and movement of 
pollutants through the landscape. The e.xternal processes considered being the climatological 
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factors, and the internal processes being spatially heterogeneous characteristics of the land­
scape, i.e.. soil, vegetation type, topography and land management. .A.G-\PS (.Agricultural 
Xon-Points Source Pollution) is used to facilitate the modeling of diffuse pollution in the Bear 
Creek watershed and is part of a larger inter-disciplinary project. The modeling is primarily 
deterministic in nature. 
The in-stream component of the research concerns itself with the movement of pollutants 
within the aquatic environment, in this case both river and reservoir, and the concentrations 
of nitrate-nitrogen. The e.Kternal process being modeled is the seasonal behavior of pollutants, 
dependent once again on climatological factors. The internal process being modeled is the 
spatial relationship between the network of sampling stations. 
Both the Des Moines River watershed and the Bear Creek watershed suffer from the effects 
of diffuse pollution as a result of intensive row cropping in Central Iowa. The dominant 
pollutants in both s\-stems. nitrate-nitrogen and suspended solids (Schultz, 1993: Lutz et al.. 
1998) represent an important part of this research. The technicjues used to model the off-
stream and in-stream processes in these two locations are distinct, yet they have an element 
of commonality. They acknowledge the importance of including internal spatial processes in a 
system and a probabilistic element that accounts for uncertainties. 
1.2 Objectives 
The general objectives of this research can be divided as follows: 
1.2.1 Part I Agricultural non-point source pollution modeling in Bear Creek 
watershed 
1. To model surface movement of agricultural pollutants for a succession of sub-watersheds 
in Bear Creek using AGNPS and observe differences. 
2. To use Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) where e.xperimental field data is not available in 
order to incorporate uncertainty in the deterministic modeling process. 
o 
:{. To use data from experimental plots to calibrate and validate the AGXPS model and 
thereafter use the capabilities that exist within AGNPS to simulate the effect of a riparian 
buffer using the calibrated and validated model. 
4. To compare the effects of riparian management scenarios using the XPS pollution model 
AGNPS. 
1.2.2 Part II Modeling nitrate-nitrogea in the Des Moines River 
1. To use Exploratory Data Analysis (ED.A.) to better understand the spatial relationship 
that e.xists between seven sampling stations on the Des Moines River and reveal the 
underlying distributions for the three selected water quality variables, namely: nitrate-
nitrogen. dissolved oxygen and suspended solids. 
2. To formulate a Markov random field (MRF) model for modeling the network of water 
quality monitoring stations on the Des .Moines River. The model constructed, will be 
used for the purpose of modeling nitrate-nitrogen concentrations at the seven sampli ng 
stations over the period 19S2-L996. 
3. To estimate the parameters of the model and fit the model 
4. To cross-validate the model in order to reveal inconsistencies, if any, and to evaluate the 
predictive capabilities of the model. 
5. To apply the model to dissolved oxygen and suspended solids to examine the integrity 
of the model in terms of the process of development 
1.3 Scope 
This research is divided into two parts. Part I deals with the off-stream component and the 
completion of goals pertinent to this section. Bear Creek watershed, located in Central Iowa, 
is the focus of the study. The study is a small part of a larger inter-disciplinary effort whose 
objectives are to better understand a variety of processes within the riparian zone. Data from 
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tlie plot studies has been provided by Kye-Haa Lee (personal communication). The interface 
for AGNPS was developed by Hsui-Hua Liao (Liao. 1996) and modified by the author. The 
modeling technicjue is primarily deterministic. Two different methods are used to give a more 
realistic framework for the use of .\'PS models: 
• Monte Carlo Simulation is used where data are not available to corroborate the results 
of the model 
• Calibration and validation are used where certain data are available from plot studies 
conducted within the watershed. This is taken a step further by applying the calibrated 
and validated model to study the effects of riparian buffer strips within an agricultural 
landscape. 
Part II concerns itself with the in-stream component and the completion of goals relevant 
to this section. The sampling stations from which the data come are located in the Des Moines 
River in Central Iowa. The monitoring effort is funded by the .A.rmy Corps of Engineers. The 
information was collected, verified stored in a database and disseminated by Donna Lutz (Lutz 
et al.. 1998). 
The modeling technique used here is primarily stochastic. Two different approaches are 
considered: 
• In the initial phase of model development, the first two models considered were both 
a-spatial. One was a seasonal model in which a periodic function was an integral part of 
the form of the model. 
• The ne.xt two models considered in the developmental phase were both spatial. However, 
the difference between them was that one was purely spatial i.e.. it used the distance 
between sampling stations. The second model was more of a spatio-temporal nature, 
since it used flow between two sampling stations as a unit of measure of the spatial de­
pendency. Since flow varied, depending on climatological, seasonal and upstream factors, 
the effective distance between two stations was variable at different times. In contrast, 
the distance between stations in river miles was fixed since it ignored the changes in flow 
over time that might cause a pollutant to take a shorter or longer time to move from one 
station to another. 
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2 DESCRIPTION OF WATERSHED AND MODEL PRELIMINARIES 
2.1 Description of Watershed 
The Bear Creek watershed is located in Central Iowa. It lies within the confines of the Des 
Moines Lobe, the depositional remnant of the VVisconsinian glaciation 13.000 years ago (Figure 
2.1). The w^atershed drains approximately 7.656 hectares, most of which has an extensive 
network of subsurface drainage. The soils are formed in till, or alluvium along the stream and 
range from well-drained to poorly drained. The primary soil associations in the watershed are 
Clarion-VVebster-N'icolett. Clarion-Storden-Coland and Canisteo-Okoboji-Xicolett (Table 2.1). 
Of these, the first is more wide spread. The Clarion-Storden-Coland comple.x usually runs along 
the riparian areas. The Canisteo-Okoboji-N'icolett association is the least well drained and can 
usually be identified by ponding water in the fields. The landscape, in its virgin state, was 
dominated primarily by prairie and prairie pot holes. Prairie vegetation dominated the upper 
part of the gently sloping to flat topography (Table 2.2). while forests occurred at the lower 
end of the creek (Schultz. 1995). Tile drainage was introduced in the early 1900's and changed 
both the land and the water body features within the watershed. Small marshes and sloughs 
disappeared and short lengths of disconnected, intermittent streams turned, over time, into a 
full fledged creek fed by the flowing tiles that had been introduced (.Andersen, et al., 1996). 
Sections of the stream were channelized, thereby creating a more forceful and erosive stream. 
The riparian zone along Bear Creek has been grazed and row cropped to the edge, leading to 
severe bank erosion and loss of productive land over time. 
The watershed is spread across three counties, Story, Hamilton and Hardin and has a 
gently sloping topography in general with the exception of a few spots in the lower half of the 
watershed (Figure 2.2). It is long, approximately 35 km, and narrow, ranging from 3 to 6 km. 
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Figure 2.1 Area map showing the Bear Creeit watershed 
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At its southern end. it drains into the Skunk River. Bear Creek is designated a third order 
stream and flows about 7-1 kms with a network of tributaries about knis in lengtli (Figure 
2.3) (Sduiltz. 199;}). 
Presently, 85% of the watershed is dedicated to the cultivation of row crops (Table 2.;3, 
Figure 2.4). The only major town that lies within the watershed is Roland, with approximately 
1. ICQ inhabitants. 
Table 2.1 Soils in Bear Creek water­
shed 
Soil .\'ame Hectares 
Clarion 2598 
Canisteo 1238 
Webster 8.56 
N'icollet 817 
Harps 340 
Farrar 186 
Storden 185 
Okoboji 142 
Zenor 135 
Spillville-Coland 128 
Coland-Terrill 122 
Clarion-Storden loam 118 
Coland 95 
Lester 81 
Terrill 67 
Clarion-Storden 60 
Wadena 43 
Spillville 103 
Harps-Okoboji 42 
Webster-Nicollet Comp 33 
Table 2.2 Bear Creek soils by slope class 
Slope Class Hectares Percent of Total .-Vrea 
0-2 % 3930 52.3 
3-5 % 2528 33.7 
6-9 % 800 10.7 
10-14 % 170 2.3 
> 14 % 83 1.0 
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0 to 5°A 
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Figiire 2.2 Map showing slopes using soil classification 
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Figxire 2.3 Map showing 16 sampling points and the different stream tj^pes 
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Table 2.3 Watershed ground cover in percent 
Cover Area(ha) Percent .\rea 
Corn 4027 52.6 
Beans 2243 29.3 
Pasture 444 5 .8 
Perm.Grass 352 4 .6 
Roads 229 3 .0 
Forest 183 2 .4 
Other 176 2 .3 
2.1.1 Processes affecting surface water quality 
In an agricultural setting, the dominant erosion processes are sheet and rill erosion. These 
vary in intensity depending on type of tillage, presence of vegetative cover, intensity of rainfall 
and slope of the land (.\ovotny and Olem. 1994). Due to intense cultivation that sometimes 
e.Ktends up to the stream edge, head cuts and gullies develop. Cultivating to the edge of 
the stream and not fencing cattle away from streams causes stream bank instability. .-Vll of 
these processes, along with in-stream (channel) erosion diminish water quality. In addition 
to clay, silt and sand particles that enter surface %vaters. pollutants such as phosphorus, and 
nitrate-nitrogen also enter the streams. 
Intensity and timing of rainfall, antecedent moisture conditions, vegetative cover and mor­
phology of the watershed are all related to the amount of runoff that can be generated. Besides 
these external factors, conditions on the field can e.xacerbate the problems of runoff and trans­
port of nutrients and sediment. The timing and amount of fertilizer and its incorporation into 
the soil are some of the more important factors that influence the amount of nutrients available 
for displacement. Studies have reported that there is a direct relation between nitrate-nitrogen 
loadings and percentage of cultivated land, fertilizer application rates and the amount of tile 
drainage (Lucey and Goolsby. 1993). Not all pollutants removed from the surface of the 
land are carried to the watershed outlet. Some of the sediment and adhering pollutants are 
deposited along vegetative buffer strips. Nutrients in runoff may be slowed down sufficiently 
by vegetative cover on the ground to allow infiltration and uptake by shrubs, grasses and trees. 
Soybeans 
Corn 
Other 
Figure 2.4 Landuse map for Bear Creek watershed (1992) 
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2.1.1.1 Characteristics of important pollutants in surface waters 
The three most important pollutants in surface water in the Midwestern agricultural region 
are: nitrate-nitrogen, suspended solids and phosphorus. 
Nitrate-nitrogen is linked both to surface flow and subsurface flow. This is because nitrogen 
species are common in soluble form and are not associated with particulate matter. Since 
nitrogen species are often transported in solution, delivery is not as dependent on surface 
roughness as it is for pollutants associated with particulates such as phosphorus. Subsurface 
movement is common and usually dominates the nitrogen pathway. This is especially true of 
regions with tile drainage. The tiles move nitrate-nitrogen rich water from the surface to the 
stream without any opportunity for biotic or abiotic degradation. Phosphorus, on the other 
hand, is more closely associated with surface runoff and usually attached to sediment. It is 
more directly affected by surface roughness and is a more likely candidate for entrapment. 
Most sediment loading takes place during the first few heavy rain falls in spring. Intensive 
cultivation close to the stream, unstable stream banks and channelization of previously me­
andering streams all contribute to the heavy sediment loads received by agricultural streams. 
Both nitrate-nitrogen and phosphorus are adsorbed by clay and organic matter due to the 
large surface area, leading to strong adsorption bonds. It is possible for rainwater to wash off 
some of the contaminants on impact, others that remain sorbed travel with the soil particles. 
This causes the contaminant content of runoff sediment to be higher than the parent material 
(.N'ovotny and Olem. 1994). The movement of both nutrient and sediment within a watershed 
varies spatially and temporally. It is affected by e.xtent of area, soil characteristics, watershed 
morphology, land cover characteristics and precipitation pattern. 
2.2 Water Quality in the Bear Creek Watershed 
Non-point source pollution of waters in agricultural regions is a big concern. Soil sedi­
ment, pesticides and fertilizers contribute heavily to this problem. The degraded water quality 
increases water purification costs, is harmful to aquatic life and undermines the recreational 
value of local water bodies in summer. 
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The presence of tiles iti the landscape accelerates the movement of nitrates into surface 
waters by providing a direct conduit. Upland conservation practices such as reduced or no-till, 
better management of pesticide and fertilizer application, and vegetative filter strips have been 
encouraged by conservationists to combat these problems. Occasionally, nitrate-nitrogen con­
centrations in Bear Creek have exceeded 12 mg/1 in the past. Nitrate-nitrogen concentrations 
in tile outflows have been measured to exceed 15 mg/1 on occasion (Schultz. 1995). 
In the Bear Creek watershed, sixteen surface water sampling stations were established in 
1992 (Figure 2.3). Water samples have been collected on a regular basis, in order to monitor 
changes in water quality. In addition to stream flow and stream temperature, the water samples 
are analyzed for nitrate-nitrogen, ammonia, atrazine. hardness, alkalinity. pH. temperature and 
conductivity. A selected number of tiles outlets are also being monitored for exactly the same 
water quality variables as the stream. 
Levels of nitrate-nitrogen in the tiles e.xceed allowable EP.A. standards for part of late spring 
and early to mid-summer. Stream nitrate-nitrogen levels are tied closely to the application of 
fertilizers and to stream flow (Figures 2.5 and 2.6). For a large part of the year, concentrations 
in the upper part of the creek are above the EP.\ standard, .\trazine was found in most 
tiles. .-Vtrazine in the stream was at higher levels than either wells or tiles. In general the 
headwaters in the upper reaches were by far the largest contributors of nitrate-nitrogen or 
atrazine. Dissolved oxygen levels were slightly higher in the stream than in the tiles. Levels 
of dissolved o.xygen in sampling station VVBCM3 were lower than any other reach. This may 
be due to heavy loading of organic matter from cattle or hogs in that section of the watershed 
(Schultz. 1994). 
Through summary statistics of nitrate-nitrogen, atrazine and dissolved solids, it was ap­
parent that water quality problems were more serious in the headwaters and tributaries (Table 
2.4). .Average nitrate-nitrogen levels in EBCM3 and \VBCM3 e.xceeded the ma.ximum allow­
able limit of 10 mg/1. Tributaries TRIBl and TRIB2 also showed a propensity for higher 
nitrate-nitrogen levels. Sampling stations located on the main channel of Bear Creek, showed 
nitrate-nitrogen levels mostly between 5-6 rng/1. 
Boxplots for N03-N at 16 sampling points 
WBCM3 EBCM3 WBCM1 EBCM1 BC4 BC5 BC1 BC2 BC3 BC6 TRIB1 BC7 TRIB2 BC8 TRIB3 BC9 
Figure 2.5 Boxplots for nitrate-nitrogen at 16 sampling points 
Boxplots for Discharge at 16 sampling points 
WBCM3EBCM3WBCM1EBCM1 BC4 BC5 BC1 BC2 BC3 BC6 TRIB1 BC7 TRIB2 BC8 TRIB3 BC9 
Figure 2.6 Boxplots for discharge at 16 sampling points 
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Table 2.4 Summary statistics for water quality, (ni­
trate-nitrogen in mg/I, atrazine in ug/1, 
discharge in cfs) 
Water Quality Variable Mean Min Max Range 
EBCMl 
Nitrate-nitrogen 6.225 1.28 15.15 13.87 
Atrazine 0.494 0.03 8.46 8.43 
Discharge 3.370 0.00 12.70 12.70 
WBCMl 
Nitrate-nitrogen 8.347 1.31 20.09 18.78 
.A.trazine 0.613 0.03 11.32 11.29 
Discharge 5-463 0.00 19.40 19.40 
EBCM3 
Nitrate-nitrogen 10.647 1.85 27.10 15.88 
Atrazine 0.548 0.03 5.33 5.30 
Discharge 0.849 0.00 4.40 4.40 
WBCM3 
Nitrate-nitrogen 10.563 2.73 22.49 19.76 
Atrazine 0.405 0.03 2.20 2.17 
Discharge 3.423 0.00 13.08 13.08 
BC4 
Nitrate-nitrogen 7.059 1.13 24.72 23.59 
Atrazine 0.412 0.03 4.87 4.84 
Discharge 11.592 0.00 38.50 38.50 
BC5 
Nitrate-nitrogen 6.753 0.97 17.75 16.78 
Atrazine 0.489 0.03 5.64 5.61 
Discharge 13.224 0.00 50.30 50.30 
BCl 
Nitrate-nitrogen 7.647 1.03 25.00 23.97 
Atrazine 0.412 0.03 3.89 3.86 
Discharge 12.416 0.00 53.90 53.90 
BC2 
Nitrate-nitrogen 6.806 1.01 16.63 15.35 
Atrazine 0.528 0.03 3.74 3.71 
Discharge 16.762 0.00 52.80 52.80 
BC3 
Nitrate-nitrogen 6.575 0.72 16.36 15.64 
Atrazine 0.425 0.03 2.13 2.10 
Discharge 13.632 0.00 57.80 57.80 
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Table 2.4 (Continued) 
Water Quality Variable Mean Min Max Range 
BC6 
Nitrate-nitrogen 6.502 0.20 16.33 16.13 
Atrazine 0.423 0.03 2.26 2.23 
Discharge 17.250 0.00 57.40 57.40 
TRIBl 
Nitrate-nitrogen 7.696 2.00 22.02 20.02 
Atrazine 0.675 0.03 3.41 3.38 
Discharge 2.200 0.00 10.20 10.20 
BC7 
Nitrate-nitrogen 6.618 0.97 21.75 20.78 
Atrazine 0.583 0.03 2.88 2.85 
Discharge 27.276 0.00 94.90 94.90 
TRIB2 
Nitrate-nitrogen 6.932 2.06 16.57 8.16 
Atrazine 0.59 0.03 4.30 4.27 
Discharge 1.576 0.00 7.80 7.80 
BC8 
Nitrate-nitrogen 5.639 1.09 15.29 14.20 
Atrazine 0.519 0.03 3.74 3.71 
Discharge 29.378 0.00 104.70 104.70 
TRIB3 
Nitrate-nitrogen 5.897 1.04 18.83 17.79 
Atrazine 0.533 0.03 3.10 3.07 
Discharge 3.56 0.00 17.70 17.70 
BC9 
Nitrate-nitrogen 5.711 0.67 18.26 17.59 
Atrazine 0.493 0.03 3.63 3.60 
Discharge 35.055 0.40 105.60 105.20 
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One of the causes for this difference between headw-aters, tributaries and the main channel 
has been attributed to the fact that smaller reaches are almost entirely fed by tile drainage. In 
addition, levels of nitrate-nitrogen drop as the dilution effect sets in with more surface runoff 
contributing to flow in the main channel. .A.nother factor that may contribute to lower pollutant 
levels in the lower reaches of the creek is that more pasture and woodland can be found here 
in contrast with the intensive row cultivation in the upper portions of the watershed. 
2.3 Spatial Database 
The Bear Creek Spatial databases comprise a collection of coverages that included: 
• Land cover: Land cover was digitized from color infra-red photos taken in 1992 and 
slides of crop coverage in 1992 acquired from the County Conservation offices of the 
three counties . 
• Hydrology: The stream coverage was digitized from 7.5 minute quad maps. Stream width 
was obtained from color infra-red photos. 
• Topography: Topographic information was digitized from 7.5 minute quad maps 
• Soils: The soils information was acquired in digital form from the Iowa State University 
Soils Database (ISPAID). 
• Roadways: Roadways were digitized from 7.5 minute quad maps. 
• Water sampling points: the sixteen surface water sampling sites located conveniently at 
intersections of road and stream, hence located and digitized easily. 
• Tile locations: This coverage contains locations of tiles in the upper half of the watershed. 
These locations were obtained using GPS while walking the stream. 
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2.4 Delineation of Sub-watersheds 
Sixteen sub-watersheds were delineated using each of the sixteen sampling stations as the 
outlet point. The hydrologic tools within ARC/INFO were used to do this. Initially, a topo­
graphic grid was constructed using the contour and stream coverages available, and all sinks 
were filled. A digitally delineated stream coverage was created using the topographic informa­
tion available. ARC/INFO hydrologic tools flowaccumulation and flowdirection were used to 
trace the path of the water along natural flow paths. The lowest point on the channel where 
the water from the basin is likely to leave, called the pour point was identified. The capability 
within ARC/INFO for generating the outline of the watershed given the pour point and the 
coverage indicating the general flow of water in the area was used to delineate the sixteen 
sub-watersheds associated with the sixteen sampling stations. 
The land use in the sixteen sub-watersheds is similar, though the sub-watersheds in the 
upper half are more intensely cultivated than ones in the lower half (Table 2.5). The length 
of streams was also calculated for each sub-watershed (Table 2.6). 
2.5 Model Preliminaries 
The spatially and temporally distributed nature of hydrological processes make the appli­
cation of distributed hydrologic models an attractive prospect. Due to their cost effectiveness, 
the models provide an efficient alternative to identifying surface water quality problems, given 
they are used appropriately and with an understanding of their limitations. Models provide 
tools for testing hypotheses and assessing the effectiveness of alternative management strategies 
(Tim and Jolly, 1994). 
One of the problems encountered in using such models in the past has been the inability 
to handle large volumes of input data that represent the spatial variability of the landscape 
(Liao, 1996). Despite increased complexity of the models themselves, the time involved in 
acquiring input data and running the models has been reduced considerably due to the use of 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). 
Table 2.5 Land use in tiie difTerent sub-walersheds (hectares) 
Watershed Farm Perin.grassway Corn Soybean Pasture Roads Livestock Lagoon Forest Urban Total 
Total 130 368 4165 2315 368 238 15 3 190 94 7886 
WBCMl 26 17 941 202 22 40 5 0 3 0 1256 
WBCM3 12 6 CO
 
149 14 28 0 0 0 0 696 
EBCMl 8 27 293 124 68 13 1 0 0 0 534 
EBCM3 2 1 135 20 1 5 0 0 0 0 164 
TRIBI 19 6 526 326 16 28 1 0 0 51 973 
TRIB2 2 5 93 137 4 10 0 0 0 0 251 
TR1B3 8 25 368 293 68 23 0 0 13 0 798 
BCl 53 147 2078 679 213 99 3 0 0 0 3272 
BC2 53 151 2086 683 214 99 3 0 0 0 3289 
BC3 53 153 2096 686 215 100 3 0 0 0 3306 
BC4 43 62 1567 470 158 78 3 0 0 0 2381 
BC5 44 131 1710 594 204 86 3 0 0 0 2772 
BC6 55 159 2125 722 215 102 3 0 0 0 3381 
BC7 95 199 3120 1460 263 165 9 3 20 9 5343 
BC8 107 243 3430 1780 291 196 14 3 63 94 6221 
BC9 125 338 3987 2144 362 227 14 3 138 94 7432 
Table 2.6 Length of stream in tlie sub-waterslieds (kilometers) 
Sub-watershed Main Stream 1st order trlb. 2nd order trib. 3rd order trib. 
Total 39.6 12.6 4.9 29.6 
WBCMl 6.1 0.0 0.0 2.1 
WBCM3 2.9 0.0 0.0 1.4 
EBCMl 4.8 0.0 0.6 9.1 
EBCM3 0.7 0.0 0.0 3.5 
TRIBI 0.0 2.8 0.2 2.0 
TRIB2 0.0 2.4 0.8 0.4 
TR1B3 0.0 3.6 2.2 2.3 
BCl 23.0 1.7 1.7 21.6 
BC2 23.7 1.7 1.7 21.6 
BC3 24.1 1.7 1.7 21.6 
BC4 13.9 0.5 1.7 13.7 
BC5 19.0 1.4 1.7 18.4 
BC6 25.8 1.7 1.7 21.6 
BC7 31.8 4.0 1.9 26.3 
BC8 35.7 6.6 2.7 26.7 
BC9 39.3 12.6 4.9 29.6 
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GIS. is a collection of hardware and software designed to store, manipulate, retrieve and 
display spatial and non-spatial data (Burroughs. 1986). Due to its spatial analytical qualities, 
the integration of GIS with hydrologic models simplifies the problems associated with data 
preparation and input for the hydrologic model. A large number of interfaces have been 
developed to aid integration of GIS with hydrologic models (Liao, 1996; Engel et al., 199.3; 
Srinivasan and Engel 1994; Yoon, 1996). 
2.5.1 Model description and parameters 
AGNPS is an event based distributed-parameter model that simulates runoff, sediment and 
nutrient transport from agricultural watersheds on a cell by cell basis. Pollutants are routed 
through the cells and toward the outlet of the watershed in a step-wise fashion based on the 
topography of the landscape (Young et al., 1989). The distributed parameter approach of the 
model preserves spatial characteristics of the watershed. A detailed description of the model 
and the equations used can be found in Young (1987) . 
Input parameters are of two kinds. The more general parameters are defined at the wa­
tershed level and detailed parameters are described at the grid level. For each cell in the 
watershed, twenty parameter values need to be attached which describe adjacency, topog­
raphy, soil, land use and land management information (Table 2.7). .AGNPS is capable of 
handling input from point sources such as feedlots and tile outlets as well as stream bank and 
gully erosion. The model has two components, the first is sediment detachment, mobilization 
and delivery driven by rainfall and energy impact of overland flow. The second is nutrient de­
livery, which requires knowledge of the detachment phase of the nutrient and is close ly linked 
with sediment delivery. Supporting delivery and sequential accumulation algorithms are also 
included. Equations for transport capacity of water, such as the stream power equations, are 
used to model sediment delivery. The velocity of flow is determined, then converted to bed 
load carrying capacity. This is compared with the amount of sediment in solution to deter­
mine whether the sediment is deposited or transported along a determined segment of flow. 
By linking flow with a delivery ratio surface provides a way to model the cumulative transport 
of nutrients and sediments on a cell by cell basis. 
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Table 2.7 AGNPS model input: cell level 
Data item Data description 
Topographical Parameters 
Cell number 
Receiving cell 
Aspect 
Slope 
Slope shape 
Slope length 
Channel Indicator 
Channel slope 
Channel side slope 
Unique number for the cell 
The cell number into which this cell drains 
Principal drainage direction 
Average land slope(percent) 
Shape factor(convex,concave) 
Average field slope length 
Indicates existence of channel within cell 
Average slope of cell channel 
Average slope of channel side 
Soil parameters 
K factor 
Soil texture 
SCS curve number 
Soil erodibility factor for USLE 
Sand, silt, clay or peat 
SCS curve number based on soil type and landuse 
Landuse parameters 
Mannings coefficient 
C Factor 
P factor 
see 
Fertilizer level 
Incorporation factor 
COD factor 
Surface roughness coefficient 
Cover and Management factor for USLE 
Practice factor for USLE 
Surface condition constant based on vegetative cover 
None, low, medium, high 
Fertilizer available in top layer of soil (%) 
Chemical oxygen demand for land cover 
Other parameters 
Point source 
Gully source 
Impoundment Factor 
Indication of a point source within a cell 
Estimate of gully erosion from cell 
Presence of an impoundment terrace 
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Cell delivery ratios will accumulate along a flow path to give total flow path delivery ratios, 
which, when multiplied by the potential contribution of loads from each cell, result in total 
load delivered from each cell. 
The output from AGNPS includes: total runoff volume, peak runoff rate, soil erosion, 
sediment yield for five different particle classes, nitrogen in runoff and sediment, phosphorus 
in runoff and sediment and chemical oxygen demand ( Table 2.8) citeyou2:young. 
2.6 The Interface and it's Customization 
An interface was designed to facilitate the use of ARC/INFO with AGiN^PS (Liao, 1996). It 
comprises a graphical user interface to provide access to the various components of the modeling 
environment. The interface takes commands from the user through the use of four function 
modules, i.e., input data generation, .AGNPS input dataflle creation, input extraction, program 
execution and .A.GNPS output data file e.xtraction. ARC/INFO's ARC MACRO Language was 
used to write the control program. The .AGNPS-ARC/INFO interface written by (Liao. 1996) 
was used in this research to facilitate easy transfer of spatial information to the model with some 
modification (.Appendix A). Some of the changes incorporated to improve the functionality of 
the existing interface were as follows: 
• Incorporation of channels into the watershed: In its initial form, the interface only ac­
cepted "No definitive Channel" as input for type of channel. This was modified to allow 
the input of various channel types, their widths and depths. 
• The point source input part of the interface in its initial form had to be done manually. 
This was automated and modified input of tile discharge and nutrient data. 
• The feedlot input of the interface in its initial form was required to be done manually. 
This was automated and modified to incorporate input of feedlot information. 
• Specific files within the AGNPS data generation module and the AGNPS Data input file 
creation module were altered to incorporate the changes to the channel, point source and 
feedlot input. 
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Table 2.8 .A.G.\'PS model output at watershed or cell outlet 
Hydrology Output 
Runoff volume (inches) 
Peak runoff rate (cfs) 
Sediment Output 
Sediment yield (tons) 
Nutrient Output 
Soluble nitrogen in runoff (lbs per acre) 
Soluble nitrogen conc. in runoff (ppm) 
Nitrogen in sediment (lbs per acre) 
Soluble phosphorus in runoff (lbs per acre) 
Soluble phosphorus conc. in runoff (ppm) 
Phosphorus in sediment (lbs per acre) 
Total COD in runoff (lbs per acre) 
Total soluble COD in runoff (ppm) 
2.6.1 Procedure for including choice of channel type into interface 
The objective was to allow the user of the interface to input stream types other than "no 
definitive channel" (which was the only choice available). This would allow the modeler to 
associate a perennial, intermittent or ephemeral stream or permanent grassway with the grid 
cell of interest. In order to do this, functionalities within the .-VRC/INFO software were used. 
• The permanent grassways were digitized as part of the land use coverage. These had to 
be manually isolated and edited into a separate coverage with only permanent grassways 
in it. .-Vn item with the code for permanent grassways was included in the coverage. 
• Since the stream coverage already e.xisted. an item was added to allocate codes to the 
various stream types. The stream type information was digitized from 7.5 minute quad 
maps from USGS. 
• First the stream coverage was intersected with the fishnet coverage. The fishnet is 
basically a grid of a specified resolution created within .A.RC/I.N^FO using the water­
shed boundary to facilitate modeling. The grassways coverage was intersected with the 
same fishnet coverage. Seven new items were added to the fishnet coverage, i.e.. cellno. 
chan^code, chanjength, chan^width, gway^code, gwayJength, gway-width. 
— cellno-. cell identification number 
— chan^cocle: indicates type of channel 
— chanJength: indicates the length of the reach 
— chan_icidth: indicates the width of the reach 
— gwatj-code: indicates the presence of a permanent grassway 
— gwayJength: indicates grassway length 
— gway-wiclth: indicates grassway width 
The fishnet coverage was selected and a linear relate was set up with the line coverage 
that resulted from the intersection of the fishnet and the stream coverage. The items 
used in the relate were cellno for both the selected and the related coverage. The items 
chan.code. chanJength. chan_widtk in the fishnet coverage were calculated equal to the 
corresponding values in the intersected coverage. 
Similarly, a relate was set up with the fishnet coverage and the coverage resulting from the 
intersection of fishnet coverage and the grassways coverage. Items gway^code. gwayJength 
and gway-widlh were calculated from the related coverage to the selected coverage based 
on corresponding cell values. 
If a cell had both a permanent grassway and a stream, the stream code was retained 
and the grassway code was dropped. This was done in order to keep with the .-\.G.\'PS 
requirement that only one stream type is allowed to be associated with a cell. 
All cells with chan.code = 0 or gway^code = 0. i.e.. they did not have a channel or a 
permanent grassway. were calculated = L indicating that there was "no definitive channel" 
in that cell. 
Information from chan.code and gway^code was unique and was therefore merged into a 
single item for convenience. 
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• A number of programs in the interface needed to be changed or added in order to imple­
ment the inclusion of different stream type. They were: agnps2.menu. acj.convert.menu. 
ag^slrmhjpe.menii. ag^strnilype.nrc. chanin.rnenu. chanin.arc. chanin.nnil. agnpsin.aml 
.A.fter the inclusion of type of channel into the interface, a lookup table(LL'T) was created 
within .A.RC/INFO with channel morphological descriptions. Perennial streams were assigned 
a main channel slope of 2%. side channel slope of 659c. intermittent streams were assigned a 
channel slope of l9o and a side slope of 45%, ephemeral streams were assigned a main channel 
slope of 1% and a side slope of 20% and permanent grassways were assigned a main channel 
slope of 1% or less and a side slope of 59c or less (George Zaimes. personal communication) 
2.6.2 Procedure for including feedlot and non-feedlot point source information 
in the interface 
The existing interface used a tedious, manual procedure to allow users to input point source 
information into the interface. An attempt was made to make this process simpler and more 
functional. The following procedure was used: 
• Two separate coverages, one with the tile locations and their attributes, the other with 
feedlot locations and their attributes were created. Each of these coverages had an item 
added to it. called pointind which was set equal to 1. indicating the presence of a point 
source. 
• In the initial Data Generation menu if the option non-feedlot point source was selected, 
another menu would be called to allow the user to input two coverages, the fishnet 
coverage and the coverage with the feedlot locations. Once this information was giv'en. 
an intersection would be performed using these two coverages. .A.fter the intersection, 
statistics were run on the intersected coverage in order to determine the sum of point 
sources present. Once this information was available, an item called numoftiles was added 
to the fishnet coverage and the sum of non-feedlot point sources calculated into it. 
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• Similarly, if the feecllot option was selected, once the intersection between the fishnet 
coverage and the feedlot location coverage took place and the sum offeedlot point sources 
was available, this value was calculated into a new item in the fishnet coverage called 
numfdlots. 
• Prior to the final assimilation of all the information and its formatting, the user is pre­
sented with a menu with items in the fishnet coverage where the required information is 
stored. In addition, the user can enter optional information pertaining to soil, fertilizer, 
pesticides and feedlot and non-feedlot sources. The user indicates by checking boxes if 
such optional information is required to be included in the final AGXPS input file. Once 
this is completed the process of collecting and writing this information in the proper 
format begins. 
• Agnptyin.aml is the program that collects all the information from various sources and 
writes it in the format required by the .\GN'PS model. E.xtensive use of cursors and 
global variables is made here in order to find the correct sources for the information. 
The first bit of information required in the AGN'PS input file is the total number of 
point sources. The program is made to go to the fishnet coverage and add up numoftiles 
and numfdlots found in the earlier phase to give this total. 
• [f the optional feedlot or non-feedlot information in the menu are checked by the user, 
menu's corresponding to either feedlot or non-feedlot sources are displayed. These menu's 
allow the user to identify look up tables where attribute information relevant to a par­
ticular point source, feedlot or non-feedlot, is stored. 
• If the non-feedlot point source optional information was checked, the coverage that was 
obtained earlier from the intersection of the fishnet coverage with the the non-feedlot 
point source coverage is pulled up. Items matching those in the look up table are added 
and their values calculated into this coverage using a relate. 
• Once the non-feedlot point source location and attributes are in one coverage, a cursor 
is set up to scan the coverage for a particular cell number and collect the associated 
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information. If there is no non-feedlot point source associated with a cell, the cursor 
moves on to the next cell. If a cell has one or more non-feedlot point sources, the 
information is extracted, formatted and written to the .\GNPS input file. 
• If the optional feedlot information bo.x in the menu was checked, three menus are called 
successively. ag_fdlotl.menu. ag^fcllot2.menu and ag.fdlotS.menu. X cursor is set up to 
scan this file in order to pick up feedlot location and attribute information associated 
with a particular cell. If the cell in question does not have any feedlots. the cursor passes 
on to the next cell. If a cell has one or more feedlots. then this information is extracted, 
formatted and written to the .A-G.N'PS input file. In the case of the feedlot point sources, 
no separate look up table was used unlike the case of non-feedlot point sources. This was 
because the number of non-feedlot point sources exceeded 100 and had few attributes as 
opposed to feedlots sources which were very few but had a large number of attributes. 
• A number of programs in the interface had to be altered or added to make the addition 
of the functionality possible, they were: aciJnfol.nienu. agJnfoI.arc. ag.pointl.menu. 
ag-pointI.arc. ag^fdlotl.menu. ag-fdlol2.menu. ag-fdlol3.menu and agnpsin.aml (see .-Vp-
pendi.x). 
.After the feedlot module was completed, a lookup table (LUT) for feedlot information was 
created to facilitate the input file creation. Default values for a number of parameters were 
obtained from the .-\.G.\PS L'sers manual (Young et al.. 1994). The rest of the information 
came from the field survey. 
Once the procedure for the inclusion of accurate channel and point source information 
was completed, it was expected that the model would more closely mimic the conditions that 
e.xisted in the watersheds under study. 
3 INCORPORATION OF UNCERTAINTY INTO AGNPS MODELING 
3.1 Introduction 
Modeling is basically an abstraction of a physical system represented by a number of 
mathematical equations. Errors can arise in the modeling process due to the lack of precise 
knowledge of the system being modeled. Hydrologic modeling has gained wide acceptance over 
the years. The number of models in use has increased, and they have become more user-friendly 
over time. 
According to Haan (19SS). the ease of using the model has reduced the time spent thinking 
about the system being modeled. Model parameters are being applied unquestioningly and 
model results are accepted as truth. It is generally accepted, however, that the utility of 
output from a model is greatly enhanced if accompanied by some indications of its accuracy 
(Tiscareno-Lopez et al., 1995). 
Point estimates provided by the model are uncertain. Therefore it is important to quantify 
the probabilistic aspect of model results (Beven and Binley, 1991). .A. point estimate denotes a 
single number from an e.xperiment or simulation. It serves as an appro.ximation to the true but 
unknown value of the quantity being estimated. .A.n interval estimate or a confidence interval, 
on the other hand, denotes a numerical interval and associated probability level. 
Trade-offs may e.xist between model complexity, number and accuracy of parameters and 
quality of input data (Tiscareno-Lopez et al.. 199-5). Since parameter values usually reside 
in a range, parameter uncertainty exists. This is different from the inherent variability that 
exists in a natural process or model uncertainty that arises due to the imprecise representation 
of a process by the model. Uncertainty in model structure and mathematical equations is 
referred to as conceptual errors (Lei and Schilling, 1996). Parameter uncertainty can often 
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be controlled by calibration. .-Assuming that the model structure is correct and input data is 
error free, parameter uncertainty accounts for random error (zero-mean, constant variance). 
In a large number of cases, observed data may be available for calibration and can facilitate 
an evaluation of the model performance through graphical comparisons or statistical tests. 
However, in cases where real data is not available, alternative techniques need to be adopted 
and an assumption of model validity has to be made. L'nder these circumstances the focus 
lies primarily on parameter uncertainty. Parameter estimates are treated as random variables 
since their values depend on observed data that are themselves random variables or functions 
of random variables (Haan. 1988). Often, the only way to make parameters more meaningful 
is by attaching a probability distribution to them (Brutsaert. 1975). 
Irrespective of the type of model being adopted, there is an acknowledgment of the uncer­
tainty associated with deterministic modeling in general. Therefore, it is recommended that 
some level of stochastic evaluation be built into into modeling efforts (Gold and Kellogg. 
L996). 
3.2 Monte Carlo Simulation 
Monte Carlo simulation (MCS). has been described by Brutsaert (1975) as an artificial 
sampling method. Random observations are drawn from a specified parameter distribution 
space. These observations are drawn repeatedly from each of the input parameter distributions 
and input into the deterministic model. The resulting model outputs can then be analyzed 
in the form of probability distributions. If this procedure is repeated a large number of times 
the results of the deterministic simulation made using random inputs generates probability 
distributions for the model outputs. The advantages of using Monte Carlo simulation are: its 
ability to handle uncertainty associated with model inputs, the fact that it can be applied 
to an\' deterministic modeling structure, and the large flexibility with respect to the types of 
probability distributions that can be used to characterize the model inputs. 
Monte Carlo simulation was used by Haan (Haan and Zhang, 1995) in investigating the 
impact of uncertainty of the CRE.A.MS-VVT model parameters on estimated runoff volume 
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and phosphorus loads into Lake Okeechobee. Warwick et a!.. (1986) used \[CS to quantify 
the effect of input data uncertainty (TYPE 11 error) on the estimation of in-stream pollutant 
concentration. 
Prabhii (1994) established an evaluation protocol for studying the impact of uncertainty on 
estimated model outputs by comparing simulation data with observed data from study plots. 
Lei and Schilling (1996) applied MCS to quantify uncertainty in a rainfall-runoff model as part 
of a preliminary uncertainty analysis to guide model calibration. 
Tiscareno-Lopez et al.. (1993: 1995) identified hydrologic and soil erosion uncertainties 
in the W'EPP model by applying Monte Carlo Simulation for sensitivity analysis. Brutsaert 
(1975) applied MCS to water quality modeling. This research attempts to identify model 
uncertainty in .-VGNPS due to errors in parameter estimation for an entire watershed. 
3.3 Dataset Description 
Sampling stations have been set up along the length of Bear Creek and at the intersections of 
roads with some of the tributaries. Sub-watersheds were identified using .-VRC/LXFO hydrologic 
subroutines. The location of the sub-watersheds is strategic and situated to identify changes as 
the stream progresses toward the outlet of the watershed. In all. si.x sub-watersheds, namely, 
EBCM3, VVBCM3. TRIBl, BC5, BC7 and BC9 were used in the study (Fig. 3.1). 
3.3.1 Feedlot information 
In 199S. a survey of Bear Creek was conducted to determine the number, size and com­
position of feedlots (Table 3.1). The landuse map was used to guide ground truthing and to 
update information from the 1992 aerial photos, feedlot size and appro.ximate head count were 
used to determine the number of animals. Eleven outdoor feedlots and one animal confinement 
were located in the watershed. There were approximately 200 pigs. 120 cows. 35 poultry and 
10 sheep. Most of the feedlots were located at some distance from the stream and had a slope 
between 0-5%. The approximate roof area was estimated to use as input into the model to 
calculate runoff. 
ebcmS 
5' 
IJ 
420 acres 
bc5 
wbcm3 
1720 acres 
6953 acres 
C.J 
13425 acres 
tribi /: 
,r 
J ) 
f 
] 
/' I—r-v /• ' 
2403 acres 
bc9 
18605 acres 
Mgiirc Siih-walcrslic'ds used for (lie Monte Carlo .siiiitilatioii 
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Table 3.1 Area and animal information from feedlot sampling 
Fd lot-id Slope Fdlot area 
(in acres) 
Roof area 
(in acres) 
Hogs Cows Poultry Sheep 
1 0-5% 0.75 0.25 0 30 0 0 
2 0-5% 0.75 0.75 30 0 0 0 
3 0-5%i 0..50 0.25 25 0 0 0 
4 0-5%: 1.00 0..50 30 0 0 0 
•5 .5-10%, 0.25 0.25 20 0 0 0 
6 L0-12%- 0.50 0.75 0 20 0 0 
1 0-2% 0.25 0.25 0 0 0 10 
8 0-2% 0.50 0.50 35 -5 0 0 
9 0-2% 0.75 0.25 0 60 0 0 
10 0-2% 0.25 0.50 60 0 0 0 
IL 0-2% 1.00 0.50 0 5 35 0 
3.3.2 Location of tile outlets in upper half of watershed 
Subsurface drainage is crucial for agricultural production in the Midwest. Also known as 
tiles, they provide a conduit for the speedy movement of water containing nitrate-nitrogen 
to surface waters thereby creating a health hazard for human consumers of these waters 
(Bjorneberg et al.. L996). 
Many tiles were laid in the early 1900's and therefore very poor documentation pertinent to 
their e.xtent. location and dimensions is available. Mapping the tiles is tedious and e.xpensive 
and may require the use of remote sensing. The density of tile outlets along any stream in 
central Iowa is high. Tile outlets are found on either bank of the stream and are difficult to 
locate. The best time to walk the stream in order to find them is spring, before they are 
concealed by thick vegetation. They usually begin to flow around this time and discharge 
either snow melt or water collected from early spring precipitation. 
Tile outlets were located for the upper half of the watershed in 1998. using GPS equipment. 
The locations were then transferred to an .\RC/IN'FO coverage. Discharge measurements and 
water samples were taken from tile outflows. .N'ttrate-nitrogen, phosphorus and chemical oxygen 
demand were quantified using standard EP.A. approved laboratory procedures (Table 3.2). 
Table 3.2 Flow and Nutrient information from tile sampling 
Variable IS" tile 6" tile 4" tile 
:V25/"9S 
.Vitrate-nitrogen (mg/1) 12.15 13.92 11.091 
Total Phosphorus (mg/l) 0.S1 0.72 0.69 
COD (mg/1) 15.50 11.00 26.50 
Flow (cfs) 0.31 0.006 0.0153 
6/9/"98 
.\itrate-.\' (mg/1) 16.23 13.95 14.28 
Total Phosphorus (mg/1) 0.75 0.66 0.69 
COD (mg/1) 9.00 14.5 17.00 
Flow (cfs) 1.40 0.0165 0.0128 
7/L.5/'9S 
.N'itrate-nitrogen (mg/1) 14.16 11.80 10.91 
Total Phosphorus (mg/I) 0.77 0.65 0.65 
COD (mg/1) 9.40 6.90 7.30 
Flow (cfs) 0.96 0.00 0.0098 
3.3.3 Location of tiles in lower half of watershed 
In order for the model to be run on the entire watershed, the number of point sources 
that occur in a particular grid cell is required. Since this information was only available for 
the upper part of the watershed, a suitable technique was needed to simulate this information 
for the lower part of the watershed. Certain assumptions were made in order to facilitate the 
prediction of tile locations in the lower half of the watershed; 
• Tile outlets occur only in cells containing a definitive stream 
• The number of tiles that can occur in one cell is independent of the number that can 
occur in an adjacent cell 
• The number of tile outlets occurring per cell and the diameter of the tile outlet are 
independent 
• The distribution of number of tiles in the lower half of the watershed is the same as that 
in the upper half. The distribution of diameter of tiles in the lower half is the same as 
that in the upper half 
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3.3.4 Procedure for generating number of tile outlets and diameters for the 
lower half of the watershed 
Once the tile location and tile diameter information for the upper half of the watershed was 
available (Figure 3.2). the cumulative frequency was generated for both the number of tiles 
per grid cell and the various diameter sizes of the tile (Tables 3.3 and 3.4). The tile diameters 
were generalized into the three categories for which sampling information was available (Table 
3.5). Using this information, tile locations for the lower half were predicted. 
The entire watershed was divided into grid cells of size 100 meters x 100 meters. Cell 
numbers for grid cells from the lower half of the watershed, for which no tile outlet information 
was available, in which a stream segment is pre.sent were generated. 
The algorithm consists of an inner and an outer loop. The number of iterations is equal 
to the number of cells in the lower half of the watershed that have a stream running through 
them. 
• We speculate that the number of tiles occurring are independent and identically dis­
tributed with a common distribution function . 
• Based on observed data we estimate function by the empirical distribution function 
F^. Then we generate the number of tiles at unobserved sites using F^ (uniformly 
between 0 and 3). 
• We assume that diameters are independent and identically distributed {F^] of the num­
ber of tiles. Diameters are then generated at the unobserved sites using the empirical 
distribution F^. (.\ppendi.\; B). 
3.4 Methodology 
The procedure used in the Monte Carlo Simulation is adapted from Haan and Zhang (1995) 
and Prabhu (1994). Prior to the simulation sensitive parameters are identified (.A.ppendi.x C) 
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I i Bear Creek watershed 
/\y Bear Creek 
m Surveyed tile locations 
• Predicted tiles locations 
Figure 3.2 Location of tiles in Beai" Creek watershed 
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Table 3.3 Xumber of tiles and frequency of occurrence 
Xumber of tiles Frequency of occurrence Cumulative frequency 
0 4(j4 464 
1 .52 .516 
•y  28 •544 
3 io •5.59 
Table 3.4 Diameters of tiles and frequency of occurrence 
Diameter Frequency of Occurrence Cumulative frequency 
4 ( t 
5 3 10 
6 38 48 
s 20 68 
9 t 75 
10 4 79 
12 6 85 
13 1 86 
14 1 87 
16 1 88 
18 3 91 
20 1 92 
24 2 94 
30 1 95 
Knowledge of sensitive parameters is useful since it can reduce uncertainty in model out­
puts. Less attention and effort is directed to the less sensitive parameters, thereby allowing 
greater focus on parameters identified as sensitive. .A. number of sensitivity analyses have 
been performed for .-VGNPS (Young et al.. L9S7: Yoon. 1996). Prabhu (1994) conducted sen­
sitivity analysis for .A.GNPS and concluded that curve number, practice factor (P-factor). soil 
erodibility factor (K-factor), cover and management factor (C-factor). soil nitrogen, nitrogen 
Table 3.5 Diameter generalization 
Category Diameter generalization 
18"" dia 
6" dia 
4" dia 
30", 24"", 20"". 18"". 16", 14"\ 13" 
12", 10", 9", 8"", 6" 
4", 5" 
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extraction coefficient for runoff and nitrogen extraction coefficient for leacliing were the most 
important. (For explanation of the various factors see Haan et al., 1994). For this simulation, 
seven sensitive parameters were selected based on the literature available. Distributions were 
determined for all seven parameters and independence between them assumed (Table 3.0), 
(Haan and Zhang. 1995: Lei and Schilling. 1996). Parameter distributions were taken from field 
data where available or from literature (Tables 3.7 and 3.S). (Young et al.. 1987: Hjelnifelt et 
al.. 1994). For the log-normal distribution, the standard deviation and mean were estimated 
from the equations: 
"^normal  
^  normai  
3.5 Simulation Procedure 
The routine for generating random numbers was adapted from Numerical Recipes (Press 
et al.. 1990). For log-normal parameters, random numbers were generated from a normal 
distribution, then converted to the log-normal distribution. For parameters with a triangular 
distribution, minimum and ma.vcimum values were specified and random numbers generated 
from this interval (.A.ppendi.x C). Based on the literature (Prabhu. 1994). 1500 simulations 
were made to get adequate values to define the output distributions. Simulations took from 3 
to 24 hours depending on the number of grid ceils in the watershed. 
Random observations were generated for each parameter from its distribution simultane­
ously. Generated parameter values were fed into the model with the other input parameters. .A. 
specified number of simulations were run on each of the selected sub-watersheds. The analysis 
was confined to a single event of 3 inches of precipitation for a period of six hours. Since it was 
difficult to attach defined distributions to the outputs (Figures 3.3 - 3.8). empirical confidence 
intervals were generated at the 2.5 and 97.5 percentile (Tables 3.9 - 3.14). 
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Table 3.6 Sensitive parameters and their distributions 
Triangular Distribution Log-normal Distribution 
Soil Erodibility Factor (K) 
Cover and Practice Factor(C) 
Practice Factor (P) 
Soil retention parameter(S) 
Slope 
Base-nitrogen value 
Runoff-nitrogen value 
Leach-nitrogen value 
Table 3.( Triangular distribution parameters 
Parameter mean left right 
Soil Erodibility Factor (K-factor) 
Cover and Practice Factor(C-factor) 
Practice Factor (P-factor) 
0.180 
0.010 
0.800 
0.240 
0.168 
1.000 
0.320 
0.310 
1.000 
Table 3.8 Log-normal distribution parameters 
Parameter -Mean Std. deviation 
Soil retention parameter(S) L043 0.3069 
Slope 0.3293 0.4700 
Base-nitrogen value -7.02 0-4722 
Runoff-nitrogen value -3.688 0.4722 
Leach-nitrogen value -2.995 0.4722 
3.6 Results 
Uncertainty in model outputs is due to uncertainty in input parameters. It is useful to look 
at summary statistics to compare the hydrologic behavior or sub-watersheds of different sizes 
(Table 3.6). Empirical confidence intervals can be constructed that include a set percent of the 
output distribution. Since the confidence interval is the range of values over which established 
accuracy is e.xpected to vary, the size of the confidence interval gives a measure of reliability 
(Loague and Green. 1991). The width of the confidence interval is a reflection of parameter 
uncertainty, therefore confidence intervals are a measure of the usability of the model (Haan. 
1988). 
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Figure 3.3 Monte Carlo simulation for sub-watershed EBC^/[3 
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Figure 3.4 Monte Carlo simulation for sub-watershed \VBCM3 
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Figure 3-5 Monte Carlo simulation for sub-watershed TRIBl 
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Figure 3.6 Monte Carlo simulation for sub-watershed BC5 
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Figure 3.7 Monte Carlo simulation for sub-watershed BCi 
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Figure 3.8 Monte Carlo simulation for sub-watershed BC9 
Tahlo H.fl ("c)it(i(l(MU't' iiitorvals (or l'!lK'M3 (N=:NiUogc'ii, P=lMu)si)lu)rus) 
l/unil Riinolf iVak runoff Sediment N in .sediment N coiic. in P in sediment Sol. P conc. 
volume(iii) rate (cfs) yield (tons) (Ibs/ac) nino(r(p|)m) (Ibs/ac) in runoff 
lower 0.51 102.92 1H).;10 0.15 0.01 1.25 0.01 
upper 0.59 19;}.97 i5o,:n 2.89 0.17 1.5.S 0.15 
Nolo; Solnblo nilrogoii in rnnod' lias 5 points in llio (iistrii)iition of wliirli 0.01 has llio liigiiost proijahilily t)! ocnirronco. 
Soluble |)lios|)liorus in riinofr lias i)oints in t ho clislribulion of which 0.01 has lhi> higlu'sl probability of occurring. 
Table ;{.H) ("onfidcMice inlorvals for VVlK^M.'j (N = Nitrog(Mi, 
l'=iMiosphorus) 
Limit liunoff Peak runoff .Sediment N in .sediment P in sediment Sol. P conc. 
volume(in) rate (cfs) yield (tons) (Ibs/ac) (Ibs/ac) in runoff 
lower 0.53 •lOO.SO 51().10 0.51 l.;}8 0.01 
ujjper 0,57 08;}.()1 0;}9.77 2.92 1.50 0.01 
Note: Soluble nitrogen in runoff has "2 points in the distribution of which 0.01 has the highest probability of occurrence. 
Soluble |)hosphorus in runoff has 2 points in the distribution of which 0.01 has the highest probability of occurring. 
Soluble phosphorus concentration in runoff has 1 points in the dislribulion of which 0.02 has the highest probability of occurring. 
Table .'}.li ('oiifideiice iiiterval.s for TI^IBI (N=NiU'ogeii, P=Pli(j.s|)liuru,s) 
Limit Huuoff l\'ak runoff .Sediment N in .sediment P in .sediment 
volume rate(cfs) yield (tons) (lbs/acre) (lbs/acre) 
lower 0.51 •172.81 800.21 0.02 0.91 
upper 0.,')8 Si-1.08 920.18 ;j.70 1.01 
Note; Soluble nitrogen in runofl", soluble nilrogen concentration in runoff, soluble |)lios|)liorus in runoff, soluble phosphor 
concentration in runoff are all zero. 
Table 3.12 Confidence intervals for BC.') (N=:Nitrogen, P=l'liosphorus) 
Limit Runoff Peak runoff Sediment N in .sediment P in sediment 
volume(in) ra(e(cfs) yield (tons) (lbs/acre) (lbs/acre) 
lower 0.59 701.33 2107.88 0.55 0.81 
u|)|)er 0.02 1183.78 23f)8.72 3.10 0.93 
Note: Soluble nilrogen concentration in runoff is 0.1 since this is the only recurring value 
solui)le nitrogen in runoff, .solul)le phosphorus in runoff, .soluble phosphorus concentration in runoff are all zero. 
Table ."Mi} CoiifKleiice intervals for IK'7 (N^^Nilrogen, P=Pliu.s|)li(jru.s) 
l/miit l\'ak ruiioir Sediment N in sediment P in sediment 
rate(cfs) yield (tons) (Ib.s/acre) (lbs/acre) 
lower 1<).')I.})7 872.51 0.11 0.;}!) 
u|)per 1997.7() 0.7!) 0.11 
Note: llunofr volume has 5 |)oint.s in the (listribution of wiiicli 0.71 ha.s the highe.st i)robability of orcurrence. 
l^lios|)liorus in .seclimenl. has 5 points in t he clistribiition of which O. IO has the highest |)robability of ocenrring. 
Soluble nitrogen in runod", soluble nitrogen concentration in runod', soluble i)hosi)horus in runod", soluble jjliosphorus concentration 
in runofr are all zero. 
Table 3.I I Confidence intervals for BC!) (N=Nitrogen, P=l'iiosi)liorus) 
l/imit Runofr Peak runofr Sediment N in sediment P in sediment 
volume(in) rate(cfs) yield (tons) (lbs/acre) (lbs/acre) 
lower 0.71 I52().2!) .•jSS 1.(38 O-.^O 1 .;5<) 
upper 0.7« 21II.,"32 (j;5.')7.97 ;j.07 1.17 
Note: Soluble nitrogen in runoff, .soluble nitrogen concentration in runoff, solui)le |)liosphorus in runoff, .soluble phosphorus 
ronronVralion in runoH' are all zero. 
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For output variables that have five or less values that keep recurring, the one occurring 
most frequently is selected as the one with the highest probability of occurrence. 
3.7 Conclusions 
According to sampling information from the sixteen sampling stations on Bear Creek and 
its tributaries, nitrate-nitrogen concentrations are highest at headwaters sampling sites, like 
EBCM3 (Schultz, 1993). This has been attributed to very intensive agricultural activity 
in proximity to the channel in the headwaters region and also the fact that most flow for 
the creek in headwater tributaries comes from agricultural field tiles. Nitrate concentrations 
further down in the watershed are lower due to an increase in the volume of water, more 
of which comes from groundwater systems that contain very little nitrate-nitrogen (Schultz, 
1993) . As one approaches the confluence of Bear Creek and the Skunk River, lower levels of 
nitrate-nitrogen are encountered because a larger percentage of landuse here is pasture and 
wooded riparian zones. This has a diluting effect on the nitrate-nitrogen levels in the stream 
as it flows south. 
Runoff volume increases as the size of watershed increases, as does the peak runoff rate 
(see Table 3.15). The amount of sediment also increases with size of watershed. .4n interesting 
point to note is that the amount of sediment in the smaller sub-watersheds is disproportionally 
large when compared with the larger sub-watersheds. This is because on a per acre basis there 
is a lot more deposition within the watershed as the size of the watershed increases. Note 
also, that sediment yield drops considerably in BC7, this is disrupting the generally increasing 
trend displayed by the data otherwise. Nitrate-nitrogen in sediment is higher in the smaller 
sub-watersheds in general when compared with the larger sub-watersheds. In fact EBCM3, 
which is the smallest sub-watershed, has the highest nitrate-nitrogen levels overall, i.e., in 
sediment and in run off. This only supports the already existing belief that headwaters are the 
highest contributors to agricultural pollution of streams. The levels of nitrate-nitrogen and 
phosphorus in the largest sub-watersheds is zero, this may be due to the fact that AGNPS 
has an inbuilt decay function to reduce soluble nutrient concentrations as they flow through 
Table 3.15 Summary statist,ics for the simulations (N=Nitrogen, 
P=Phosphorus, so(l=SG(iiment, sol=soluble) 
Statistic Runoff Peak runoff Sediment N in sed. Sol, N in N conc, in P in sed. Sol. P in P conc. in 
voluine(in) rate(cfs) yicld(tons) (ibs/ac) runoff(lbs/ac) runoff(ppin) (li)s/ac) runofr(ll)s/ac) runoff(ppn)) 
EBCM3 
Min 0.4900 79.5800 101.3600 0.2300 0.0000 0.0000 1.1200 0.0000 0.0200 
Max 0.0300 211.1000 171.8300 5.4100 0.0500 0.4300 1.7000 0.0200 0.2000 
Mean 0.5510 157.M50 136.2680 1.2750 0.0050 0.0470 1.4130 0.0120 0.0900 
Std Dev. 0.0210 23.2402 10.5300 0.6600 0.0070 0.0460 0.0880 0,0040 0.0290 
WBCM3 
Min 0.5100 314.4700 532.5700 0.2500 0.0000 0.0000 1.3500 0.0000 0.0100 
Mean 0.5507 578.7048 593.9725 1.3104 0.0001 0.0117 1.4709 0.0000 0.0228 
Max 0.5800 727.4700 668.0200 4.7300 0.0100 0.1000 1.6200 0.0100 0.0400 
Std Dev. 0.0102 76.1297 24.0226 0.6279 0.0012 0.0096 0.0476 0.0007 0.0069 
TRIBl 
Mill 0.5200 420.8400 771.9200 0.3100 0.0000 0.0000 0.8700 0.0000 0.0000 
Mean 0.5580 675.7540 866.6990 1.5900 0.0000 0.0000 0.9590 0.0000 0.0000 
Max 0.5900 855.7200 966.4900 7.3300 0.0000 0.0000 1.0500 0.0000 0.0000 
Std Dev. 0.0090 93.2670 30.3330 0.8330 0.0000 0.0000 0.0270 0.0000 0.0000 
Table 3.15 (Continued) 
Statistic Runoff Peai< runoff Sediment N in sed. Sol, N in N conc, in P in .s«i. Sol. P in P conc. in 
volume(in) rale(cfs) yield(tons) (Ibs/ac) runoff(lbs/ac) runan'(ppni) (Ibs/ac) runofi'(lbs/ac) ninofT{i)pni) 
BC5 
Mill 0.5800 622.6800 1939.8800 0.2800 0.0000 0.0000 0.7900 0.0000 0.0000 
Mean 0.6100 1171.2200 2252.4400 1.4900 0.0000 0.0000 0.8900 0.0000 0.0000 
Max 0.6300 1550.8200 2504.4900 8.5900 0.0000 0.0100 0.9600 0.0000 0.0000 
Std Dev. 0.0100 196.5500 72.8600 0.7700 0.0000 0.0000 0.0200 0.0000 0.0000 
BC7 
Min 0.6900 1912.9700 854.2200 0.0700 0.0000 0.0000 0.3800 0.0000 0.0000 
Mean 0.7140 1976.0180 899.8930 0.3550 0.0000 0.0000 0.3960 0.0000 0.0000 
Max 0.7300 2024.0100 979.9000 2.5400 0.0000 0.0000 0.4200 0.0000 0.0000 
Std Dev. 0.0050 11.1200 14.9480 0.1880 0.0000 0.0000 0.0060 0.0000 0.0000 
BC9 
Min 0.7000 1397.1700 5691.4400 0.2600 0.0000 0.0000 1.3500 0.0000 0.0000 
Mean 0.7300 2141.4800 6133.5400 1.3200 0.0000 0.0000 1.4300 0.0000 0.0000 
Max 0.8200 2460.6700 7032.8000 5.8000 0.0000 0.0000 1.6000 0.0000 0.0000 
Std Dev. 0.0200 233.8800 123.0200 0.7000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0200 0.0000 0.0000 
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the channel. In general, sediment seems to show a greater presence as the polluter in this 
environment than nitrate-nitrogen. 
The use of confidence intervals to present the results of this simulation emphasizes the fact 
that there is considerable uncertainty in estimating the presence of pollutants in any system. 
This is a more acceptable and accurate method to present the results than point estimates. 
Maps can be generated using the .-VGNPS output, the data extraction utility in the interface 
and .A.RCVIEW (Figure 3.9. 3.L0 and 3.11). Using this as a starting point, areas vulnerable to 
severe runoff and erosion can be identified. Buffer strips of various dimensions and composition 
can also be simulated with the combined use of the GIS and the interface. For more detailed 
analysis the use of modeling software such as REMM is recommended. 
A / Stream 
Ceil erosion 
a0.07 - 0.29 0.29 - 0.54 0.54-0.64 
•10.64-0.73 
•10.73-0.87 
/ stream 
Runoff generated Irom atnve cell 
Runoff contributed fronfi the above cell Erosion at the cell level 
l-'ignro ;}.9 .ACINI'S .siiiiiilation of runoff aii(] cro.sion for MBCMl 
' stream 
N03-N loss In sediment 
B0.1 • 1.79 1,79-4.92 4.92 • 7.39 7.39 • 20.28 
• 20.26-35.39 
y'X/-Stream 
Total soluble N03-N (ppm) loss 
84.31 -13.14 13.14-21.04 21.04-23.95 23.95-27.03 27.03-31.42 
N03-N loss In sediment (mg/l) at the cell level jotal soluble N03-N (ppm) loss at the cell level 
l"'igiiri' 3.10 A(!NP.S .siiimlcUioii of iiitratc-iiid'ogcii for lilK'Ml 
/\ / Stream 
= loss in sediment 
rn 0.17-0.52 
0.52 - 0.84 
Hi 0.84 - 0.96 
•10.96-1.07 
•11.07-1.25 
/ Stream 
Total soluble P (ppm) loss 
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4 USE OF AGNPS TO STUDY THE EFFECT OF RIPARIAN BUFFER 
STRIPS ON RUNOFF, SEDIMENT AND NUTRIENT TRANSPORT IN 
A WATERSHED 
4.1 Introduction 
Declining water quality has become a growing concern in recent years. .-Vgriculture has been 
identified as the major contributor to non-point source pollution, fn addition to conservation 
practices in the conte.xt of tillage and fertilizer application, riparian practices have gained a 
new respect. It is believed that riparian buffers are effective in slowing down and in some 
cases effectively trapping sediment by above-ground biomass. Limited resources for large-scale 
field studies accompanied by the easy accessibility of computing power and models have led 
researchers to move in the obvious direction of computer simulation. This has been found to 
be a cost-effective tool for studying the effect of various management practices on both surface 
and groundwater quality (He et al., 1993: Tim and .Jolly, 1994). 
In the words of Edwards "since the number of variables and permutations of variables 
influential in runoff transport of pollutants is simply too large to rely solely on experimental 
techniques for identification of effective management options, indirect methods must be used 
to at least some degree as surrogate for e.xperimental observations" (Edwards et al., 1994, 
p403). Simulation is seen as one such indirect method of assessing the effectiveness of various 
management alternatives in the area of non-point source pollution. 
Simulation models require large amounts of input information regarding topography, 
landuse, soils and channel information. This has been facilitated by the use of GIS and 
interfaces created by various people to make the combined use of the GIS and the model 
more user friendly. 
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Due to the popularity of simulation models, it is imperative for researchers to use some 
form of critical evaluation procedure to ensure that the widespread use of these models does 
not result in the propagation of misleading information (Addiscott. 1995). Calibration and 
validation of a model are one way a researcher can maintain the integrity of the model. 
4.1.1 Model evaluation 
Given there is a lot of uncertainty associated with any modehng effort, an evaluation of the 
model to determine how well it predicts is of utmost importance to model users. Calibration 
of models such as AGNPS is no simple task due to the large number of parameters involved. 
Calibration is a procedure whereby model parameters are varied either manually or by the 
use of more sophisticated optimization techniques to produce parameter estimates that meet 
a specified error criteria. Prior to calibration, variables to which the model is most sensitive 
are usually identified (.A.ddiscott. 1995: .\ovotny and Olem. 1994). 
-A. set of calibrated parameters usually represent one possible combination that produces 
a response similar to one observed (.lacomino and Fields. 1997). It is possible that this 
parameter combination may not be unique. However, a certain confidence may be placed on 
this set if it gives good predictions when compared to others. 
Validation refers to the process of determining the ability of a model to estimate quantities 
accurately (Zacharias et al., 1996; Haan. 1998). This is done by running the model with the 
coefficients established during calibration. 
Both graphical and quantitative techniques are used to identify anomalies in observed and 
predicted data (Zacharias et al.. 1996). Graphical techniques include best fit lines or bar 
charts. Quantitative techniques include comparison of summary statistics of observed versus 
simulated data. In cases where a Gaussian distribution has been previously ascertained, the 
use of mean and standard deviation is appropriate, otherwise, the use of median is a more 
appropriate measure of location. Goodness-of-fit measures and hypothesis testing are also 
used. 
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4.2 Past Work on Calibration 
Calibration and validation of AGXPS has been done by various researchers in the past 
(Perrone and Madramootoo. 1997: Rode and Frede. 1997. Yoon. 1996: Morse et al.. 1994: 
Mitchell et al.. 1993: Singh et al., 1996). Most hydrologic models require twenty or more input 
parameters. Most of these parameters have large ranges, and no easy way exists to verify e.Kact 
values for a particular site. L'nder these circumstances, calibration and verification often follow 
a sensitivity analysis. N'o known attempt has been made to calibrate and validate .\GXPS for 
use in evaluating riparian buffer strips. 
Young et al.. (1987) did sensitivity analysis for AG.\'PS in order to determine the relative 
change in model output with respect to change in input for a watershed in central Minnesota. 
The variables found to affect sediment yield most significantly were, slope, soil erodibility. 
C-factor and curve numbers. Water-soluble nutrient yields were found to be affected most 
by curve numbers. The research team suggested that special attention be paid to watershed 
management practices and crop cover in determining sensitive parameters. 
V'oon (1996) did a sensitivity analysis for AG.N'PS and short listed curve number. Manning's 
roughness coefficient. C-factor. slope, channel side slope. P-factor and fertilization availability 
in descending order of significance. 
Once model parameters have been subjected to multiple scrutiny to determine the most or 
least sensitive parameters, this information can be used by subsequent researchers. Mitchell 
et al.. (1993) used work done earlier by Young et al., (1987) in order to select sensitive pa­
rameters for calibrating small watersheds in East Central Illinois. .A.G.\'PS was evaluated for 
predicting runoff and sediment delivery from small watersheds with gently sloping topography. 
He reported that channel slope and side slope were not as sensitive as might have been ex­
pected. and that antecedent moisture condition and C-factor were found to be major players. 
The study was accomplished using a GRASS-.AGN'PS interface and twenty-nine rainfall events 
over a period of four years. Events too small to provide useful information were eliminated. 
-Antecedent moisture condition was found to be an important factor in influencing changes in 
runoff, peak runoff rate and sediment yield. 
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Rode and Frede (L997). modified and adapted AGNPS for use in a central German land­
scape. They validated the model for runoff, sediment and nutrient delivery and concluded that 
it provided realistic estimates of conditions that prevailed in the German landscape. They 
pointed out that very large and very small runoff events were both problematic in that small 
events generated insufficient runoff and large events caused flooding. 
Ba.Kter and .N'eedham (1993) varied cell-size to investigate the effect on .\GNPS output, 
and found that this has an important effect on sediment yield. Models such as .-VGNPS. (.A.real 
Xon-point Source Watershed Environmental Response Simulation) ANSWERS and (Soil and 
Water .Assessment Tool) SWWT have been used and tested e.Ktensively and in general are 
regarded as reliable enough. On occasion, they have been used without calibration and have 
demonstrated considerable success in the closeness of simulated to observed results (Engel et 
al.. 1993: Edwards et al.. 1994). 
Perrone and Madramootoo (1997) undertook a study to determine the predictive capabilit}' 
of .\G.\PS with respect to surface runoff, peak flow and sediment yield on a watershed in 
Quebec . Seven rainfall-runoff events were used in the calibration, and five events in the 
two successive years used in validation. They concluded that .\G.\'PS was reliable for surface 
runoff and sediment yield predictions. However, the model generally over predicted peak flow. 
Poor performances were observed when complex storms occurred during periods of relatively-
cold weather, in early spring and fall. Line et al. (1997). developed a (Geographic Resources 
.\nalysis Support System) GR.-\.SS-.-\.G.\'PS model tool and subsequently tested the accuracy 
of prediction of runoff and pollutant loads. They concluded that with the use of their interface, 
reasonable estimates of runoff and pollutant loads can be obtained. 
4.2.1 Objectives and scope of the study: 
Hydrologic modeling used in conjunction with GIS provides the opportunity to simulate the 
effect of riparian buffer strips in agricultural watersheds that may not be possible otherwise. 
The GIS is used to prepare the database which is used as input to the model. Calibration is 
included in the methodology to give more realistic results. 
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1. Create griclcled plots that matched experimental plot specifications and vegetation in 
AGNPS 
2. Simulate runoff, sediment and nutrient transport under natural precipitation conditions, 
applying the model to data from the experimental plots 
3. Compare the model simulations with data from the experimental plot studies in order to 
obtain the best calibration 
4. .A.pply the calibrated model to a small watershed in order to study the effects of riparian 
buffer strips 
4.3 Riparian Buffer Strips and Water Quality Protection 
Riparian buffer strips have grown in popularity over the last decade due to a realization 
of their role in improving water quality. The location of the riparian zone in an agricultural 
landscape gives it tremendous potential to regulate the movement of materials in surface runoff 
and groundwater that flows from upland areas to the stream (Hill. 1996) 
According to Lowrance (1986). riparian buffer zones are stream side ecosystems, managed 
for the betterment of water quality through the control of non-point source pollution and pro­
tection of the stream environment. Most commonly, a riparian buffer may comprise herbaceous 
or woody vegetation or both. Overland flow is slowed as it moves through this vegetated zone 
thereby allowing suspended matter to be trapped within. The slowing of water also allows 
some of it to infiltrate within the buffer zone, allowing nutrients to be assimilated, retained or 
transformed by the riparian vegetation. The role of riparian vegetation in retaining particu­
late matter and adhering nutrients has been reported widely (Hubbard and Lowrance. 1994: 
Schultz. 1995). Streams also rely on riparian vegetation to provide shade, and organic mat­
ter as an energy source for aquatic organisms. Woody debris from tree branches and trunks 
provide habitat for stream biota. 
Riparian buffer zones are being promoted by conservation agencies as a flood deterring 
and channel stabilizing device. They are being used in many regions as a way to introduce 
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native grass species to a mono-culture landscape. Though the use of buffer strips has increased 
in popularity, no consensus has been reached as to the width required to effectively remove 
pollutants from runoff (Xiang and Stratton. 1993). 
The effectiveness of buffer strips of various types and widths has been studied by a number 
of researchers across the United States (Dillaha et al.. 1989: Magette et al.. 1989; Schultz et 
al.. 199-5). Most studies involved field plots and natural or simulated runoff. In general, there 
was agreement among them as to the effectiveness of the buffer in removing sediment and 
other pollutants from runoff. Lowrance (1986) reported that riparian buffers are most effective 
on lower order streams. In an agricultural setting, as in Iowa, a large number of intermittent 
streams have developed over the years due to subsurface drainage that was put in place in 
order to lower the water table. Since the density of these lower order streams is typically high 
in agricultural watersheds in Iowa, the benefit of having riparian buffers is likely to be very 
high. 
In Iowa, a large number of streams have been channelized, thereby circumventing the 
naturally long and convoluted path of the stream. This has served to increase the velocity 
and erosive power of stream waters. Steep and unstable stream banks are increasingly a 
problem in this region. The onslaught of two 100-year floods within the last four years in 
Central Iowa has demonstrated the devastating loss of productive land due to collapsed banks. 
Deposition of phosphorus adsorbed sediment and uptake of phosphorus by vegetation has been 
identified as the primary mechanism for phosphorus retention and removal from agricultural 
runoff. There have been several efforts focussed largely on phosphorus (Kampa. et al.. 1996) 
and nitrogen (Gilliam et al., 1996: Lowrance. 1986: Hill. 1996). Very significant removals of 
nitrogen from surface waters flowing through buffers have been found in almost all studies. 
There has also been considerable interest in the removal of nitrogen from subsurface flow 
through de-nitrification. 
Field studies are essential to the understanding and assessment of water-quality functions 
of buffer zones. Models, given they are good predictors, provide us with an opportunity to 
explore combinations of conditions unexplored in field situations (Gold and Kellogg, 1996). A 
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number of models have been used to study the abatement effects of buffer strips in the context 
of non-point source pollution. Most models have not been specifically designed for this purpose 
but have been manipulated to produce the type of effect required. While some models focus 
largely on surface runoff, others are being adapted to delve into riparian subsurface processes, 
including soil water dynamics, microbial transformations and plant root uptake (Gold and 
Kellogg. 1996) . 
Both the (Chemicals. Runoff and Erosion from Agricultural Management Systems) CRE.-VMS 
and (Water Erosion Pollution Potential) VVEPP models have been applied in designing buffer 
strips (Dillaha et al.. 1989). Classical agricultural non-point source pollution models such 
as AGNPS or ANSWERS that use a distributed parameter approach allow only a marginally 
satisfactory investigation of buffer strips. This is because complex bio-geochemistry is involved 
that requires more sophisticated modeling approaches (Merot and Durand. 1986). Recently. 
REMM (Riparian Eco-system Management Model) has been introduced as a more sophisti­
cated tool for simulating riparian nutrient dynamics (.-Vltier. 1994). However, since REMM 
functions are mostly localized in the riparian zone, upslope surface runoff and sediment inputs 
to the model come from models such as (Erosion/Production Impact Calculator) EPIC and 
."VGNPS. Until the use of more complex models that incorporate both surface and subsurface 
processes within the riparian zone, modeling approaches will tend to dichotomize into either the 
more hydrological approach or the more bio-geochemical approach. In many cases, modelers 
may be required to use more than one model in order to make the study more holistic. 
This research employs AGNPS to arrive at an overall understanding of surficial processes 
in riparian buffer strips within the larger agricultural landscape. The use of a model such as 
REMM is recommended for a closer look at the bio-geochemical functioning of the riparian 
zone. 
4.4 Description of Bear Creek Watershed and the Riparian Zone 
The Bear Creek watershed extends over parts of three counties, Hamilton, Hardin and 
Story counties, within the region of central Iowa known as the Des Moines Lobe. The area has 
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some of the richest, and in the past, most poorly drained soils which have now been brought 
under intensive row crop cultivation with the use of subsurface drainage. The watershed is 
more elongated than wide and covers an area of approximately 7.659 hectares of gently sloping 
land. The creek has both perennial and intermittent reaches and is about ;i2.8 km long. 
Most soils have glacial or alluvial origins and the major soil associations found in the area 
are: Clarion-Webster-Nicollet. Canisteo-Okoboji-N'icollet and Clarion-Storden-Coland. Color 
infrared aerial photos taken in 1992. revealed that about So'/c of the watershed was in bean 
and corn row cropping and less than 10% was either hay. pasture or fallow. 
The first buffer strip was planted in 1990 along a 0.8 kilometer stretch of Bear Creek on 
the Risdal farm. From 1990 to 1997 the buffer strip grew to a length of 4.5 kilometers. The 
.-Vgroecology Issue Team is using the watershed to study the condition of riparian zones at 
the watershed level. The team is also attempting to identify critical reaches in the watershed 
that need modified management to reduce .\PS pollution impacts on the overall cjuality of the 
stream. Sections of the Bear Creek riparian zone were divided into three blocks: inside bend, 
outside bend and straight reaches. Five 90m plots were located within each block. Treatments 
consisting of three combinations of planted trees, shrubs, grass and two controls were randomly 
assigned to the plots within each block (Figure 4.1). The planted treatments consisted of five 
rows of trees planted closest to and parallel to the creek at 1.2 meter x 1.8 meter spacing. 
Different tree species were used in each of the treatments. The shrubs were planted at a 1.0 
meter .x 1.8 meter spacing and a 7.3 meter wide strip of switchgrass was planted upslope from 
the shrubs. Controls consisted of pasture grasses commonly found in the area (Schultz. 1995). 
4.5 Description of Model and Inputs 
.A.GNPS is a watershed scale model developed in Minnesota to study the effect of non-
point source pollution on small watersheds in that region. It is an event based model and 
has a hydrology, sediment and nutrient component. It operates on a grid-system laid over the 
landscape that allows spatially heterogeneous inputs, hence the name distributed parameter 
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Figure 4.1 Conceptual diagram of tlie Bear creek riparian buffer strip 
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model. It requires five watershed parameters in addition to twenty-two cell parameters as 
input for the model. It has three components, namely a hydrology, sediment and nutrient 
components. 
The model allows pollutants to be routed from the top of the watershed to the watershed 
outlet in phases or steps. Runoff volume and peak flow rates are calculated in the hydrology 
component of the model. The SCS curve number method is used to calculate runoff volume, 
while peak runoff rate is estimated using the same method as proposed in the CRE.WIS model 
(Young et al.. 1989). The input requirements for .-VG-VPS are e.Ktensive but are usually satisfied 
through the use of field based data or soil and topographic maps and databases. Input values 
can also be found in available literature sources and manuals. 
Presently, efforts are underway to develop a continuous model known as .-\.nn.\GNPS. 
However, the event-based model continues to be popular. .Many researchers have used the 
model with or without calibration and validation for evaluating tillage practices, and fertilizer 
Inputs. .N'o e.xamination has been undertaken in the past on the use of .-VG.VPS to study 
riparian buffer strips. 
The objective of this research is to study the effect of riparian buffer strips with the help 
of .A.G.\'PS and field plot studies in the Bear Creek watershed, using AG.\'PS-.-\.RC/I.\'FO user 
interface tools developed by Liao (1996). .N'atural rainfall events that took place in spring of 
1997 and 1998 were used in calibrating the model, 
4.6 Materials and Methods 
The e.Kperimental plots in this study are in the multi-species riparian buffer strip system 
(MSRBS) developed for application by the .A.groecology Issue Team (-A.IT) of the Leopold 
Center for Sustainable .Agriculture, and by Iowa State University .-Vgroforestry Research Team 
(IStART) (Schultz, 1993). 
The buffer consists of three zones running parallel to the stream. The zone closest to the 
stream begins at the edge of the stream, is 10 meters wide and contains 4-5 rows of fast and 
slow growing trees. The second zone is 4 meters wide and consists of 1-2 rows of shrubs, and 
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the third zone is a < meters wide zone of native, warm season grasses. 
4.6.1 Description of field plots 
Field data for this study comes from the work of Lee (1999) in the Bear Creek watershed 
in 1997 and 1998. The study area consists of three sites, all located on the Strum farm (Figure 
4.2). .-Vn attempt was made to maintain the slope of all three sites within 2 % of each other. 
Each site consists of 3 plots (Figure 4.3). The control plot was laid out in the crop field, it was 
maintained as continuous fallow ground. Other plots e.xtended into the riparian buffer strip, 
maintaining a constant width of 4.1 meters while varying the length according to the width of 
each buffer zone. In other words, the control plot maintained the standard erosion plot size of 
22,1 meters .x 4.1 meters (used in developing the Universal Soil Loss Equation). The second 
plot, adjacent to the first, contained a crop field of the same dimensions with a switchgrass 
buffer of 7 meters added. The third plot contained both the crop field and switchgrass buffer 
and. in addition, had a 9 meter buffer of shrubs and trees. The length of each of the three 
plots being 22.1 meters. 29.2 meters and 38.4 meters respectively. The plots were divided by 
metal borders driven 10 centimeters into the ground. 
Runoff collectors were installed at the lower edge of each plot at an angle of 30 degrees 
to runoff. .Additional pipes were used to convey the runoff to a double split divisor, which 
in turn is connected to the water tank. Runoff was divided eciually into five channels by the 
divisor. It was then directed to a second set of splitters of the same dimensions as the first. 
The ratio of water flowing out from the divisor was 1:25 thereby maintaining a reasonable size 
of water tank, yet allowing for an accurate estimate of runoff. The rate of flow into the tank 
was monitored b\- a water level gauge. Sediment analysis was done by automatic samplers 
during the runoff event and manually post runoff. 
Rainfall, runoff, nutrient and sediment data were collected for nine events in 1997 and 
twelve events in 1998 (Table 4.1). The sites were inspected after every precipitation event and 
samples collected and promptly analyzed as per approved EP.A. laboratory techniques. 
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Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram showing plot instrumentation 
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Table 4.1 Precipitation events selected for calibration and validation 
Date Amount of precip.(inches) Duration (hours) Procedu re 
06/29/97 2.73 5.15 calibration 
07/06/97 1.41 1-15 calibration 
10/12/97 2-23 11-15 calibration 
09/07/97 1.73 1.50 calibration 
06/11/98 3.24 7-00 calibration 
06/15/98 2.95 2.00 validation 
06/24/98 3.75 1.45 calibration 
06/29/98 2.83 1.50 calibration 
07/17/98 1.70 L.50 validation 
4.6.2 Calibration procedure 
The calibration was carried out for data collected in 1997 and 1998. Four events in 1997 
and three in 199S were selected for calibration. Low runoff events were not considered sufficient 
to generate output data and were therefore neglected. Of the three sites. (7% slope, 99c slope 
and 119l slope). onK" the site with 99c slope was selected for calibration (the other two were 
reserved for validation). 
Three data files, each representing one of the three field plots within a designated site and 
of designated dimensions was created within the AGNPS input data creation facility of the 
AGNPS interface (Liao. 1996). To emulate the different vegetation present in the buffer zone, 
the quad tree cell dividing capability within .-VGNPS was used and the appropriate vegetation 
parameters attached. The size of the original un-subdivided cell was kept at 8 meter .x 8 
meter, while the smallest subdivided cell went to a dimension as low as 1 meter .k 1 meter. 
This permitted a resolution fine enough to capture the changes in vegetation in the three buffer 
zones (.Appendix D). 
Three files, one for each plot, containing three columns of information were created, one 
column for the cell number, one for the subdivision number and the last indicating the veg­
etation for that particular cell. This was done to facilitate an automated system for selected 
cell parameters to be changed based on vegetation type to be implemented in the program. 
Based on information from the Iowa State University Agricultural Extension services, the 
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crop fields were subjected to a nitrogen application of 120 lbs per acre and a pliospliorus 
application of 40 lbs per acre. Precipitation information was obtained from the weatherstation 
located in the Bear Creek watershed, on the Risdal farm. 
The cell-level parameters to be calibrated were selected based on previous studies. The 
remaining cell parameters came either from field information or from the literature and these 
remained unchanged through out the calibration process. Curve number. Mannings X. K-
factor. C-factor and fertilizer availability (for both nitrogen and phosphorus) were the param­
eters selected for calibration. Climatic data was updated for every simulation. Two input files 
were prepared to facilitate an efficient calibration procedure. One contained the names of the 
input data file prepared through .\CiNPS. the cell information file, the calibration and weather 
input parameters file, and the name of the field output parameters file. The second file was the 
weather and calibration input parameters file. It had the date of the event, the precipitation 
information and initial values for corn, switchgrass and shrubs and trees. 
Initially, an optimizer (CO.\'\II.\') was attached to the calibration program to automate 
the calibration process and a range of values %vere provided for the selected parameters to 
aid in the automatic combination of parameters. Unfortunately, due to low resolution within 
.-VCJ.X'PS the results were disappointing and a trial and error procedure was adopted. 
First, the control site with only row crops growing on it was simulated and calibrated. The 
final parameter values at the end of the best run were then introduced in the plot with both 
the crop field and switchgrass (Table 4.2). Simulations were made and parameter values at 
the end of the best run for switchgrass together with the parameter values obtained earlier 
for the crop field were Introduced in the simulation for the third plot which had a shrub and 
tree zone in addition to crop field and switchgrass. The parameter values were retained for 
all three vegetation types at the end of the simulations for the third plot with all three buffer 
zones. Curve number was the only parameter that seemed to strongly influence surface runoff, 
while C-factor was critical in calibrating sediment yield. 
First, the hydrology parameters were calibrated followed by nutrient and sediment param­
eters. A trial and error procedure was adopted in calibrating the model. Each parameter 
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Table 4.2 Final parameter values used in calibrations 
Vegetation Curve .Number Manning's Kfactor Cfactor 
Corn 80.0 0.:j 0.24 0.7000 
switchgrass 45.0 0.5 0.24 0.0002 
Shrubs trees 50.0 0.5 0.24 0.2000 
Note: Fertilizer Availability for both Nitrogen and Phosphorus was altered based on time of 
year and stage of growth. 
was allowed to vary within a reasonable range while others were kept constant. .\t the end 
of each calibration run. the simulation output was compared with the field data. Calibration 
parameter values were altered until a best match was found between the simulation output 
data data and the field output data. 
Steps in the calibration procedure are as follows: 
• Read initial simulation input data file created using .AGNPS. read cell information file, 
read precipitation information and cell parameter information from the input file, read 
the field output file 
• Loop through all the cells, and based on the type of vegetation encountered, introduce 
the given calibration parameters for that cell. 
• Write a new input simulation data file, including the precipitation information in the 
header. Write all cell parameter values in the requisite format, changing the calibration 
parameter values and retaining the original values for the rest of the parameter. 
• Call -'VG.N'PS and give it the new input simulation data file. 
• E.Ktract the required output from the AGNPS simulation output file and print this in­
formation alongside the field data. 
4.6.3 Validation 
Runoff events not used in calibration were used for validation. Crop stage and fertilizer 
availability change over the growing season and produce rather dramatic changes in runoff. 
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sediment and nutrient export. In addition to this, antecedent moisture condition has a strong 
effect on runoff and sediment yield. With this in mind, the two events used in validation were 
selected. The first event used for validation was June 15. 1998. The parameter values used 
in the validation came from the .June IL. 1998 event, which was only 4 days earlier. The 
second event selected was July L7. 1998. The parameter values for this came from the July 6 
calibration of the previous year. .-Availability of nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizer was suitably 
adjusted. 
Since the site with 9% slope was used in calibration, an attempt was made to validate using 
data from the other two sites with slopes 7% and 11%. .\'one of the output values changed 
with the e.xception of sediment yield. It appeared that the model was not sensitive to a 29c 
change in slope. Further validation efforts in this direction were suspended due to the lack of 
response from the model. 
4.6.4 Application of calibrated model to riparian buffer strip simulation 
Once calibrated, the model was applied using three scenarios (Figure 4.4) to a sub-watershed 
within the Bear Creek watershed (Figure 4.5). 
• Sub-watershed with no buffer strip 
• Sub-watershed with a switchgrass buffer of 16 meters 
• Sub-watershed with an outer switchgrass zone and an inner shrub and tree zone 
4.7 Results and Discussion 
Evaluation of model performance was based on graphical displays and quantitative mea­
sures. Bar charts give a visual comparison of observed versus predicted values for the different 
model outputs. Root Mean .Square Error (RMSE) is the square root of the overall sum of 
squares difference normalized to the number of observations and is used as an objective func­
tion to evaluate model results (Zacharias and Heatwole, 1994). From the bar charts, it was 
evident that while AGN'PS did well with the predictions of outputs for 1997, but it did poorly 
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for 1998. Curve number. C-factor and nitrogen and phosphorus availability were found to be 
very influential in the calibration process. 
4.7.1 Calibration results 
• Runoff Volume: 
Simulated results for this measurement are very close to observed results, especially for 
corn. 1998 was a wet year and Bear Creek experienced flooding beginning in the middle 
of .June. In general, more runoff occurred in .June for both 1997 and 1998 than at other 
times of the year (Tables 4.3. 4.4 and 4.5 and Figure 4.6). The RAISE for runoff for 
corn was the lowest, next lowest was corn, switchgrass and shrub and tree combination 
followed by the corn and switchgrass combination (Figure 4.7). Runoff values for both, 
observed and simulated, are lower in general. The predictions are poor for June of 1998, 
which was a wet year. Excluding June 1998 results, the model seemed to have performed 
satisfactorily. 
• Sediment Yield: 
Due to high runoff in the cropped fields during the flooding period, a lot of erosion 
seems to have occurred. This is evident in the high sediment yields for the row crop. 
This effect was not picked up by the model, resulting in high RMSE values (Figure 4.7). 
The performance for the two and three vegetation combination buffers seems better in 
comparison. The areas in the chart where no bars are visible are an indication that zero 
sediment yield was observed for both observed and simulated data (Tables 4.3. 4.4 and 
4.5 and Figure 4.8). There is a tremendous drop in sediment yield as wo go from just 
row crop to row crop with switchgrass and row crop with switchgrass and shrubs and 
trees. This is the case for both observed and simulated data. 
• Total soluble nitrogen in runoff: 
Simulated results are good for row crop, e.xcepting wet periods during June of 1998. The 
values for row crop and switchgrjiss combination are slightly less than just for the row 
crop alone. 
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Table 4.3 Calibration for runoff and sediment (row crop) 
Runoff volume (in) Sediment \ "ield (tons) 
Event Obs Pred Obs Pred 
06/29/97 1.07 l.Oo 0.21 0.14 
07/06/97 0.12 0.12 0.03 0.00 
10/12/97 0.29 0.28 0.02 0.02 
06711/98 0.98 0.9.5 0-78 0.04 
06/24/98 1.04 1.02 1.35 0.00 
09/07/97 0.07 0.07 0.01 0.00 
06/29/98 0.57 0.58 0.16 0.04 
Table 4.4 Calibration for runoff and sediment (row crop and 
switchgrass) 
Runoff volume (in) Sediment "ield (tons) 
Event Obs Pred Obs Pred 
06/29/97 0.86 0.81 0.04 0.06 
07/06/97 0.14 0.09 0.01 0.01 
10/12/97 0.19 0.21 0.00 0.00 
06/11/98 0.36 0.56 0.02 0.01 
06/24/98 0.44 0.13 0.03 0.00 
09/07/97 0.03 0.05 0.00 0.00 
06/29/98 0.12 0.44 0.00 0.00 
Table 4.5 Cal tbration for runoff and sediment (row crop and switchgrass 
and shrubs and trees) 
Runoff volume (in) Sediment \ "ield (tons) 
Event Obs Pred Obs Pred 
06/29/97 0.62 0.62 0.03 0.04 
07/06/97 0.14 0.07 0.01 0.00 
10/12/97 0.11 0.16 0.00 0.00 
06/11/98 0.19 0.2-5 0.00 0.00 
06/24/98 0.27 0.34 0.01 0.00 
09/07/97 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 
06/29/98 0.10 0.37 0.00 0.00 
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Figure 4.6 Calibration results for runoflE" volume. (R=Row crop, 
SG=switch grass, S &T=shrubs & trees) 
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Figure 4.7 Calibration results for sediment yield. (R=Row crop, 
SG=switch grass, S &T=shrubs & trees) 
\'aliies for the three vegetation combination are lower than for the one or two vegetation 
options in both simulated and observed data. In general, simulated results for 1997 
seem to be better than 199S. The R.\[SE is lowest for the three vegetation combination 
(Figure 4.7). It is almost the same for just the row crop and the row crop and switchgrass 
combination. The soluble nitrogen value drops for the two vegetation combination but 
rises when shrubs and trees are added. In general, the performance of the model drops 
in June of L998 (Tables 4.6. 4.7 and 4.8 and Figure 4.9). 
Total soluble nitrogen concentration in runoff: 
This seems to be the worst performer relative to the others. The RMSE reaches a high of 
0.5. The lowest RMSE for the three vegetation combination is 0.2. .A.gain the results of 
June. 199S, reflect the poor response of the model to wet conditions (Figure 4.7). L'nlike 
the other measurements that, in almost all cases, show a downward trend as switchgrass 
and shrubs and trees are added to the buffer, in this case no improvement is reflected 
when switchgrass or shrubs and trees are added to the buffer (Tables 4.6. 4.7 and 4.S 
and Figure 4.10). Since .A.G.\'PS does not simulate infiltration and groundwater flow it 
is not possible to investigate the subsurface effect of shrubs and trees. 
Phosphorus in sediment: 
The simulation results, with the exception of June. 1998. seem to be satisfactory. The 
model appears to predict better under low precipitation conditions (Tables 4.9, 4.10 and 
4.11 and Figure 4.11). The RMSE is the lowest for the three vegetation combination 
(Figure 4.7). 
Total Soluble phosphorus in runoff: 
This measurement seems to give the best simulation results, with the e.xception of the 
flooding year. The match between observed and simulated is almost e.xact (Tables 4.9, 
4.10 and 4.11 and Figure 4.12). 
Table 4.6 Calibration for nitrogen (X) (row crop) 
Sol. X in runoff (Ibs/ac) X conc. in runoff (ppm) 
Event Obs Pred Obs Fred 
06/29/97 0.21 0-20 0.85 0.85 
07/06/97 0-01 0.02 0.51 0.91 
10/12/97 0.04 0-05 0-66 0.85 
06/11/98 0.39 0-23 1-75 1.04 
06/24/98 0.33 0-19 1-41 0.83 
09/07/97 0.01 0-01 0-51 0.88 
06/29/98 0.19 0-14 1.48 1-04 
Table 4.7 Calibration for nitrogen (X) ( row crop and switchgrass) 
Sol. .X in ru noff (Ibs/ac) X conc- in runoff (ppni) 
Event Obs Pred Obs Pred 
06/29/97 0-15 0.22 0.79 L17 
07/06/97 0.02 0.02 0.50 0-88 
10/12/97 0.03 0.04 0.63 0-82 
06/11/98 0.14 0.30 1.67 2-03 
06/24/98 0.10 0.21 LOO 1.62 
09/07/97 0.00 0.01 0.42 0-85 
06/29/98 0.03 0-09 1.06 1.89 
Table 4.8 Calibration for nitrogen (X) ( row crop, switchgrass and 
shrubs and trees) 
Sol. X in ru noff (Ibs/ac) X conc. in runoff (ppm) 
Event Obs Pred Obs Pred 
06/29/97 0.09 0.09 0.63 0.66 
07/06/97 0.03 0.01 0.48 0.70 
10/12/97 0.01 0.02 0.50 0.66 
06/11/98 0.03 O.IO 0.68 0.81 
06/24/98 0.05 0.05 0.85 1.10 
09/07/97 0.00 0.01 0.38 0.58 
06/29/98 0.00 0-07 1.00 0.80 
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Figure 4.8 Calibration results for total sol. N03-N in runoff. (R=Row 
crop, SG=switch grass, S &:T=shrubs & trees) 
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Figure 4.9 Calibration results for total sol N03-N conc. in runoff. 
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• Total Soluble phosphorus concentration in runoff: 
The simulated results have a relatively close match with the observed results. .\s in 
the case of the others, the results for row crop plus switchgrass seem to do poorly in 
comparison with the other two (Tables 4.9. 4.10 and 4.11 and Figure 4.13). The RMSE 
is also low. reflecting the quality of the match (Figure 4.7). 
4.7.2 Validation results 
The two dates selected for validation were .June L.5. 199S and .July 17. L998. both in the 
relatively wet years. .lune being wetter than .July. Soluble nitrogen in runoff, phosphorus in 
sediment, soluble phosphorus in runoff and sediment yield seem to be the better performers for 
both the dates. Runoff volume, soluble nitrogen concentration in runoff and soluble phosphorus 
concentration in runoff seem volatile in comparison (Table 4.12. Figure 4.14). 
4.7.3 Application of calibration on the EBCM3 sub-watershed 
The calibration information for both validation dates were applied separately on the sub-
watershed. It is quite clear that in general, without the buffer strip, runoff, nutrient and 
sediment pollution is higher. There does not seem to be a clear difference or advantage between 
having just the switchgrass buffer or the combination of switchgrass and shrubs and trees. 
Despite the lack of sufficient data for more convincing calibration results it was evident that 
all pollutants were lower in the sw-itchgrass and the switchgrass with shrubs and trees buffer 
than in the field alone (Table 4.13 and Figure 4.1.5). 
4.7.4 Discussion 
The model did not predict well under wet conditions. It appears to give better results for 
relatively low precipitation condition such as those that might e.xist in July or September. This 
is obvious from the low RMSE for these periods. The model calibrated well for runoff, but did 
not follow up with similar results in the validation. This might have been due to the fact that 
both validation dates occurred during the wet period in 1998. 
Table 4.9 Calibration for phosphorus (P) (row crop) 
P in sediment (Ibs/ac) Sol. P in runoff (Ibs/ac) P conc. in runoff (ppm) 
Event Obs Pred Obs Pred Obs Pred 
06/29/97 0.51 0..54 0.09 0.09 0.37 0.39 
07/06/97 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.22 0.31 
10/12/97 0.22 0.21 O.OS 0.08 1.20 1.21 
06/11/98 0.27 0.26 0.06 0.05 0.26 0.24 
06/24/98 0.49 0.26 0.07 0.09 0.28 0.37 
09/07/97 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.68 0.65 
06/29/98 0.20 0.21 0.04 0.04 0.28 0.28 
Table 4.10 Calibration for phosphorus (P) (row crop and switchgrass) 
P in sediment (Ibs/ac) Sol. P in runoff (Ibs/ac) P conc. in runoff (ppm) 
Event Obs Pred Obs Pred Obs Pred 
06/29/97 0.09 0.29 0.06 0.07 0.35 0.35 
07/06/97 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.32 0.38 
10/12/97 0.01 0.13 0.03 0.05 0.91 0.13 
06/11/98 0.02 0.14 0.03 0.03 0.38 0.21 
06/24/98 0.06 0.18 0.02 0.02 0.20 0.29 
09/07/97 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.52 0.58 
06/29/98 0.00 0.12 0.01 0.03 0.49 0.25 
Table 4.11 Calibration for phosphorus (P) (row crop, switchgrass, shrubs and trees) 
P in sediment (Ibs/ac) Sol. P in runoff (Ibs/ac) P conc. in runoff (ppm) 
Event Obs Pred Obs Pred Obs Pred 
06/29/97 0.02 0.12 0.06 0.04 0.43 0.30 
07/06/97 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.34 0.33 
10/12/97 0.00 0.12 0.02 0.03 0.87 0.94 
06/11/98 0.00 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.81 0.81 
06/24/98 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.31 0.20 
09/07/97 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.57 0..50 
06/29/98 0.07 0.14 0.00 0.02 0.38 0.21 
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Figure 4.10 Calibration results for phosphorus in sediment. (R=Row crop, 
SG=switch grass, S &T=shrubs & trees) 
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Figure 4.11 Calibration results for total sol. phosphorus in runoff. 
(R=Row crop, SG=switch grass, S &:T=shrubs & trees) 
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Figure 4.12 Calibration results for total sol. phosphorus couc. in. runoff. 
(R=Row crop, SG=switch gxass, S &T=shrubs & trees) 
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Table 4.12 Validation for row crop, switchgrass. shrubs and 
trees. (N=Nitrogen, P=Phosphorus, C=Row crop, 
SG=switchgrass. S &;T=shrubs & trees) 
06/15/98 07/17/98 
Obs. Pred. Obs. Pred. 
Runoff, vol (in) 0.47 0.28 0.13 0.25 
Soluble N in runoff (Ibs/ac) 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.05 
N conc. in runoff (ppm) 0.51 0.81 0.72 0.85 
P in sediment (Ibs/ac) 0.02 0.12 0.00 0.07 
Soluble P in runoff (lbs/acre) 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.01 
P conc. in runoff (ppm) 0.34 0.76 0.86 0.26 
Sediment yield (tons) 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 
Table 4.13 Results of the application of the calibrated model on an 
actual sub-watershed (N=Nitrogen,P=Phosphorus) 
.N'o buffer 16m switchgrass 16m switchgrass4-
buffer shrubs & trees buffer 
June 15 1998 event 
Runoff vol. (in) 1.09 0.90 0.90 
Soluble N in runoff (Ibs/ac) 0.01 0.00 0.00 
N conc. in runoff (ppm) 0.03 0.00 0.00 
P in sediment (Ibs/ac) 0.61 0.25 0.30 
Soluble P in runoff (Ibs/ac) 0.01 0.00 0.00 
P conc. in runoff (ppm) 0.03 0.00 0.00 
Sediment yield (tons) 2.77 0.77 0.93 
July 17 1998 event 
Runoff vol. (in) 0.33 0.20 0.20 
Soluble N in runoff (Ibs/ac) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
N conc. in runoff (ppm) 0.04 0.00 0.00 
P in sediment (Ibs/ac) 0.24 0.03 0.05 
Soluble P in runoff (Ibs/ac) 0.00 0.00 0.00 
P conc. in runoff(ppm) 0.04 0.00 0.00 
Sediment yield (tons) 0.71 0.93 0.10 
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Figure 4.14 Validation results. (C=Row crop, SG—switchgrass, 
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Figure 1.15 Results of the application of the model to sub-watershed 
KBCM3 
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The model simulated row crops better than the other two vegetation types. In Table 4.14. 
the RMSE is consistently lower for row crop for all outputs when compared with the other two 
vegetation types. This may be because a larger area is under row crops. On the scale at which 
calibration was carried out, the model may lack the sensitivity to pick up changes caused by 
the other two vegetation types. Soluble phosphorus concentration in runoff calibrated best, 
again similar results did not show up in the validation due to wet conditions and higher runoff. 
Sediment yield did well except for the June 1998 period when, as expected, strong precipitation 
events seem to have caused high levels of erosion, leading to difference between the observed and 
simulated values. Pollution problems seem to be reduced by the presence of either switchgrass 
or the combination of switchgrass and shrubs and trees. The higher levels of pollutants in the 
fields are evident in the results, both observed and simulated. 
Table 4.14 Comparative RMSE for the three vegetation combinations 
(N=Nitrogen, P=Phosphorus) 
Row crop Row crop+ 
switchgrass 
Row crop+switchgrass4-
shrubs and Trees 
Runoff vol. (in) 0.0165 0.1825 0.1129 
Soluble N in runoff (Ibs/ac) 0.0828 0.0872 0.0385 
N conc. in runoff (ppm) 0.4419 0.4946 0.1830 
P in sediment (Ibs/ac) 0.0882 0.1184 0.0725 
Soluble P in runoff (Ibs/ac) 0.0085 0.0120 0.0156 
P conc. in runoff (ppm) 0.0507 0.1366 0.0984 
Sediment yield (Ibs/ac) 0.5844 0.0141 0.0065 
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The months of June and July in 1997 experienced normal precipitation, while the same 
months in 1998 experienced heavy rainfall. The rain in 1997 was spaced out in time, in 
contrast precipitation in 199S was clustered (Figure 4.16). The events were short but intense, 
and likely to have caused a lot of runoff and erosion. These were often followed by longer 
periods of rainfall. It is also likely that in 1997 the residue from the previous years harvest 
of corn might have helped slow the runoff, whereas, in 1998 the minimal soybean crop residue 
from the previous years might have disintegrated leading to more runoff. 
One of the factors that must be considered is the uncertainty associated with field mea­
surements. due to either very high or very low runoff events. .A.n accurate representation of the 
antecedent moisture conditions (.A.MC) at the time of the selected event is important to get 
correspondingly accurate runoff and sediment yield numbers. Since only two .-VMC's can be 
represented in the simulation procedure this can cause over or under-prediction of both runoff 
and sediment yield. The use of plot studies for calibration and validation and apph'ing the 
results to a larger scale sub-watershed does not come without a note of caution. One problem 
that is likely to arise with the increase in scale is the increase in parameter variance, which in 
interaction with the non-linearity of the model can cause serious problems (.Addiscott. 1995). 
The model is not sensitive to small changes in slope. Except for increased erosion no noticeable 
change was observed in the other output variables when the model was run on the sites with 
7% and 11% slope. 
Measuring model parameters on a field may be feasible, but while modeling a larger water­
shed. modelers tend to arrive at parameters by more indirect methods which increase inaccu­
racy. It is important, therefore, to remember that despite making efforts to comply with the 
e.xisting protocol while using models, full validation of a model is less possible as the scale at 
which it is applied increases. 
The parameter sets developed for the same plot in one year exhibited minor changes in 
parameters for the following year. This could be due to the different precipitation patterns for 
the two years. 1998 being wetter than 1997. 
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Figure 4.16 Precipitation for 1997 and 1998 
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The process of obtaining different parameter sets for two hydrologically dissimilar years 
is attributed to "model deficiency" and is not considered desirable. The explanation for this, 
as given by Jaconiino and Fields (1997. plol). is that although a set of parameters have 
met the critical objective criteria to qualify, "each parameter in itself does not have a value 
that corresponds to a reasonable physical value according to the conceptual model". The 
second reason given for this, is correlation among parameters. This implies that a model 
calibration may only provide a set of parameters that gives good agreement between observed 
and predicted values, while individual parameters may not give an accurate representation 
of the process they describe. In order to obtain a set of parameters with sound predictive 
capability a large number of years of data are recjuired. 
4.7.4.1 Implications for riparian buffer strip placement and design 
From the Monte Carlo simulations performed on the various size sub-watersheds, it is 
evident that pollution in the headwaters was greater than in the main channel of Bear Creek. 
With the techniques of calibration and validation it has been shown that riparian buffer strips 
can be simulated on these selected sub watersheds. EBC.\I3. the example sub-watershed used 
in both Chapter 3 and 4 is a small sub-watershed located in the upper and more intensely 
cultivated part of the larger watershed. Bear Creek watershed is almost 45 times larger (18.605 
acres) than EBCM3 sub-watershed (420 acres). 
From the preliminary pollution data in Chapter 2 (Table 2.4) and the MCS in Chapter 
3 (Table 3.15) it is clear that agricultural pollution in the smaller sub watersheds in the 
upper reaches is of great concern. With the help of field data and calibration of the .A.G.\'PS 
model it was possible to simulate the three scenarios, i.e., no buffer strip, only switchgrass, 
switchgrass plus shrubs and trees. From the results in Table 4.13. it is clear that having 
a 16 meter switchgrass buffer is effective in slowing the runoff and trapping sediment. A 
reduction in nitrate-nitrogen and phosphorus is also evident. There does not seem to be 
any significant effect of shrubs and trees in mitigating surface pollutants in the buffer strip. 
However, the presence of shrubs and trees is likely to enhance the benefits of the riparian buffer 
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strip by improving uilcHife habitat along the riparian corridor. The below ground functions 
of riparian buffer strips have been discussed by other researchers (Schultz et al.. 1995). This 
study concerns itself solely with surface runoff and its simulation using .-VG.VPS (which does 
not have a subsurface simulation capacity). .\ more detailed analysis of the above and below 
ground bio-chemical processes can be undertaken using models such as REMM. With the use 
of such a model the subsurface processes of a riparian buffer strip can be investigated. 
Calibration of .-VG.XPS in the Bear Creek watershed makes the effect of different slopes, 
vegetation, intensity of rainfall, soil type and use of fertilizer more apparent. This, along with 
simulation helps us e.xamine various management scenarios in a more realistic fashion. 
Due to the tedious manual subdivision of cells, it was only possible to simulate one sub-
watershed to show the benefits of the riparian buffer strip, with better modeling capability 
different sub watersheds could be studied and the effect of riparian strips compared. In addi­
tion. buffer strips of different widths could also be simulated. 
L O L  
5 SPATIAL LATTICE MODELING 
5.1 Introduction 
Many environmental and ecological problems involve temporal or spatial dependence. An 
observation made today is similar to one made yesterday. Likewise, observations at adjacent 
sites will be more similar than those far apart, thereby exhibiting a spatial dependence. .A. com­
mon approach in the past has been to assume that observations are independent of each other, 
so that the data represent a random sample (i.e.. observations of independent and identically 
distributed random variables) (Cressie. L991). This is often an unrealistic assumption, and 
statistical models now often incorporate spatial dependence. .-Vside from the analysis of point 
patterns, spatial statistics broadly encompasses two approaches, geostatistical and spatial lat­
tice. In the former, a spatial inde.x s varies continuously over real d dimensional space. Lattice 
data, on the other hand, are regularly or irregularly spaced data points in real, cl dimensional 
space that have established neighborhood structures based on closeness. 
In the past, the primary concern of hydrologists has been shortage of water, and how to 
manage water resources to ensure a continuous supply. More recently, we have become aware of 
problems of water pollution due to industrial, municipal and intensive agricultural practices. 
Thus, water quality, as well as supply, has become a central issue. Traditional statistical 
approaches, based on the analysis of a random sample of observations are insufficient to deal 
with patterns of temporal and/or spatial dependence exhibited among stations included in a 
water quality monitoring network. 
Spatial variation in water is characterized by the hydrodynamic nature of the water body. 
Water quality varies in three dimensions and is modified by direction, discharge and time. 
This necessitates a spatial network of sites to capture spatial variability, sufficient observations 
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over time to capture temporal variability, and lastly, appropriate modeling techniques that 
incorporates spatial and temporal components. 
Environmental data often e.xhibit spatial or temporal dependencies, or both. L'nder these 
circumstances, an assumption of independent and identically distributed data is not appropri­
ate (Cressie. 1991). In addition, most data are observational and do not come from designed 
e.\periments in which blocking and randomization are possible. Therefore, new models need 
to be developed and used which incorporate these aspects of the data. 
Spatio-temporal modeling of pollutants in water offers an advantage over traditional meth­
ods in that they model both the systematic and random components effectively. Failure to rec­
ognize the presence of dependencies in the data can lead to wider confidence intervals. Lastly, 
exploiting the spatial and temporal dependency structures can improve our understanding of 
the phenomenon and make monitoring more economical and efficient. 
5.2 Spatial Lattices and Markov Random Fields 
"Data collected at different points in space correspond to a countable or finite collection of 
sites, which are linked together in some regular spatial fashion" (Mills. 1996. p2). Two sites 
are neighbors if the sites are close together in space and the variables at the two sites depend 
on each other. Since the values of the random variable at a given site "depend" on values at 
a neighboring site, conditional probabilities become an obvious choice for modeling such data. 
That is, we specify the probability distribution for the random variable at a site given the 
values at neighboring sites. 
.*V spatial lattice is distinguished from a continuous-index spatial field by consisting of a 
countable (usually finite) number of geographic locations. Conditioning of the distribution 
of a response random variable at each location on the values of that response at neighboring 
locations results in the specification of a .Markov random field (MRF). It is straightforward to 
e.xtend the concept of geographic neighbors to include a temporal dimension, so that a MRF 
may be specified for problems that are spatio-temporal in nature (Kaiser and Cressie, 1996). 
Let the (non-random) variables {s, : i = 1 re} denote a set of "locations" in a MRF. In 
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a purely spatial setting . we might have s, s (u,. t-,) where h, is the longitude and r, is the 
latitude of a geographic location. 
In Chapter 6. a model is formulated for observations on a fixed set of water quality moni­
toring stations along a river, where each station reports values over time. Formulate a MRF for 
this setting as follows. Let the monitoring stations be numbered sequentially from upstream 
to downstream as / = 1 L .  and denote the times at which the observations are reported 
sequentially from upstream to downstream as t  =  I T.  Define the "location" of a given 
observation for use in a MRF as: 
Si  =  [L t ) :  /  =  L L :  /  =  I  T  
While it is possible in a MRF to have each location have a neighborhood consisting of all other 
locations, reasonable restrictions are generally used to reduce the comple.xity of the overall 
modeling problem. Define the neighborhood of location Si as: 
-V, = {sj : Sj G {(/ - 1.0- / J ' -  i J  =  I  "  
where n  — LT .  This definition of neighborhoods .V,:« = 1 n  applies the familiar Markov 
assumption of time series (that, given the past, the present depends only on the immediate 
past) to the linear structure of stations on a river at the same point in time. To complete 
the formulation of a MRF for modeling a river network of water quality monitoring stations. 
let {V'(s;) : i  =  1 n}  denote a set of response random variables corresponding to the 
locations (s, : t = L «}. We assume, then, that the distribution of Y'{si). conditional 
on all the remaining locations, depends only on random variables having locations in the set 
.V, - :  i  =  I . . . . .  n .  Tha t  i s .  a s suming  the  e .x i s t ence  o f  dens i t i e s  t h roughou t ,  fo r  i  =  I  n .  
f i i y i s i ) \ { y { s j )  :  j  7^ / } )  =  f i { y i s i ) \ { i j { s j ) :  j  e  A',}) 
Notationally in what is to follow, let y(A',) = { y { s j )  :  j  G A',} so that the Markov assumption 
may be written. 
:  j  # /) = /.(y(s.)|y(iVi)) 
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A MRF model will be developed for the purpose of modeling the concentrations of nitrite 
plus nitrate nitrogen (referred to as nitrate-nitrogen for convenience) at 7 sampling stations 
on the Des Moines River over the period 19S2-L996. The model will be formulated as a "con­
ditionally specified model" (Kaiser and Cressie. 1996) in which parametric forms are assigned 
to conditional densities. 
5.3 The Des Moines River and its Basin 
The Des Moines River is typical of rivers found in the intensely cultivated, corn growing 
region of the Midwest. It is eutrophic and mineral laden (Lutz et al.. 199S). The aquatic 
quality is reflective of the severe erosion problems in the watershed and the large number of 
chemicals applied to the fields that wash off during severe thunderstorms. The river can be 
divided roughly into three zones, differentiated by the river bottom sediments. The upper 
zone is characterized by a sand and gravel bottom, the middle by coarser sediments associated 
with glacial outwash and the lower zone characterized by a silt or a sand-silt bottom. The 
river originates in Minnesota and runs o35 miles across central Iowa to its confluence with the 
Mississippi River at Keokuk. Iowa. It runs through the City of Des Moines and is its primary 
source of drinking water . It has two impoundments. Sailorville to the northwest of Des Moines 
and Red Rock to the southeast of Des Moines (Figure 5.1). .A. water quality monitoring effort 
was first put into place in July of 1967 to understand the effect of the impoundments on the 
river and as a service to the public that frequented the lake areas for recreation during the 
summers. 
5.4 The Des Moines River Water Quality Network 
The data for this study come from the Des Moines River Water Qualit\' Network. There 
are nine sampling stations, of which only the seven on the Des Moines River are included in 
the study (Figure 5.2). Of these seven stations, one is located in the conservation pool of 
Sailorville reservoir, and one is located in the conservation pool of Red Rock reservoir. There 
have been a number of modifications to the monitoring network since its inception in 1967. 
Stratford 
•c 
Boone 
Sailorville Reservoir 
Des Moines 
•Pella 
Red Rock Reservoir 
Figure 5.1 Map of tiio area 
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Xew stations were added over time as the need arose, and a station was dropped due to a 
reduced perception of its utility. The list of water quality variables measured has changed over 
time, and the sampling frequency has been reduced due to reduction of funds available for the 
monitoring effort. 
The method of collecting water samples on channel sites involves grab samples collected in 
a sampling bucket lowered from a bridge. Sampling at the reservoir stations was conducted 
from a boat. This was only possible during times when the lake was not frozen. The database 
is very comprehensive and includes over a hundred water quality variables. Of these only three 
were selected for closer scrutiny, namely; nitrate-nitrogen, dissolved oxygen and suspended 
solids. 
5.4.1 Water quality variables selected for study 
The primary sources for nitrate-nitrogen include agricultural runoff, biological o.Kidation of 
organic nitrogen from feedlotsand other sources, rainfall and sewage effluents. .\'itrate-nitrogen 
is soluble and moves easily with water (Lutz et al.. 199S). 
Levels of dissolved o.xygen in streams and reservoirs are affected by water temperature, 
algal activity, and time of day a sample is collected. Thus, factors affecting dissolved o.xygen 
are more local and less transport based than are factors affecting nitrate nitrogen (Lutz et al.. 
L99S). 
Suspended solids enter surface waters through runoff containing clay. sand, silt and organic 
matter. Reservoirs have a strong impact on suspended solids in that solids are trapped in 
them due to reduced velocity. It has been reported that both Sailorville and Red Rock have 
an S0% to 90% capturing efficiency. The amount of suspended solids in the river depends on 
season: for e.xample. in winter low levels are observed due to low flows and no surface runoff. 
In spring however, levels are high due to ice melt, and runoff associated with strong storm 
events. In general, the presence of the impoundments is the overwhelming factor controlling 
the amount of suspended solids present in a sample at anytime. During one of the contract 
periods, an average reduction in suspended solids of 80% was observed between stations one 
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and five, which are located above and below Sailorville. .-\.n average reduction of 849c was 
observed between stations seven and nine which are located above and below Red Rock (Lutz 
et al.. 1998) . 
5.4.2 Time of travel 
The three water quality variables selected for closer scrutiny and analysis were, nitrate-
nitrogen. dissolved oxygen and suspended solids. These materials, and nitrate-nitrogen in 
particular are transported by the water column as it moves downstream on the river. Thus, 
physical transport due to water flow- is likely a principal cause of statistical dependence observed 
among values at different stations. To better understand this phenomenon, and for use in 
the modeling efforts reported in Chapter 6. the "travel time" of water between stations was 
e.Kamined in some detail. To calculate time of travel between stations, three different cases 
were considered (.A.ppendi.x E) 
1. Time of travel between two river sites 
2. Time of travel between an upstream river site and downstream reservoir site 
3. Time of travel between an upstream reservoir site and a downstream river site 
5.4.3 Data used in time of travel calculations 
Daily discharge data for station number one (Boone), station number five (downstream from 
Sailorville dam), station number si.K (City of Des Moines), station number seven (Runnels) and 
station number nine (Pella) were downloaded from the USGS online data system (http: 
www.usgs.org). Cross-sectional information for the same river sites was obtained through the 
USGS offices in Iowa City. Council Bluffs and Fort Dodge. Daily inflow, outflow and pool 
elevation data for both dams was obtained from the .-Vrmy Corps of Engineers at Rock Island. 
Maps with cross-sections for Sailorville and Red Rock reservoirs at a number of transects were 
obtained. The cross-sectional areas were obtained by digitizing selected transects at various 
pool elevations (Figure 5.3). 
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5.4.4 Time of travel between two river stations (RIRI) 
[f the two cross-sectional areas .-II and .-12 are approximately equal (Figure o.-l) . then the 
time of travel is computed as follows: 
f = 2 = 1= a„d 
A L ' -  T  
T  =  = r 
I' — V J. 
where: 
V =  average velocity (averaged over the two stations) 
Q = average discharge (averaged over the two stations 
.4 = average area (averaged over the two stations) 
L = distance between two stations 
T = time in seconds 
Q = discharge in 
.4  =  a rea  in  f t -
[f the magnitude of .42 is greater than .4i by a factor of two. then the discharge and the area 
between .4i and .4-2 are assumed to vary linearly. 
+ --r 
.4(x) = .4i -f- ^ • X 
Where x is a given location at a distance less than or equal to distance L  from the upstream 
station. The velocity at a given cross-section .4(j:)is given by: ^ (-i") = . the change in 
time of travel for a change in distance can then be written as: A( = upon integration 
of the above equation, the time of travel can be written as: 
Lo - .4.) 
-dx  
• -  Jo  Q(x }  Jo  t iQ i+Q-z )  
where: 
_  A{x )dx  _  A i  +  j^ (A }  . 1 ;  
) ~ H v+Q
totpifi = time of travel between two river stations 
.4i = Cross-sectional area at upstream station 
I l l  
Figure 5.4 Schematic map for time of travel calculations from river to river 
(RIR[) 
.42 = Cross-sectional area at downstream station 
Qi = Discharge at upstream station 
Qi — Discharge at downstream station 
L — Distance between the upstream and downstream stations 
5.4.5 Time of travel between upstream river station and downstream reservoir 
station (RIRE) 
• From station 1 to pseudo station la. which is the ending point of the river and beginning 
point of the reservoir (calculated as RIRI) (Figure 5.5) 
• From pseudo station la to the sampling station in the reservoir (calculated as RIRE). 
To calculate the time of travel from the sampling station upstream of the reservoir to the 
pseudo-station at the end of the river and at the start of the reservoir, the same method 
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Figure o.o Schematic map for time of travel calculations from river to reser­
voir (R[RE) 
that was used to calculate the time of travel between two river stations is used (RIRI). The 
additional assumptions made are as follows: 
• Discharge at the pseudo-station is ecjual to discharge at the sampling station upstream 
of the dam. 
• The cross-sectional area at the pseudo-station is eciual to the cross-sectional area at the 
location of the first transect in the reservoir and changes based on a given pool elevation 
on a given sampling date. 
In order to accurately represent the volume of the reservoirs, pool elevations for both reservoirs 
were incorporated into the calculations. For a given set of pool elevations, the e.xact cross-
sectional areas were not known. Therefore, cross-sectional areas were digitized through the 
length of both reservoirs at fi.xed distance intervals at si.\ different pool elevations. 
For a pool elevation on a given sampling date, the cross-sectional area at that particular section 
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was calculated assuming a linear variation as follows: 
•'^PE = --IpEi -I {PE - PE^] 
rE l  — t ^E l  
where: 
Pe = given pool elevation on a sampling date 
Ap£ = unknown area for a given pool elevation on a sampling date 
P£i = known pool elevation at point 1 
= known cross-sectionai area at point I 
Pe i  = known pool elevation at point 2 
ApEi = known cross-sectional area at point "2 
For a given pool elevation, all the cross-sectional areas are calculated and applied in the 
following manner to calculate the time of travel: 
, . + Ai )  •  (JT, -
t o t  RE =  2 -  w  
1=0 ^ '  
where: 
totpiE = Time of travel within the reservoir 
.A, = Cross-sectional area at a given transect in the reservoir 
.4,_i = Cross-sectional area at a previous transect in the reservoir 
Qi = Inflow into the reservoir (assumed to be constant throughout the length of the reservoir) 
Xi = distance from start of reservoir to a given transect 
i-j_i = distance from start of reservoir to the previous transect 
Then: 
t o tR i f iE  =  to t f iR  +  to t  RE 
where: 
totRiRE = Time of travel between an upstream river station and a station within the reservoir 
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Figure 5.6 Schematic map for time of travel calculations from reservoir to 
river (R.ERI) 
5.4.6 Time of travel betw^een upstream reservoir station and downstream river 
station (RERI) 
• From station within the reservoir to the dam 
• From the dam to the sampling station on the river downstream (Figure 5.6): 
For the first part, from the reservoir station to the dam. an assumption of constant cross-
sectional area between the reservoir station and the dam is made. Then: 
• ' ^RE '  t o tRE-d  = 
VI 
where: 
totfiE^dam. = time of travel from reservoir station to the dam 
Are  = Area at reservoir station for a given pool elevation on a given sampling date 
d = distance from reservoir station to the dam 
Qi = Inflow into the dam on a particular sampling date 
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In order to calculate the time of travel from the dam to the stations downstream, the method 
for calculation of time of travel from river point to downstream river point is used (RIRI). 
Since, the distance between the dam and the downstream sampling station is very short, the 
following assumptions are made: 
• Discharge immediately downstream of the dam is equal to discharge at the sampling 
station downstream of the dam(station 5 or 9) 
• Cross-sectional area immediately downstream of the dam is equal to the cross-sectional 
area at the sampling station downstream of the dam(station o or 9) 
Then: 
/o'RE-fl = t o tRE-d  + t o t , i ^ f t  
where: 
totfi£_fi = Time of travel between an upstream reservoir station and a river station 
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6 MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
6.1 Introduction 
The development of a statistical model is a process by which the joint probability distri­
bution of a set of random variables is modeled through the specification of the full conditional 
probability distribution (Kaiser and Cressie, 1996). The approach taken here emphasizes the 
use of a space-time metric which improves the quality of the model by accounting for a greater 
proportion of the variability present in the process being modeled. 
The form of large scale and small scale model-structure is resolved through initial explo­
ration of the data. Spatial variation is incorporated through the use of time of travel as the 
space-time metric. Temporal variation is represented by the periodicity in the data. Through 
this process the exact mathematical form of the model emerges. This is followed by the esti­
mation of the model parameters. 
Steps in the construction of the model include the following: 
• Exploratory data analysis 
• Initial model formulation 
• -Model development using small subset of data 
• Preliminary results for small dataset 
• Estimation of parameters for larger dataset 
• Model fitting 
• Cross validation 
L I T  
• Application of model to other water quality variables 
6.2 Exploratory Data Analysis 
Exploratory Data Analysis has the purpose of defining possible relationships among vari­
ables and identifying appropriate distributional forms for these variables. In any analysis, 
familiarizing oneself with the data through the use of exploratory techniques is an important 
step. To begin, the data were organized so that all variables had the same number of records, 
i.e.. the sampling dates matched for all of them. .According to Cressie (199L). statistical analy­
ses advance through three stages of development: description, indication and estimation. The 
first of these is related mostly to summarizing the data effectively. The variables included for 
scrutiny in this study were, nitrate nitrogen, suspended solids, dissolved oxygen and discharge. 
The goals of the exploratory data analysis (ED.A) are as follows: 
• Investigate the spatial relationship structure of the data 
• Determine a suitable family of conditional distributions 
• Determine periodicity, if any exists through time 
Stem and leaf plots were constructed to summarize the non-spatial characteristics of the 
data. Bo.xplots (Figure 6.L). normal probability plots (Figure 6.2) and scatter plots (Figure 
6.3. Figure 6.4. Figure 6-5). time series plots (Figure 6.6. Figure 6.T. Figure 6.8) were also 
constructed in order to understand the spatial and temporal behavior of the variables selected. 
From the bo.xplots we can see that in general nitrate-nitrogen decreases downstream. Some 
utilization of nitrate-nitrogen is possible by algae in the reservoirs, this is indicated by the 
slight dip in stations 4s and 8s. but otherwise the reservoirs have little effect on it. Dissolved 
o.xygen show an increase in station -5 and 9. This is because of the effect of the dam structure 
itself. Researchers have found that there is some entrapment of atmospheric gases at the dam. 
.A.t station T suspended solids are high because three tributaries of the Des Moines River flow 
in, the .Morth, Middle and South rivers (Donna Lutz, personal communication). Due to their 
basin characteristics they are sediment laden. Station 6 shows high suspended solids due to 
US 
the Raccoon River flowing in. The reservoirs show low suspended solids due to sedimentation 
(Figure 6.1). 
The scatter plots show the high correlation that exists between adjacent stations for nitrate-
nitrogen. less so in the case of dissolved o.xygen and almost none in the case of suspended solids. 
Suspended solids sho%v the effect of the impoundments in trapping sediment, a wider scatter 
is visible between upstream reservoir sites and downstream river sites. 
The normal probability plots begin to show more clearly the distinction in the behavior 
of the three water quality variables. N'itrate-nitrogen data clearly displays signs of normality, 
dissolved o.xygen data also shows signs of normality whereas the suspended solids data does 
not support normality. 
6.2.1 Periodicity 
The time series plots gave a strong indication of inherent seasonality in the data. Time 
series in the frequency domain can be viewed as regression on independent variables that isolate 
the frequencies of the cyclic behavior. The regression variables are sines and cosines. period 
of the cycle is the time it takes for the behavior to repeat itself and a periodogram is a visual 
expression of this behavior. 
Periodograms were constructed to further outline in detail the periodicity or "large scale 
structure" in the data. .\ biannual peak was found in the case of nitrate-nitrogen (Figure 
6.6). The first spike coincide with spring application of fertilizer on the fields and spring pre­
cipitation. The second peak is attributed to shallow sub-surface flow of nitrate-nitrogen into 
streams. .\n annual peak was found in the case of both dissolved o.xygen (Figure 6.7) and 
suspended solids (Figure 6.S). The annual peak in suspended solids is due to spring precipi­
tation. Dissolved o.xygen on the other hand peaks in winter months when the temperature of 
the water is very low. 
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Figure 6.1 Boxplots for nitrate-nitrogen, dissolved oxygen and suspended 
solids (from top to bottom) 
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Figure 6.2 Normal probability plots (from top to bottom) for ni­
trate-nitrogen, dissolved oxygen and suspended solids. 
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Figure 6.3 Scatter plots for nitrate-nitrogen for all stations showing higher 
correlation for adjacent stations 
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Figure 6.4 Scatter plots for dissolved oxygen for all stations showing higher 
correlation for adjacent stations 
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Figure 6.5 Scatter plots for suspended solids for all stations showing no 
correlation for adjacent stations 
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Figure 6.6 Top: Time series plot for nitrate-nitrogen for Station 1 Bottom: 
Periodogram for nitrate for Station 1 
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Figure 6.7 Top: Time series plot for dissolved oxygen for Station 1 Bottom: 
Periodogram for dissolved oxygen for Station 1 
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Figure 6.8 Top: Time series plot for suspended solids for Station 1 Bottom: 
Periodogram for suspended solids for Station 1 
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6.2.2 Choice of Distribution 
Determination of the spatial conditional structure answers the question "Is what happens 
at a given station, influenced by what happens at the adjacent stations ?". In order to answer 
this question, bin sizes, i.e., ranges of values of a variable are picked that include a low. medium 
and a high range (Figure 6.9). For example, given certain paired observations, we observe how 
low levels at one station affect levels at a downstream station. The conditional distributions 
for nitrate-nitrogen and dissolved oxygen and suspended solids exhibit qualities of a Gamma 
distribution. Note the skewness at lower values and the tendency toward a normal distribution 
as the values increase (Figure 6.9). 
Normal distributions belong to the general exponential family of distributions and have 
qualities that make their use expedient in the interest of simplicity. When all conditionals 
are normal and the joint is assumed to exist then the joint is normal (Kaiser and Cressie, 
1996). In addition, the conditioning mean for the conditioned normal density is linear on the 
conditioning values. This drives the e.xploration of the conditional distribution after removing 
the large scale structure in the hope that it may be normal after all. 
The data showed an inherent seasonality in the exploratory analysis. Once the large scale 
structure was uncovered, regressions were run using the model of Section 6.3.1. The residuals 
from the regressions were saved in order to make a second set of conditional histograms. Both 
nitrate-nitrogen and dissolved oxygen showed a greater tendency toward a normal distribution. 
Suspended solids still showed a strong inclination to follow a gamma distribution. Plots of the 
residuals were e.xamined in order to check for model assumptions and adequacy. We have three 
candidate distributions (Table 6.1) for the three variables in question. 
6.2.3 Modeling Assumptions 
6.2.3.1 Independence in time 
Since the sampling dates are spaced at large enough intervals in time an assumption of 
independence in time can be made. 
On &ue tcH nittald-niltogon; 0-3 ingi Dii\ size lor nitratu-nniogof) 3 C tivyi Br &IZO lof nitraltt-fiilroQen >6 
0 2 4 6 a to 0 2 4 6 6 10 2 4 0 a 10 t2 14 t6 
Gm sue lur nnrale-nitrogcfv 0-3 (ncyi Bin sue lor iiilralti nitruiieii. 3-U mg'l Bn sue lot (iitrale-nitroytin > 8 ntgl 
l''i{i;urc'(j.f) Coiulilioiial liistograiiis for nit ratc-iiitrog(>ii, dissolvod t)xyg('n 
and .siispcndt'd solids 
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Table 6.1 Water Quality Variables and their Condi­
tional Distributions 
Water quality variable Candidate distribution 
.\it rate-nitrogen Gamma/.\'ormal 
Dissolved Oxygen Gamma/Normal 
Suspended Solids Gamma 
6.2.3.2 Definition of the Random Field Structure and Markov Assumption 
We have a finite collection of response variables i j { s i )  :  i  =  1 n, 
where: 
Si  =  { l . t )  for locations 
/ = 1 7 (number of stations) 
t  =  1 T and 7(f) = Julian date of f 
The distribution of a water quality variable at a station, conditional on all stations upstream 
is assumed to depend only on the closest upstream station. 
= P''{y{si) \u is [i- i ) )  for all i  >  1 
This leads to the definition of the neighborhood as follows: 
.\i = {sj : Sj G {(^ — 1. ^ ). (/ + 1. f)}} i  — 1 n 
6.2.3.3 Conditional Specifications 
Let y(.V,) = { i j {s j )  :  S j  e  -V,} 
For i  =  l,...,n let y  (s/) have conditional density 
f i y i s i ) \ y {^ ' i ) )  =  Gauin i .  T - )  
The conditional expectation /f,- is modeled as, 
f ^ i  — "f" ^ ^ j )  
JEN. 
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subject to the restrictions c,.j = Cj., and c,-.j = 0 for j  ^ .V, 
Following Besag (1974) and Cressie (1991) and assuming pair wise-only dependence, this implies 
the joint is: 
6.3 Model Formulation and Strategy for Estimation 
6.3.1 Large Scale Structure 
It is useful to think of data as measurements comprising signal and noise and to construct 
mathematical models incorporating both these components. The signal, the deterministic part 
of the model, is also referred to as the large scale structure. The noise, the random part of the 
model, is referred to as the small scale structure. Most processes that are directly or indirectly 
influenced by climatological factors usually display periodicity. In this study the periodicity 
in the occurrence of nitrate-nitrogen, dissolved o.xygen or suspended solids in the landscape is 
appro.Kimated by periodic function with sine-cosine curves. 
Y ~  Gau{ f j . ,  (/ — C)~^ ^ ' I ) '  where the large scale structure is represented by: 
6.3.2 Small Scale Structure 
This is also known as the dependence structure and it e.xpresses the degree of 
dependency between adjacent sites through the use of a space or space-time metric, i.e.. distance 
between two stations or travel time between tw'o adjacent site given the discharge conditions 
at that time. Let D,-j be the "distance' or "travel time" between sites Si and Sj. and let 
Dij = Dj^i The basic premise is that stations further apart should have weaker dependence. 
Translated into the space-time metric, this would mean that under high discharge conditions 
dependence between stations would be stronger than the dependence for the same two stations 
Y ~  Gai i{ e . { I  -C) -^  r - I )  
where: 6 =  [0^  6^ )^  and C is a n.n  matri.x with the i j t h  element c,, 
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under low discharge conditions. 
c . - . j  =  n  
-1 
max{Dj} 
where: D is "distance" or "time of travel' and k  controls the rate of increase or decrease of 
this dependence. Let H = )) where D~j = 0 if sj ^ .V, or if i = j Then H 
may be written in block diagonal form, where the diagonal blocks are: 
( Ht'- t = I T) .  then: C = where m =  max{D~ j }  
.-Vn important point to note here is: 
• Under the space metric distance between two stations is constant 
• Under the space- t ime meir/c distance between two stations is variable 
6.3.3 Likelihood 
From the previous development, we have: 
y  ~  Cau{0 .  S)  
where: 
0  = { & v  O n ) :  d i  =  3 q  - h  J i S i n  - h  J - J C O S  
E = {I-qHr^r-I 
The log likelihood may be written as: 
L{0 . r , ,T ' )  =  -Q)/oi7(27r)-^/oa(lS[)-i(y-0)^S-'(y-^) 
=  -  ( f )  l o g { 2 - )  -  U o g { \ { I  -  n H r ' r ' l l )  -  ^{ y  -  e f i r ' ! ) - '  
=  - ( f )  log{2-T^)  +  ^ log{ \ { I -  qH\ )  -  ^T- {y  -  { I  -  r iH) {y  -  G) 
where: 
e = X0 for ^ = 
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Then 
L{ (3 .  n .T ' )  =  - (^^yoc j {2 -T ' )^Uog{ \ { I -  nH\ ) - -^Hv-X(3 f { I -  nH) {y  -  X^)  
6.3.4 Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
The log likelihood is maximized using a Golden Search  A lgor i thm.  The main computational 
burden is evaluation of which is accomplished using: 
n 
\ I  — qH\  = fj(l — r jh i )  where {/i, : i  n} 
1=1 
The eigenvalues of a block diagonal matrix are the union of the eigenvalues of the blocks 
(Cressie. 1991). so that computation of [I — //H| is straightforward given the eigenvalues of 
each block Ht. 
6.3.5 Discussion of Models 
In a riverine system, two major processes can be identified. External processes such as the 
seasonal hydrologic regime and internal processes that are dependent on the distance between 
sampling stations and what occurs between them. Systematic trend is used to model external 
processes while the dependence structure is used to model the internal processes, such as 
variation in flow between stations due to seasonal influence or distance between stations. 
The typical approach has usually been to remove structure as systematic trend and model 
the rest as dependence. The approach adopted here is to model only well understood e.xternal 
causes as systematic trend, such as periodicity, modeling the rest as dependence. Dependence 
is modeled according to basic internal properties of the riverine system, such as distance in 
river miles between stations and time of travel. 
6.3.6 Model Development 
The model was developed initially by using a smaller subset of the entire data running from 
1982-1985. Four models were selected for a closer examination. 
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6.3.6.1 The independence model 
This model does not take spatial dependence into consideration. Since the observations are 
assumed to be independent in the spatial domain only four parameters are to be estimated, 
i.e.. Jo- Ji and J2, and f. The form of the model includes only the large scale variation, i.e.. 
periodicity. This model is the simplest of all. 
y ~ Gau { 0 .  T ~ I )  
f i i  =  Jo +  hSin  +  hCos 
6.3.6.2 The means and covariance model 
This model uses all the means and covariances. which results in a large number of pa­
rameters, thirty five to be precise. It does not take spatial dependence into consideration. 
Let 
y t  =  • ! •  =  I- ~ )^  
where i j t  is independent for t  =  I T.  
y  ~  Gau{ fx .  S) 
where // = (/.ii and unconstrained S(symmetnc. positive definite) 
6.3.6.3 Dependence model (distance) 
This model assumes spatial dependence, but the dependence is fi.xed in time and does not 
vary. Distance between two adjacent stations in river miles is the metric used in this case. In 
this model, five parameters are to be estimated, i.e.. JQ, Ji. jy. fj and f". The form of the 
model e.xhibits both large scale and small scale variation. This model is also referred to as the 
"fi.xed distance" model. Here the dependence structure is represented by a "distance" term. 
Ci.j = n DTJ 
-1 n k  
max{D-  j }  
where j is distance (in river miles) between Si  and s j  
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6.3.6.4 Dependence model (flow) 
In this model a space-time metric represented by time of travel is included. As a result, 
spatial dependence is variable and not fixed as it was in the previous model (flow is seasonally 
dependent on the amount of precipitation on the area). In periods of high flow, pollutants 
should move from one station to another in shorter time, implying that the spatial dependence 
increases as the time of travel decreases and vice versa. In this model like the previous one. 
five parameters are to be estimated namely: .3q. Ji. .i-j- H r^. This model is also referred 
to as the "variable distance" model. Here the dependence structure is represented by a "flow" 
term. 
where Fi_j{t) is the time (in hours) for water to travel between .5, and Sj. both downstream 
and ups t ream,  a t  t ime (Ju l ian  da te )  t .  
6.3.7 Preliminary Results 
Parameters are estimated for the preliminary dataset (Table 6.2). The preliminary results 
are a good indicator of the model choice that is to be made. It is obvious from the results that 
the model with the ma.ximum number of parameters gives the best overall results. However, 
in most modeling efforts an attempt is made to balance the choice between a parsimonious 
model, i.e.. one with fewer parameters and reasonable results. 
Looking at the table of comparative log likelihoods (Table 6.3) for the independence model, 
the distance model and the flow model it is a close run between the distance and flow model 
to be the model of choice. However, on looking at the table of mean sc[uared errors (Table 6.4) 
the mean-covariance model comes out a clear winner with the lowest values compared to the 
others, but at the cost of having too many parameters. 
The flow model is a close second in terms of its performance for almost all stations e.xcept 
station Ss. The distance between the mean-covariance model and the independent model is 
5.49, which is a considerable improvement. The percent of distance moved by adding one more 
parameter to the independence model to give the distance model is 66.1 %. The performance 
Table 6.2 Model Estimates for 1982-198o data. X = 938 
Model k •^0 • H  •^•2 
> T "  n 
Indep. Model 
-
6.83 1.40 2.15 6.68 -
Dist. Model 0.25 6.77 1.69 2.81 2.49 0.42 
Flow Model 0.01 6.75 1.70 2.78 2.50 0.40 
Table 6.3 Ma.ximized Log Likelihood for L9S2-198o data 
.Model No. of Parameters Log Likelihood 
Indep. Model 4 -2022.8035 
Dist. Model 5 -1730.7696 
Flow Model 5 -1730.6467 
of the flow model is very convincing in comparison, the distance moved is 80.7% (Table 6.5). 
Therefore it seems that the flow model is the logical choice since it gives reasonably good results 
while requiring only one additional parameter over the independence model and significantly 
fewer parameters than the means and covariance model. 
6.4 Estimation of Model Parameters 
The preliminary results favor the flow model strongly in comparison with the other three 
models. This is the model of choice for the rest of the analysis. .\'o\v that the model(s) have 
been formulated, the ne.Kt step is to estimate the parameters of the model for the dataset of 
choice. 
The first step in estimation is to determine an appropriate value of L- that ma.Kimizes the 
log-likelihood (Table 6.6. Figure 6.10). A'indicates the rate of increase of spatial dependence 
between adjacent stations. Estimation is done using a range of values of k until the best log-
likelihood value is found. Parameters are estimated for nitrate-nitrogen for the entire period 
from 1982-1996 (Table 6.7) as well as, in blocks of approximately two years (Table 6.8 - 6.14) 
subsequently the model is fitted. 
Table 6.4 Mean Squared Errors for all four models for 1982-L9.S5 
data. = 62:} 
Station Indep. Model Dist. Model Flow Model Mean-Cov. Model 
I 9.37 6.59 5.67 3.86 
4s 6.35 2.23 1.79 0.12 
5 S.IO 2.41 1.36 0.14 
6 7.32 3.19 1.37 0.85 
t  6.54 2.78 2.03 1.61 
8s 3.0S 0.88 0.95 0.35 
9 4.94 1.83 1.51 0.36 
Table 6.5 Improvement from Independence Model 
Model Percent of Distance Moved .•\dded Parameters 
Distance 66.1 1 
Flow 80.7 1 
Table 6.6 Exploring k values 
(19S2-1996) 
K value Log likelihood 
-0.040 -6014.082 
0.010 -6011.634 
0.015 -6011.479 
0.025 -6011.225 
0.030 -6011.127 
0.045 -6010.955 
0.050 -6010.940 
0.055 -6010.948 
0.070 -6011.113 
0.090 -6011.687 
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Figure 6.10 Plot of k vs. Log likelihood 
Table 6.< Parameters for 1982-1996 nitrate-nitrogen data 
Model K Loglik. 00 •h  02  n T~ 
INDP - -6756.099 6.2026600 1.197015 1.2255780 0.0000000 8.7127530 
DIST 0.0.5 -6010.940 6.1639581 1.2304776 1.3588342 0.3482833 4.3787419 
FLOW -0.04 -5936.706 6.2430603 1.2326954 1.3734269 0.4776652 4.0019925 
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Table 6..S Parameters for 19S2-1983 nitrate-nitrogen data 
Model K Loglik •io •h  n  T"  
[XDP 
- -876.631:3 7.7756170 2.1401590 3.0094280 0.0000000 6.2807540 
DIST 0.100 -779.1847 7.6040522 2.057669S 3.5744492 0.4907027 2.8877806 
FLOW 0.015 -780.5516 7.5556646 2.1038087 3.4632025 0.4102972 4.0019925 
Table 6.9 Parameters for l9S4-19So nitrate-nitrogen data 
Model K Loglik •^0 •h n ) T"  
INDP 
- -1053.819 6.1028684 0-7224179 1.4763623 0.0000000 4.7693038 
DIST 0.0008 -895.2408 6.0598081 1.1339514 2.1080636 0.3930633 1.7856463 
FLOW 0.0150 -894.5303 6.0232851 1.1354889 2.0887004 0.4130223 1.7897407 
Table 6.10 Parameters for 19S6-19S7 nitrate-nitrogen data 
Model K Loglik •^0 •h  1  T '  
LVDP 
-
-935.6488 6.1492282 0.6446781 1-4203817 0.0000000 3.7111484 
DIST -0.07 -S37.6S25 6.0316184 0.6958979 1.7569547 0.4227826 1.8686055 
FLOW -0.04 -837.9313 6-1106443 0.6666935 1.7998166 0.4463847 1.8770514 
Table 6.11 Parameters for 1988-1989 nit rate-nitrogen data 
Model K Loglik Jo •h n 
r.\DP 
-
-728.71-32 2..3430129 0..5221738 0.8496315 0.0000000 2.79.54002 
DIST 0.0001 -638.6681 2.2138301 0.5584659 1.2561536 0.3922931 1.3-52.5527 
FLOW 0.0.5 -636.5118 2.1623931 0..5859568 1.1615726 0.4461260 1.3797496 
Table 6.12 Parameters for 1990-1991 nitrate-nitrogen data 
Model K Loglik •io •h •h n 
> 
T" 
INDP 
-
-758.3843 8.578415 1.-5801000 1.19853-50 0.0000000 10.187889 
DIST 0.060 -643.9795 8.8435308 1.9742589 0.-5670819 0.4566734 3.3889943 
FLOW -0.004 -644.3505 8.8093414 1.91-5-5944 0..5415644 0.4055923 3.4122001 
Table 6.13 Parameters for 1992-1993 nitrate-nitrogen data 
Model K Loglik •^0 1 
•) 
r-
LVDP 
-
-625.-5338 7.1490520 1.0873810 0.4418590 0.0000000 4.8688450 
DIST 0.15 -543.4342 7.1733636 1.0810673 0.4332293 0.4339736 2.3182805 
FLOW -0.07 -541.8597 7.0774400 0.9976886 0.4471678 0.4829661 2.1808578 
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Table 6.14 Parameters for 1994-1996 nitrate-nitrogen data 
.Model K Loglik Jo  n  
y T "  
l-N'DP 
-
-927.2690 6.0172507 1.7021680 0.3749487 0.0000000 4.3710448 
DIST 0.10 -817.5445 6.0326339 1.7293566 0.6615.350 0.4835809 2.0078621 
FLOW 0.15 -798.5776 5.8078016 1.7270479 0.3875059 0.6580405 1.94-53451 
6.5 Model Fitting 
The set of parameters resulting from using the selected Ar value are used to fit the model for 
the data from 1982-1996. It is possible to make an assessment of the three models by comparing 
the mean square prediction error, overall bias and variance (Table 6.15). Differences between 
stations can be detected and anomalous behavior identified by comparing these values on a 
station by station basis (Table 6.16). Visual inspection is useful to make quick comparisons of 
the three models (Figures 6.11 - 6.17). It is clear that the fit is very poor for the independent 
model whereas the distance and flow model give a much better fit. However, it is hard to 
distinguish between the distance and flow model from the plots 
Similarly, after finding the best k value the model is fitted for the same data split into 
appro.ximately two year blocks. The mean square prediction error, variance and bias is also 
calculated for this data in order to monitor changes over time and to evaluate the potential 
success of the model in terms of its predictive capability (Figures 6.18 - 6.24 and Table 6.17 ). 
From the plots it can be seen that independence model is an e.xtremely poor fit. Periodicity 
by itself is insufficient to reflect the variability in the system. Both the distance and flow model 
seem to be doing very well, though it is hard to tell from the plots if one is better than the other. 
The table of variance, bias and MSPE confirms that the distance and flow model are almost 
identical in performance (Table 6.15). However, looking at each station individually it becomes 
more clear that in almost all cases the flow model is a better predictor since it incorporates 
more variability (Table 6.16). In the case where the data is split up appro.ximately into two 
year intervals, the flow model has lower MSPE for the majority of the stations, thus indicating 
better predictive potential than the distance model (Table 6.17). 
l-ll 
It is interesting to note that the MSPE for station 5 and station 9 is higher for the flow 
model than the distance model, this could be because the flow of the Raccoon River between 
Saiiorville and station o is not accounted for. Similarly, there area number of tributaries that 
flow into the Des Moines river between Red Rock and station 9. 
Table 6.15 Total MSPE. total variance and total bias for 1982-1986 ni­
trate-nitrogen data 
Model t.bias t.variance t.mspe 
Independent 2.132850e-08 8.591 L95 8.591195 
Distance -I.225849e-08 2.797580 2.797-580 
Flow -l.306S77e-08 2.606903 2.606903 
Table 6.16 MSPE, variance and bias for individual stations for 1982-1986 
nitrate-nitrogen data 
-
Station 1 Station4s Station5 Station6 Station i Station8s Station9 
bias.ind 0.12989 0.09881 0.13345 0.53224 0.02223 -0.53244 -0.50641 
bias.dist 0.10825 0.07928 -0.13562 0.49047 0.08497 -0.34330 -0.35863 
bias.flo 0.08307 0.12379 -0.12657 0.48382 0.12675 -0.35627 -0.40127 
var.ind L2.08619 9.49902 9.63069 8.77162 7.67916 5.84329 6.09955 
var.dist 7.55961 2.22602 1.77564 1.94624 1.93295 1.10936 2.40754 
var.flo 6.S4912 2.08905 1.78546 1.74908 1.61513 1.05017 2.53512 
mspe.ind 12.10307 9.50879 9.64850 9.05490 7.67965 6.12678 6.35600 
mspe.dist 7.57133 2.23231 1.79404 2.18680 1.94017 1.22722 2.-53615 
mspe.flo 6.85602 2.10437 1.80148 1.98317 1.63120 1.17710 2.69613 
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Table 6.1( Overall mspe. variance and bias for nitrate-nitrogen data 
Year Model t.bias t.variance t-mspe 
82-83 ind -1.5.5254oe-07 6.005958 6-005958 
-
dist 4.753956e-09 2.405956 2-405956 
-
flow -6.675o76e-09 2.510833 2-510833 
84-8.5 ind -2.69327e-08 4-679314 4-679314 
-
dist 6.154283e-09 1.569485 1-569485 
-
flow -5-38o383e-09 1.557074 1-557070 
86-87 ind L7463.55e-08 3.523051 3.523051 
-
dist -9.986808e-09 1.-5155-53 1.515553 
-
flow -4.633296e-09 1.517148 1.517148 
88-89 ind -3.929044e-08 2-77964 2.77964 
-
dist -5-900099e-09 1-245128 1.245128 
-
flow 1.180036e-08 1-219152 1.219152 
90-91 ind -3.179.536e-07 9-573369 9.573369 
-
dist -2.960209e-08 2-655627 2.655627 
-
flow 7..598932e-09 2-71391 2.71391 
92-93 ind -6.5972 le-08 4-586514 4..586514 
-
dist -3.322909e-09 1.381812 1.381812 
-
flow 7.271964e-09 1.375926 1.375926 
94-96 ind -1.219899e-08 4.209862 4.209862 
-
dist 3.40925e-06 1.34963 1.34963 
-
flow -2.00269e-07 1-314845 1.314845 
6.6 Cross-Validation 
Cross-validation is used as a tool to highlight problematic data and gross errors that might 
otherwise go unnoticed (Cressie, 1991). Using this technique, a selected observation is deleted 
from the dataset and predicted using the rest of the observations. In this study estimation 
was conducted in the absence of data from station 6. i.e., using observations from si.x stations. 
Subsequently, using the parameters from the previous step and observations from all seven 
stations, predictions were made. Station 6 was selected since it had river stations upstream 
and downstream, thereby creating an ideal situation for prediction. 
Comparing Table 6.16 with Table 6.18, it appears that despite dropping station 6 the model 
gave reasonable results and that the model is not grossly inadequate. In Table 6.19, the total 
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variance and total MSPE for model fitting and prediction are close. The plots for station 6 in 
the presence of data for all the seven stations (Figure 6.14) and in the absence of one station 
(Figure 6.25). the plots appear very similar. The results in Table 6.20. comparing the original 
nitrate nitogen data with the predicted values indicate that the model has good predictive 
capability. 
6.7 Application of Model to Dissolved Oxygen and Suspended Solids 
.\t the exploratory stage of the analysis, three water quality variables had been consid­
ered. namely, nitrate-nitrogen. dissoU'ed o.xygen and suspended solids. The explanatory data 
analysis clearly supported a Gaussian distribution for nitrate-nitrogen, both the conditional 
histogram and the normal probability plot substantiate this. Dissolved oxygen appeared to 
follow a Gaussian distribution as well. 
Table 6.18 MSPE. variance and bias for individual stations for 1982-1996 
nitrate-nitrogen cross-validation data 
- Station I Station4s Station5 Station6 Station7 Station8s StationQ 
bias.ind 0.21800 0.18737 0.22157 0.62051 0.11040 -0.44391 -0.41833 
bijis.dist 0.19474 0.12348 -0.08729 0.55139 0.13419 -0.26707 -0.27319 
bias.flo 0.19503 0.15229 -0.06327 0.55487 0.13597 -0.31304 -0.29420 
var.ind 12.10577 9.49854 9.62599 8.77449 7.67910 5.83829 6.08750 
var.dist 7.97754 2.25912 1.76664 2.34250 2.33167 0.98195 2.08049 
var.fio 7.42247 2.49985 2.13083 2.10052 1.92551 1.33781 2.79015 
mspe.ind 12.15330 9.53365 9.67509 9.15953 7.69129 6.03534 6.26250 
mspe.dist 8.01546 2.27437 1.77426 2.64653 2.34968 1.05328 2.1-5513 
mspe.flo 7.46051 2.52305 2.13484 2.408399 1.94399 1.43580 2.87670 
Table 6.19 Comparison of results using all 7 stations vs. only using only 6 
in the cross validation. .Vote: the results for data with only 6 
stations is indicated by S 
Model t.bias t.bias S t. variance t.variance S t.mspe t.mspe -S 
Independent 2.13285e-08 0.08824021 8.59119 8.591451 8.59119 8..59923S 
Distance -1.225849e-0S 0.0647033 2.79758 2.922869 2.79758 2.927055 
Flow -1.306877e-08 0.06422073 2.60690 2.970097 2.60690 2.974221 
Independence Model for Cross Validation at Station 6 
6 99oQ 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
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Distance Model for Cross Validation at Station 6 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
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Flow Model for Cross Validation at Station 6 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 
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Table 6.20 Comparison of results for original station 6 data vs. predicted 
(indicated by $) 
-
Station 6 Station 6 § 
bias.ind 0.532242 0.62051 
bias.dis 0.490469 0.5.5139 
bias.flo 0.483823 0.5.54S7 
var.ind 8.771618 8.77449 
var.dist L.946240 2.34250 
var.flo 1.749083 2.100.52 
mspe.ind 9.0.54900 9.1-59.53 
mspe.dist 2.186801 2-64653 
mspe.flo 1.983169 2.40839 
Residual histograms that were constructed e.xpressed this more strongly than the condi­
tional histogram on the variable itself. The normal probability plot supported the Gaussian 
hypothesis. However, suspended solids showed a strong tendency toward a Gamma distribu­
tion in both the initial conditional histogram and the normal probability plot. This did not 
weaken even in the residual conditional histogram that was constructed as a check. Since 
nitrate-nitrogen came out strongly with a conditional distribution that was Gaussian, the ear­
lier analysis focussed on it. The assumption of a Gaussian distribution allowed us to proceed 
very smoothly without having to deal with the normalizing constant which would have been 
unavoidable with the Gamma distribution. 
In this section, the model for nitrate-nitrogen was applied to dissolved oxygen and sus­
pended solids. This was done to see if the exploratory data analysis and construction of 
conditional histograms were good indicators of the success and integrity of the model. From 
Figure 6.26. it appears that the model does reasonably well for dissolved o.xygen. The condi­
tional histograms for dissolved o.xygen hinted at a Gaussian distribution. The model did not 
work as well for suspended solids (Figure 6.27). The exploratory data analysis indicated that a 
Gaussian assumption for this variable was unacceptable since it gave indications of a Gamma 
distribution. It can be concluded that the model holds for variables with a Gaussian distri­
bution only. Exploratory data analysis is integral to the modeling process. It indicates the 
direction in which modeling should proceed and questions the appropriateness of assumptions. 
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6.8 Results and Discussion 
A model was developed for water quality data for fifteen years from the Des Moines River. 
The model was selected after a comparison of four models, namely: the independent and 
means-covariances models which are both a spatial and the distance and flow models which 
are spatial in nature. The flow model was selected over the others based on a preliminary study 
of a smaller dataset spanning three years. The results from the preliminary study indicated 
that though the mean-covariance model gave the lowest mean squared errors, it had too many-
parameters. Between the distance and flow models there was a close competition for first place. 
The flow model had smaller mean squared errors for nearly all the stations. The improvement 
achieved from the mean-covariance model by adding just one parameter to get the flow model 
is better than that achieved by the distance model. 
.\itrate-nitrogen, dissolved o.xygen and suspended solids exhibit distinctly different behavior 
with regard to their transport in water. .Nitrate-nitrogen concentrations vary seasonally due 
to the influence of hydrology, the growing season and changes in anthropogenic inputs. The 
presence of reservoirs plays a large role in determining the amount of suspended solids to 
be found in rivers and how they are distributed in various sections. Dissolved oxygen is a 
function of stream water temperature and the amount of organic matter contained. Of the 
three variables, nitrate-nitrogen is most influenced by the hydrology in terms of transport 
between two stations. 
The exploratory data analysis (ED.A.) was effective in identifying the type of strategies 
suitable for the different data. .As indicated by early exploration of the data, nitrate-t-nitrite 
showed a strong tendency toward normality. The model developed using the Gaussian assump­
tion was justified by the e.xcellent fit obtained by the model. The conditional histograms played 
a large role in determining the direction in which model construction proceeded indicating that 
the Gaussian assumption could not be applied to the suspended solids data but could, to some 
e.xtent, be applied to the dissolved oxygen data. This was confirmed by the model fit obtained 
for the three water quality variables. Nitrate-nitrogen showed the best fit and suspended solids 
the poorest, with the fit for dissolved o.xygen falling in between. 
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The variance and mean squared prediction error for 1982 - 1996 data for nitrate using all the 
data and then dropping station 6 while doing cross-validation are very similar. This indicates 
good predictive capability of the model for nitrate-nitrogen. The mean square prediction error 
(MSPE) is only slightly higher for the prediction than it is when the data for all the stations 
is available. 
Large scale variation is modeled by the periodic term comprising X(3 . the small term 
variation by the q which is the spatial dependence parameter and is modeled as some function 
of distance or time of travel between two stations. The error remaining after large and small 
scale variation has been accounted for is contained in r. 
The parameters are plotted from 1982 to 1996 in blocks of two years to study the change 
in parameters over the years (Figures 6.28 to 6.30). /3o. /3i, (32 move together over the 
years for all three models since the periodic term is present in all three models. The r for 
the independent model rises way above the r for the other two models (Figure 6.30). This 
indicates the presence of large error in the model. This indicates that error is significantly 
lower in the distance and flow models due to the inclusion of spatial dependency, whereas in 
the independent model error remains high. It is interesting to note that ^2 shows a consistent 
downward trend over time when compared with (3o. The form of periodicity is looked at 
closely for changes in amplitude or phase (Figure 6.31). 
The model constructed incorporates spatial dependency between adjacent stations in ad­
dition to the large scale structure. This type of model could be very useful in predicting 
nitrate-j-nitrite levels at an unsampled station given information for adjacent stations. 
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7 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The objectives of this study were to: 1) model surface movement of agricultural pollutants 
for a succession of sub-watersheds in Bear Creek using AGNPS: 2) calibrate and v^alidate the 
model for a small sub-watershed using available experimental plot data: 3) incorporate Monte 
Carlo simulation within the modeling process where field data was not available: 4) apply the 
calibrated and validated model to a small sub-watershed with a riparian buffer strip to observe 
mitigating effects on surface pollutants if any: 5) formulate a Markov random field model for 
use in modeling nitrate-nitrogen concentrations for a network of monitoring stations on the 
Des Moines River: 6) estimate, fit the model and cross-validate the model and: 7) apply the 
model to dissolved oxygen and suspended solids to evaluate the model's specificity for each 
water quality variable. 
This research has met the objectives set up and established a foundation upon which further 
modeling of non-point source pollution in the Bear Creek Watershed can be conducted. 
The research attempted to establish the value of incorporating uncertainty into the mod­
eling process. The benefit of providing a range of values for pollutants, that may be present 
in a stream, as opposed to a single point value cannot be ignored. Thus, when field data are 
not available, the use of \[onte Carlo simulation is recommended. The results from the Monte 
Carlo simulation confirmed that smaller watersheds with headwater streams contributed more 
pollutants per acre of land when compared with larger watersheds. The role of tile outlets 
in being a large contributor to the problem in these areas was speculated. How'ever, further 
investigation would be needed to confirm this. 
Calibration and validation was conducted using e.xperimental plot data and applied to a 
small sub-watershed to study the effect of a riparian buffer strip. Four events in 1997 and three 
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events in 1998 were used to calibrate the model. Two events in 1998 were used to validate the 
model. It was found that the model did reasonably well for 1997 when compared with 1998. 
This may have been due to the fact that 1998 was an unusually wet year. In order to achieve a 
better representation of the system under study, it is recommended that, in the future, a greater 
number of events over a longer period of time be used for both calibration and validation. It 
is difficult to identify a pattern of over or under prediction based on type of vegetation and 
or year. This could either be because of insufficient number of calibrations and validations or 
a deficiency of the model itself. Calibration of corn and soybeans was less cumbersome than 
for switchgrass or the shrub and tree combination. This is because established values for the 
parameter being calibrated were available from the literature. Random starting values were 
used while calibrating parameters for switchgrass and shrubs and trees. This may have been 
the reason that the model did not simulate these vegetations as well as it simulated corn or 
soybeans. Future experimental plot studies are required to be conducted for switchgrass and 
shrubs and trees in order to provide a better range of possible values for these parameters. 
.-V spatial lattice model was developed for water quality data for fifteen years from the Des 
Moines River. Of four models that were scrutinized, the "flow" model or "variable distance" 
model was found to give the best results. The flow model had smaller mean squared errors 
for almost all stations when compared with the independent model or "fi.Ked distance" model. 
This is likely due to improved modeling of variability through the use of "time of travel" as its 
spatial dependence parameter. Nitrate-nitrogen, dissolved oxygen and suspended solids have 
distinctly different transport behavior, and this is reflected in the specificity of the model. It 
was found that the model which was developed for nitrate-nitrogen could not be applied to 
either dissolved oxygen or suspended solids as easily. This was indicated in the early stages of 
model development through the normal probability plots and conditional histograms. 
The model constructed incorporated both large scale structure as well as spatial dependency 
between adjacent stations. This type of model could be very useful in predicting nitrate-
nitrogen levels at unsampled stations given information from adjacent stations. 
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APPENDIX A COLLECTION OF AML PROGRAMS USED TO 
MODIFY EXISTING AGNPS INTERFACE 
'I * 
'/, Written by Hsiu Hua Liao * 
'/, Modified by Shabana Hameed * 
ag_strmtype.menu 
• Channel Coverage is a line coverage. 
* Item 1 will be added to the fishnet coverage for storing 
channel type. 
Item 2 should contain the following 
0 = water cell 
1 = no definitive channel 
2 = drainage ditch 
3 = road ditch 
4 = grass waterway 
5 = ephemeral stream 
6 = intermittent stream 
7 = perennial stream 
8 = other type of channel 
INPUT INFORMATION : 
Fishnet Cover '/,la*/,l 
Item 1 Cchan_type] 7.2 
Item 2 [chaii_l ength] 7.3 
Item 3 [chaii_width] 7.4 
Item 4 [grass_type] 7.6 
Item 5 [grass_length] 7.7 
Item 6 [grass_width] 7.8 
Channel Cover '/,5a7,5 
Grassway Cover '/,9a'/,9 
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7,ok '/.cancel 
7,1a button SELECT &sv .fishnetcov = [cifter [a^ fter [getcover * -polygon] 
[show feworkspace ]] /] 
'/,5a button SELECT &sv .channelcov = [after [cifter [getcover * -line] 
[show &workspace ]] /] 
'/,9a button SELECT &sv .grasswaycov = [cifter [auCter [getcover * -line] 
[show ftworkspace ]] /] 
'1,1 input .fishnetcov 40 character 
'1,2 input .iteml 20 chairacter 
'X3 input .item2 20 cheiracter 
'/i4 input .itemS 20 character 
'/,5 input .channelcov 20 character 
'/,6 input .item4 20 character 
'1,7 input .itemS 20 character 
'/,8 input .items 20 character 
'/,9 input .grasswaycov 20 character 
'/,ok BUTTON RETURN 'OK' &r ag_strmtype.arc 
'/,cancel BUTTON CANCEL 'CANCEL' &retum 
\newpage 
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
/ *  
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
The AML program is used to generate the channel 
morphology for AGNPS 
Environment ARC 
Call : ag_strmtype.menu 
Written by: Hsiu Hua Liao */ 
Modified by:Shabana Hameed 
&if [exist tempi -cover] &then kill tempi 
&if [exist temp2 -cover] &then kill temp2 
&if [exist temp3 -cover] &then kill temp3 
&if [exist temp4 -cover] &then kill temp4 
&if [exist temp5 -cover] ftthen kill temp5 
&if [exist temp6 -cover] &then kill temp6 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
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intersect . channelcov'/, '/, .f ishnetcov'/, tempi line 
intersect % .grasswaycov'/, '/-fishnetcov'/, temp2 line 
tables 
additem 'A .fishnetcov'/. .pat ' /,. iteml'/. 4 5 b / *  chan_type 
additem '/. .f ishnetcov'/. .pat ' /, .item2'/. 8 18 f 3 / *  chan_length 
additem '/ .f ishnetcov'/. .pat ' /..items'/. 8 18 f 3 / *  chan_widt:h 
additem '/, .f ishnetcov'/. • pat ! IC .item4'/. 4 S b / *  grass_tj^e 
additem '/, .f ishnetcov'/. .pat ! . items'/. 8 18 f S / *  grass_length 
additem '/,. f ishnetcov'/. • pat ! /. .item6'/. 8 18 f S / *  grass_width 
sel 7,-fishnetcov'/, .pat 
rel add 
mechcinnel 
tempi.aat 
info 
cellno 
cellno 
lineaa: 
ro 
calculate '/, .iteml'/, = mechannel//code 
res '/.iteml'/, ne 0 
calc '/, .item2*/, = mechannel/Zlength /* need to convert to meters 
calc '/..items'/, = mechannel//width 
asel 
rel add 
grass 
temp2.aat 
info 
cellno 
cellno 
linear 
ro 
calculate '/, .item4'/, = grass//code 
res */.item4'/, ne 0 
calculate '/,. itemS'/, = grass//length 
calculate '/J.item6'/ = grass//width 
asel 
res */,.item4'/, ne 0 and '/..iteml'/, ne 0 
calc '/. .item4'/. = 0 
calc '/..items'/. = 0 
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calc 7,. item67. = 0 
asel 
res 7t-iteinl7t = 0 and 7.-item47t n.e 0 
calc /C. it em 17. = 7. • item47. 
calc 7.-item27. = 7. •item57. 
calc 7. .item37t = 7. .item67. 
asel 
res 7. .iteml7. = 0 
calc 7. - iteml7. = 1 
asel 
sel 
drop it em 7.. f ishiietcov7.. pat 7. - it em47f 7.. item57. 7. - item67t 
q stop 
kill tempi 
kill temp2 
\newpage 
/* Written by Hsiu Hua Liao */ 
/•Modified by: Shabana Hameed */ 
/******•*****•••****•*****••»****•****»**********/ 
Optional CHANNEL Information ********** 
Fishnet Coverage7.0a 7.0 
Channel Width 7.1a 7.1 
Channel Length 7.2a 7.2 
Channel information file '/,3a. 7.3 
Type of channel 7.4a 7.4 
Width coeff. 
Depth 
Depth exp. 
Length exp. 
Side slope 
7.5a 7.5 
7.7a 7.7 
7.9a 7.9 
7.11a 7.11 
7.13a 7.13 
Decay indicator 7.15a 7.15 
Per. P decay 7.17a 717 
Width exp. 7.6a 7,6 
Depth coeff. 78a 7.8 
Length coeff. 7.10a 7.10 
Slope 7.12a 7.12 
Mann ing  COef f  .7.14a 7.14 
Per.N decay 7.16a 7.16 
Per. COD decay7l8a 7.18 
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Clay scour 7.19a '/,19 Silt scour '/,20a '/,20 
Small scour '/.21a '/,21 Lairge scour '/,22a '/.22 
Sand scour '/,23a '/.23 
*/,ok '/.cancel 
*/.0a button SELECT &sv .fishnetcov = [aifter [getcover * -polygon] [show feworkspace]/] 
'1,0 input .fishnetcov 64 character 
*/,la button SELECT &sv .width = [getitem '/,.fishnetcov'/, -polygon] 
'/.I input -width 15 chaxacter 
'/,2a button SELECT &sv .length = Cgetitem '/..fishnetcov'/C -polygon] 
'/.2 input .length 15 chaxacter 
'/.3a BUTTON 'SELECT'  
&SV .chaJLfile = [after [getfile * -info] [show ftworkspace]/info!aire! ] 
•/.3 INPUT .CHALFILE 20 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/.4a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .channel = [getitem '/. .chalf ile'/, -info] 
'/,4 INPUT .CHANNEL 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/,5a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .chalwidcoe = [getitem '/,. chalf ile'/, -info] 
'/.5 INPUT .CHALWIDCOE 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
•/,6a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .chalwidexp = [getitem '/..chalfile'/, -info] 
'/.6 INPUT .CHALWIDEXP 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/,7a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .chaldepth = [getitem '/,.chalfile'/C -info] 
•/.7 INPUT .CHALDEPTH 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/,8a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .chaldphcoe = [getitem '/. .chalf ile'/, -info] 
'/.8 INPUT .CHALDPHCOE 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
*/,9a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .chaldphexp = [getitem '/,.chalfile'/. -info] 
'/.9 INPUT .CHALDPHEXP 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/.10a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .challencoe = [getitem '/.. chalf ile'/, -info] 
•/,10 INPUT -CHALLENCOE 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/,11a BUTTON 'SELECT' ftsv -challenexp = [getitem '/,-chalf ile'/, -info] 
'/.II INPUT -CHALLENEXP 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/.12a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv -chalslp = [getitem '/.-chalf ile'/. -info] 
'/.12 INPUT -CHALSLP 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/.13a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .chalsidslp = [getitem '/.. chalf ile'/, -info] 
•/.13 INPUT -CHALSIDSLP 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/.14a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .chalncoe = [getitem '/.. chalf ile'/. -info] 
'/.14 INPUT -CHALNCOE 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
*/,15a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv -chaldecay = [getitem '/,-chalfile'/C -info] 
'/,15 INPUT -CHALDECAY 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/.16a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .nchal decay = [getitem '/.-chalf ile'/. -info] 
•/.16 INPUT .NCHALDECAY 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'Xl7a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .pchaldecay = [getitem '/..chalfile'X -info] 
'/.17 INPUT -PCHALDECAY 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'f.lSa. BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv -codchaldecay = [getitem '/,-chalfile'/i -info] 
'/.18 INPUT -CODCHALDECAY 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/.19a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .clayscour = [getitem '/..chalfile'yC -info] 
•/.19 INPUT .CLAYSCOUR 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/.20a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .siltscour = [getitem 7,.chalfile*/, -info] 
•/.20 INPUT .SILTSCOUR 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/,21a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .smallscour = [getitem '/,.chalfile'/, -info] 
'/,21 INPUT -SMALLSCOUR 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
*/,22a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .largescour = [getitem '/,.chalfile'/C -info] 
•/,22 INPUT .LARGESCOUR 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/,23a BUTTON 'SELECT' &sv .samdscour = [getitem '/,. chalf ile'/, -info] 
'/,23 INPUT .SANDSCOUR 15 TYPEIN YES SCROLL NO CHARACTER 
'/,ok BUTTON 'DONE' fereturn 
'/cancel BUTTON CANCEL 'CANCEL' feretum 
\newpage 
I* *! 
/* The program is used to write the input for the channel •/ 
/* Environment : ARC */ 
/* */ 
/* Call by : chanin.menu */ 
/* */ 
/* Written by Hsiu Hua Liaoshabana */ 
/* Modified by Shabana Hameed */ 
feecho &on 
/•LINE 1 
&sv .tl [format "ll'l' Channel: ] 
&SV .t2 :cur.'/,.width'/, 
&SV .tS :cur.channel//'/,.chalwidcoe'/, 
&SV .t4 :cur .chcinnel//'/. .chalwidexp'/, 
&SV .t5 :cur.chcuinel//'/, .chaldepth'/, 
&SV .t6 :cur.channel//'/,-chaldphcoe'/, 
&SV .t7 :cur .chaimel//'/C .chaldphexp'/, 
ftformat 2 
&SV .tl2 [format '*/,!,-8'/,' [value '/^ .t2'/,]] 
&SV .tl4 [format [value '/,.tS'/,]] 
feformat 4 
&SV .tlS [format ''/,l,-8'/,'/,2,-8'/,' [value '/, .tS'/,] [value '/, .t4'/,]] 
&SV .tl5 [format ''/,l,-8'/,'/,2,-8'/,' [value '/,.t6'/.] [value '/,.t7*/,]] 
&SV .t21 = '/,.tl'/.,'/,.tl2'/,,'/..tl3'/..'/,.tl4'/.,'/,.tl5'/, 
&SV .t22 [subst '/, .t21'/, , ] 
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&SV writestat [write 'yC.nnit*/, 7, .t22'/,] 
/* LINE 2 
&SV .tl :cur-7, .length'/^ 
&SV .t2 :cur.chaniiel//7t.challeiicoe7. 
&SV .t3 :cur.ch.aiinel//7t.challenexp7, 
&SV .t4 :cur.channel//7.-chalslp7. 
&SV .t5 :cur.channel//7-chalsidslp7. 
ftformat 2 
&SV .til [format '7i 1,-167.' [value 7.-tl'/C]] 
&sv .tl4 [format '7.1,-87t7.2,-87.' [value 7..t47.] [value 7..t57.]] 
feformat 3 
&SV .tl2 [format '7.1,-87.' [value 7. .t27.!]] 
&format 4 
&sv .tl3 [format '7.1,-87.' [value 7. .t37.]] 
&sv .t2l = 7..1117.,7..1127.,7..1137.,7..1147. 
&SV .t22 [subst X.t2l7. , ] 
&SV writestat [write 7. .unit7. 7. .t227.] 
/* LINE 3 
&SV .tl :cur.channel//7..chalncoe7. 
&SV .t2 :cur.channel//7..chaldecay7. 
&sv .t3 :cur .channel//7. .nch.aldecay7. 
&SV .t4 :cur .channel//7. .pchaldecay7. 
&SV .t5 ;cur.channel//7. .codchaldecay7. 
ftformat 3 
&SV .til [format '7.1,-167.' [value 7. .tl7.]] 
ftformat 0 
&SV .tl2 [format '7.l,-87.*/2,-87.7.3,-87.7.4,-87.' [value 7i.t27.] [value 7..t37.] " 
[value 7. .t47.] [value 7. •t57i]] 
&SV .t21 = 7..tll7..7..tl27. 
&SV .t22 [subst 7. .t2l7. , ] 
&SV writestat [write 7. .unit'/ 7. .t227.] 
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/* LINE 4 
&SV .tl :cur. channel//*/,. cla/scour'/, 
&SV .t2 :cur.channel//*/, .siltscour'/, 
&SV .t3 :cur.chcinnel//*/, .smallscour'/, 
&SV .t4 :cur.chcinnel//*/,.laLrgescoxir'/, 
&sv . t5 : cur. chcinnel//*/,. sandscour'/, 
feformat 0 
&SV .til [format "/,1 ,-16*/.*/.2,-8'/,'/.3.-8*/,'/,4.-8'/,'/,5,-8'/.' [value '/..tl'/,] [value '/,.t2'/,] " 
[value '/, .t3'/.] [value '/, .t4'/,] [value '/, .t5'/C]] 
&SV writestat [write '/..unit'/, '/,.til'/,] 
/** END OF CHANNEL INFORMATION **/ 
\newpage 
/******•*************************************•**•**•*************/ 
/* */ 
/* The program is used to write the input for the chcinnel */ 
/* Environment : ARC */ 
/ *  * /  
/* Call by : chanin.menu */ 
/* Written by: Hsiu Hua Liao */ 
/* Modified by : Shabana Hameedshabana */ 
&echo &on 
cursor cur declaxe '/, .f ishnetcov'/, .pat info ro 
cursor cur open 
cursor cur next 
&do &until '/,:cur.aml$next'/, eq .FALSE. 
&SV .tl2 : cur.'/,width'/, 
&SV . t21 : cur. '/,length*/, 
&SV .til [format "/,1'/,' Channel: ] 
&format 2 
&SV .tl [format '*/,!,-Q'/,' [value '/,.tl2'/,]] 
&SV .t5 [format ''/,1,-16'/,' [value '/, .t21'/,]] 
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&SV .tl3 : cur. channel//'/, .chalwidcoe'/, 
&SV .tl4 rcur.channel//'/, .chalwidexp'/ 
&SV .tl5 :cur .channel//'/, .chaldepth'/, 
&SV .tl6 :cur.channel//'/,.chaldphcoe*/, 
&SV .tl7 :cur.channel//'/, .chaldphexp'/. 
feformat 2 
&SV .t3 [format ''/,l,-8'/,' [value '/,.tl5'/.]] 
fcformat 4 
&SV .t2 [format "/,l.-8'/,'/,2,-8'/,' [value '/,.tl3'/,] [value */,.tl4'/,]] 
&SV .t4 [format "/,l,-8'/,'/,2,-8'/,' [value '/,.tl6'/,] [value 7,.tl7'/,]] 
&SV .tl8 = •/,.tll'/.,'/..tl'/..'/..t2'/.,'/..t3'/.,'/..t4'/. 
&SV .tl9 [subst '/,-tlB'/, , ] 
&SV writestat [write '/, .unit'/, '/, .tl9'/,] 
/* LINE 2 
&SV .t22 :cur.channel//'/,.challencoe'/, 
asv .t23 :cur.channel//'/, .challenexp'/, 
&SV .t24 :cur.channel//'/, .chalslp*/, 
&SV .t25 :cur.channel//'/, .chalsidslp'/, 
&format 2 
&SV .t6 [format ''/,1,-8'/,'/.2,-8'/,' [value '/, .t24'/.] [value '/, .t25'/,]] 
&format 3 
&SV .t7 [format "/.I,-8'/,' [value '/, .t22'/,]] 
&format 4 
&SV .t8 [format ''/,!,-8'/,' [value '/, .t23'/,]] 
&SV .t26 = '/..t5'/,,'/,.t7'/,,'/,.t8'/,,'/..t6'/. 
&SV .t27 [subst '/, .t26'/, , 
&SV writestat [write '/, .unit'/, '/, .t27'/,] 
/* LINE 3 
&sv . t31 : cur. channel//'/,. chalncoe'/, 
&SV . t32 : cur. channel//'/,. chaldecay'/. 
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&SV .t33 :cur.channel//'/,.nchaldecay'/, 
&SV .t34 rcur.chcinnel//'/, .pchaldecay'/, 
&SV .t35 :cur.channel//'/,.codchaldecay'/, 
ftformat 3 
&SV .t9 [format ''/,1 ,-16'/,' [value '/, .t31'/,]] 
ftformat 0 
&SV .tlO [format "/,l,-8'/,'/,2,-8'/,'/,3,-8'/.'/,4,-8'/,' [value •/..t32'/,] [value '/..t33'/.] ' 
[value '/, .t34'/,] [value '/, .t35'/,]] 
&SV .t36 = '/..t9'/..'/,.tlO'/, 
&SV .t37 [subst '/, .t36*/C , ] 
&SV writestat [write '/..unit'/, '/, .t37'/,] 
/* LINE 4 
&SV .t41 :cur.channel//'/, .clayscour'/, 
&SV .t42 :cur.channel//'/, .siltscour'/, 
&sv .t43 rcur.chcinnel//*/, .smallscour'/, 
&sv . t44 : cur. channel//'/,. largescour'/, 
&SV . t45 : cur. channel//'/,. sandscour'/, 
feformat 0 
&SV .til [format "/,1,-16'/,'/,2,-8'/,'/.3,-8'/,'/.4,-8'/.'/,5,-8'/,' [value '/..t4l7,] [value '/..t42y,] 
[value '/, .t43'/.] [value '/, .t44'/,] [value '/, .t45'/,]] 
&SV writestat [write '/..unit'/, '/, .til'/,] 
/** END OF CHANNEL INFORMATION **/ 
\newpage 
/• Written by Hsiu Hua Liao •/ 
/•Modified by: Shabana Hameed •/ 
/ **************** + *****•***** / 
Current Workspace'/,0 
File Type '/,1 
Point Coverage '/,2a'/.2 
ISO 
Fishnet Coverage 7,3a '/,3 
Iteml [numtiles] 7,4 
7.ok /^ cancel 
7.0 display .wkspace 40 value 
7.1 choice -infotype Point 1 Feedlot 2 Gully 3 Impound 4 
7.2a button SELECT &sv .pointcov = [aifter [aifter [getcover * -point] 
[show ftworkspace ]] /] 
7.3a button SELECT &sv .fishnetcov = [aiter [a^ ter [getcover * -polygon] 
[show ftworkspace ]] /] 
7.2 input .pointcov 40 character 
7.3 input -fishnetcov 40 chaxacter 
7.4 input .iteml 20 character 
7.ok BUTTON RETURN 'OK' &r ag_infol.arc 
7.cancel BUTTON CANCEL 'CANCEL' &return 
/*&if [exist tempi -cover] &then kill tempi 
/*&if [exist statfile -info] &then delete statfile 
/*&if [exist temp2 -cover] &then kill temp2 
/*&if [exist temp3 -cover] &then kill temp3 
/*&if [exist temp4 -cover] &then kill terap4 
/*&if [exist tempS -cover] ftthen kill tempB 
/*feif [exist temp6 -cover] &then kill temp6 
\newpage 
/* 
/* The AML program is used to generate point cover 
/* information for AGNPS 
/• 
/* Environment : ARC 
/ * 
/» Callby : ag_infol.menu 
/* Written by: Hsiu Hua Liao 
/* Modified by: Shabcina Hameed 
*/ 
*/ 
•/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
•/ 
*/ 
&if [exist celpnt -cover] &then kill celpnt 
&if [exist statfile -info] &then &do 
&data arc tables 
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kill statfile 
q stop 
&end 
&end 
/* If the tile coverage already has am. item called pointind 
/* calculated to 1 to indicate presence of tile, then no need 
/•to additera to tempi, 'coz intersection automatically adds 
/* pointind with value 1 
intersect 7, .pointcov/C '/,-f ishnetcov'/, celpnt point 
tables 
/* additem tempi.pat pointind 4 5b 
sel celpnt.pat 
sort cellno 
statistics cellno statfile 
sum pointind 
end 
sel 
additem '/, .f ishnetcov'/, .pat 7..iteml7, 4 5b /* numoftiles 
sel .fishnet cov7, .pat 
rel add 
points 
statfile 
info 
cellno 
cellno 
lineax 
ro 
calculate 7. .iteml7. = points//sum-pointind 
sel 
q stop 
/* kill tempi 
\newpage 
I*****•***•***•*+**•*»**************+***•********/ 
/* Written by Hsiu Hua Liao */ 
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/•Modified by: Shabana Hameed */ 
Optional Mon-Feedlot Point Source Information ***** 
[INFO FILE] 
Point source info file '/.Oa •/,o 
[NAME OF ITEM] 
Tile diameter '/.la 7.1 
Water discharge 7.2a 7,2 
Total N dischcirge '/.3a 7.3 
TotaJ. P dischcirge '/.4a '/.4 
Total COD discharge '/,5a 7,5 
Location of point source'/,6a 7,6 
[INFO FILE FROM INTERSECTION OF FISHNET AND TILES] 
Point-cell info file '/,7a '/,7 
Cellno '/,8a '/,8 
7.ok '/,cancel 
'/.Oa button SELECT &SV 
'/.la button SELECT &SV 
'/.2a button SELECT &SV 
'/,3a button SELECT &sv 
'/,4a button SELECT &SV 
'/,5a button SELECT &sv 
'/,6a button SELECT &SV 
'/,7a button SELECT &sv 
'/,8a button SELECT &SV 
•pointfile = [after [getfile * -info] 
[show ftworkspace]/info!arc!] 
• dia = [getitem '/..pointfile'/, -info] 
-watdis = [getitem '/..pointfile'/, -info] 
.ndis = [getitem '/..pointfile'/. -info] 
.pdis = [getitem '/..pointfile'/. -info] 
• coddis = [getitem '/..pointfile'/, -info] 
• locat = [getitem '/, .pointfile'/, -info] 
.celpntfile = [after [getfile * -info] 
[show feworkspace] /info! aire! ] 
.cellno = [getitem '/,.celpntfile'/, -info] 
7,0 input .pointfile 20 chaxacter 
*/,l input .dia 20 character 
'/,2 input .watdis 20 character 
'/,3 input .ndis 20 character 
'/,4 input .pdis 20 character 
*/,5 input .coddis 20 character 
'/,6 input .locat 20 chciracter 
7,7 input .celpntfile 20 character 
*/,8 input .cellno 20 character 
'/,ok button DONE &r ag_pointl. arc 
I S3 
'/.ccincel button, cancel 'CANCEL' &retum 
\newpage 
/* */ 
/* Call by ag_point.menu */ 
/* */ 
/* Shabana Hameed */ 
&echo &on 
tables 
/* watdis 
/• N dis 
/* P dis 
/* cod dis 
/* location in cell 
relate add 
lutinfo 
'/. pointf ile'/, 
info 
7,. dia7. 
7..dia7. 
linear 
ro 
additem 7.. celpntfile7, '/, .watdis7t 4 8 f 3 
additem 7. - celpntf ile7. 7. .ndis7. 4 8 f 3 
additem . celpntfileX 7.-pdis'/ 4 8 f 3 
additem 7i - celpntf ile7. 7.-coddis7. 4 8 f 3 
additem 7..calpntfil67, 'l.loczx'l 2 2 i 
sel 7..celpntfile7. 
/* Relate added by shabana julyS '98 
calc 7. .watdis7t = lutinfo//7..watdis7. 
calc 7, .ndis7. = lutinfo//7. .ndis7. 
calc 7..pdis7. = lutinfo//7..pdis7i 
calc 7. .coddis7t = lutinfo//7,. coddis7t 
calc 7. .locaty, = lutinf o///,. locat7. 
q 
LS4 
APPENDIX B ALGORITHM AND PROGRAM TO GENERATE TILE 
LOCATIONS IN LOWER HALF OF THE WATERSHED 
1* * 
7,* Written by Bijoyendra Nath and Shabana Hameed * 
'/.* * 
********************************************************* ******* 
Algorithm 
********* 
Outer Loop: 
Generate a random number, "r" from $u(0, 1)$ 
$i= C559r ] + 1$ (Note: Talking the integer part of $559r$) 
If $ 1 <= i <= 464$, then number of tiles $= 0$, number of inner loops $= 0$ 
If $465 <= i <= 516$, then number of tiles $= 1$, number of inner loops $= 1$ 
If $517 <= i <= 544$, then number of tiles $= 2$, number of inner loops $= 2$ 
If $545 <= i <= 559$, then number of tiles $= 3$, number of inner loops $= 3$ 
Inner Loop: 
Generate a random number, "r" from $uCO, 1)$ 
$j= C95r] + 1$ (Note: T 
If $1 <= j <= 7$. diameter $= 4$ 
If $8 <= j <= 10$, diameter $ = 5$ 
If $11 <= j <= 48$, diameter $ = 6$ 
If $49 <= j <= 68$, diameter $ = 8$ 
If $69 <= j <= 75$, diameter $ = 9$ 
If $76 <= j <= 79$, diameter $ = 10$ 
If $80 <= j <= 85$, diameter $ = 12$ 
If $ j = 86$, diameter $ = 13$ 
If $ j = 87$, diameter $ = 14$ 
If $ j = 88$, diameter $ = 16$ 
If $89 <= j <= 91$, diameter $ = 18$ 
If $ j = 92$, diameter $ = 20$ 
If $93 <= j <= 94$, diameter $ = 24$ 
$ j = 95$, diameter $ = 30$ 
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**#*******•**** 
Program * 
program TWODISTRIBUTIONS 
implicit real*4(a-h.,o-z) 
ch.aLracter*80 vname 
dimension idia(lO) 
common /iND/ iNfreqciom, iDf reqcum 
c— Read in number of tiles and determine the 
c- cumulative ferquency 
open(12 ,file='numoftiles ' , status='imknown') 
read(12,'(a80)')vname 
iNfreqcum = 0 
icN = 1 
1 read(12, * , end=50) iNf reql, iNf req2 
iNfreqcum = iNfreqcum + iNfreq2 
icN = icN + 1 
goto 1 
50 close(12) 
c— Read in the diameter file and determine the 
c- cumulative frequency 
open(12,f ile='tiledia' ,st:atus='unJmown' ) 
read(12,'(a80)')vname 
iDfreqcum = 0 
icD = 1 
2 readC 12, *, end=75) iDf reql, iDf req2 
iDfreqcum = iDfreqcum + iDfreq2 
icD = icD + 1 
goto 2 
75 close(12) 
c— Read in the cell number and use it as the seed to 
c- generate random numbers corresponding to 
c- dicimeter and number of tiles 
open(11, f ile=' cellnum' , s-tatus=' unknown' ) 
open(12,file='cellnum.new' ,status='unknown') 
ic = 1 
3 read(ll,*,end=100)icnura 
ranval = rano(-icnum) 
CALL GEN_NUM_TILES(ranval,nt i1es) 
IFCntiles .ne. 0) THEN 
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DO i = l.ntiles 
ranval = rcino(-(iciiuin+i)) 
CALL GEN_DIA(raiival, idia(i)) 
END DO 
write(12,*)icnxim,utiles,(idia(j) , j=l.utiles) 
ELSE 
write(12,*)icnum.ntiles 
END IF 
ic = ic + 1 
goto 3 
100 close(ll) 
close(12) 
stop 
end 
subroutine GEN_DIACraiival. idiam) 
implicit real*4(a-h,o-z) 
common /iND/ iNfreqcum,iOfreqcum 
inum = int (iDf reqcum*raiival+l) 
IF (inum.ge.l .aind. inum .le.7) THEN 
idiam = 4 
ELSE IF(iniun.ge.8 .and. inum.le. 10)THEN 
idiam = 5 
ELSE IFCiniam.ge.il .and. inum.le.48)THEN 
idiam = 6 
ELSE IF(inum.ge.49 .and. inum.le.68)THEN 
idiam = 8 
ELSE IFCinum.ge.69 .and. inum.le.75)THEN 
idiam = 9 
ELSE IFCinum.ge.76 .and. inum.le.79)THEN 
idiam = 10 
ELSE IFCinum.ge.80 .and. inum.le.85)THEN 
idiam = 12 
ELSE IFCinum.eq.86)THEN 
idiam = 13 
ELSE IFCinum.eq.87)THEN 
idiam = 14 
ELSE IFCinum.eq.88)THEN 
idiam = 16 
ELSE IFCinum.ge.89 .and. inum.le.91)THEN 
idicim = 18 
ELSE IFCiniun.eq.92)THEN 
idiam = 20 
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ELSE IF(inxim.ge.93 .and. inum.le.94)THEM 
idiara = 24 
ELSE IF(iiiiim.eq.95)THEN 
idiam = 30 
END IF 
return 
end 
w 
subrout ine GEN_NUM_TILES(ranval,nt iles ) 
implicit real*4(a-h,o-z) 
common /iND/ iNfreqcum,iDfreqcum 
inum = int(iNfreqcum*ranval+l) 
IF (inum.ge.l .and. inum .le.464) THEN 
ntiles = 0 
ELSE IF(inum.ge.465 .and. inum.le .516)THEN 
ntiles = 1 
ELSE IF(inum.ge.417 .cind. inum.le .544)THEN 
ntiles = 2 
ELSE IF(inum.ge.545 .cind. inum.le .559)THEN 
ntiles = 3 
END IF 
return 
end 
function raiio(idum) 
implicit real*4(a-h,o-z) 
dimension v(97) 
data iff /O/ 
external rand.srand 
if ( idum .It. 0 .or. iff .eq. 0 ) then 
iff = 1 
iseed = absCidum) 
do j = 1,97 
CALL srandCiseed) 
dum = randO 
end do 
do j = 1,97 
CALL srandCiseed) 
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v(j) = randO 
end do 
CALL srand(iseed) 
y = randO 
end if 
j = 1 + intC97.0*y) 
if ( j .gt. 97 .or. j .It. 1 ) writeC*,*)' random fiinction' 
7 = vCj) 
rcino = y 
CALL srcindCiseed) 
v(j) = randO 
return 
end 
c 
c 
APPENDIX C MONTE CARLO SIMULATION PROGRAM 
• / * *+ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * *» * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
•/.• * 
'/,• Written by Bijoyendra Math and Shabana Hameed * 
7.* * 
/^*********************************************************************•*•*•*** 
program montecaLrloAGNPS 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
paxameter (niimparam=8) 
chaxacter*80 string 
character*10 concat 
character*20 filen 
character*5 soil,fart 
character*3 chariS,chaxi_in3 
chaxacter*2 chari2,chari_in2 
character*! charil,chari_inl 
character*? FeedDum 
dimension random(numpaxam) ,dist(niamparam,3) 
external system 
CALL read_dist_paxam(n\imparam,dist,filen,numcell ,numsim) 
openCll,file=filen,status='unknown') 
open(16,file='NPS.DAT',status='unknown') 
c- Loop through the number of simulations 
DO iseed = l,numsim 
c- Read in 6 lines of header 
open(12,f ile='s im.dat',status='unknown') 
DO i = 1,6 
readCll,'(a80)')string 
write(12,'(aSO)')string 
END DO 
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Loop through, all the cells 
DO ic = l.numcell 
Determine the random numbers for the paxameters 
ONLY reuil is used for the normal and lognormal dists 
DO j = 1,numparam 
CALL getrandom(iseed*(ic/2)+l, j ,numparam,dist.randomCj)) 
END DO 
Fix curve,slope,etc 
curve = 1000.0/(rcindom(4)+10.0) 
slope = randomCS) 
factK = randomCD 
facte = random(2) 
factP = random(3) 
baseN = random(6) 
runoffN = remdomCT) 
xleachN = randomCS) 
read initial input file and write changes to sim file 
read(ll,61)icell.div,ircell,irdiv,idir,cn,si,ishape 
write(12,61)icell, div, ircell,irdiv,idir,curve,slope,ishape 
read (11,62) si ength, xmann, f K, f C, f P, see, cod 
write (12,62) slength, xmann, factK, f actC, fact?, see, cod 
read(11,65)i1,i2,i3,i4, i5,i6,i7 
write(12,65)il,i2,iS,i4,iS,i6,i7 
read(ll,63)soil,bN,bP,poren,porep 
write(12,63)soil,baseN ,bP,poren,porep 
read(11,64)roffN,roffP,xlN,xlP,iorgmat 
write (12,64) runof f N, rof f P, xleachN, xlP, iorgmat 
For Fert: info 
IF ( i2 .gt. 0 ) THEN 
read(11,66)f ert,if1,if2,if3,if4 
write(12,66)fert,if1, if2,if3,if4 
END IF 
For Feedlot/NonFdlt info 
IF ( i4 .ne. 0 ) THEN 
DO ij = l,i4 
readdl, ' (a80) ' ) string 
CALL get_Feed_Type(string,FeedDum) 
IF ( FeedDum .ne. 'Feedlot' ) THEN 
write(12,'(a80)')string 
ELSE 
write(12,'(a80)')string 
DO ik = 1,13 
read(ll,'(aSO)')string 
write(12,'(aSO)')string 
END DO 
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END IF 
END DO 
END IF 
c— For Channel info 
DO i = 1,4 
readCll,'(a80)')string 
write(12,'(aSO)')string 
END DO 
END DO 
close(12) 
c- run AGNPS on each simulation 
CALL systemC' agrun sim.dat 0 1 1') 
c- get the data required from the .nps file 
open(15,file='sim.nps' ,status='unknown') 
DO i = 1,14 
read(15,'(aSO)')string 
END DO 
write(*,'(a20,i6)')'Simulation number = ',iseed 
readC15,*)rr1.rr2,rr3,rr4,iiS,ii6,rr7,rr8,rr9 
read(15,*)rr11,rr12,rrlS,rrl4,rrl5,rrl6,rrl7,rr18 
write(16,73)iseed,rrl,rr7,rr8,rr9,rrll,rrl2,rrl3,rrl4,rrl5,rrl6 
close(15) 
c- delete the output files 
c- CALL systemC'rm sim.nps sim.dat') 
rewindCll) 
END DO 
close(16) 
51 format(f16.2,5(i8),f8.2) 
52 format(al6,f8.2,f8.1,f8.2.f8.2) 
61 format(i8,i8,i8,i8,i8,f8.2,f8.2,i8) 
62 format(il6,f8.3,f8.2,f8.4,f8.2,f8.2,i8) 
63 format(aS,3x,f8.4,f8.4,f8.2,f8.2) 
64 format(8x,f8.3,f8.3,f8.3,f8.3,i8) 
65 format(il6,6(i8)) 
66 format(a5,3x,4Ci8)) 
71 format(f4.2,2f5.2,f6.2,i2,i4,3f5.2) 
72 format(f4.2,6f5.2,f6.2) 
73 format(i6,2x,10f8.2) 
stop 
end 
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\ \  
subroutine read_d.ist_paxain(numpaxam,dist ,f ilea, 
& numcell.numsim) 
implicit real (a-h,o-z) 
character*80 vname 
character*20 filen 
dimension dist(numparam,3) 
Determine the range of all the paxcimeters for random 
number generation 
openC10,file='distparajn.dat' ,status='unknown' ) 
read(10,'(a80)')vname 
readClO,*(a20)')filen 
read (10, ' (a80) ' ) vnaune 
read (10, *)niimcell .numsim 
DO i = 1,3 
readdO, ' (aSO) ' ) vname 
readdO,*) (dist(i, j) ,j=l,3) 
END DO 
DO i = 4,numpareim 
readdO, ' (aSO) ' )vname 
readdO,*) (distd, j) , j=l,2) 
END DO 
close(lO) 
return 
end 
subroutine getrcindomdseed, jparam, numpaxam, dist, ranf inal) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
dimension dist(numpciram,3) 
write(»,*)'iseed=',isesd 
write(*,*) ' jpaxam=' ,jpeirain 
write(*,*) (dist(jpciram,k) ,k=l,3) 
IF ( jparam .le. 3 ) THEN 
ranval = ranl(-iseed) 
CALL tricingledist (jparam, ranval ,numparam, dist, ranf inal) 
ELSE 
CALL logdist ( iseed, j pciram, numparam, dis t, ranf inal) 
END IF 
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writeC*,*) reinval, ranf inal 
return 
end 
subroutine logdistCiseed,jp,numparam,dist,ranfinal) 
implicit real(a-h.,o-z) 
dimension dist(numparcim,3) 
mn = gasdev(-iseed) 
mor = dist(jp,l) + rnn*dist(jp ,2) 
ranfinal = exp(rnor) 
return 
end 
subroutine triangledist ( jp .ranval,numpaxam,dist .rainf inal) 
implicit real(a-h.,o-z) 
dimension distCnumparam,3) 
IF ( ranval .le. 0.5 ) THEN 
ranfinal = dist(jp,l) + sqrt(dist(jp,3)-distCjp. 1))* 
& sqrt (dist (j p, 2) -dist ( j p, 1) ) *rajival 
ELSE 
ranfinal = dist(jp,3) - sqrt(dist(jp,3)-dist(jp,2))* 
& sqrt(dist(jp,3)-dist(jp,!))*(!.0-ranval) 
END IF 
return 
end 
function gasdev(idura) 
implicit real(a-h.,o-z) 
data iset/0/ 
if (iset .eq.O)tlien 
1 vl = 2.0*ranl(idum)-l.0 
v2 = 2.0*ranl(idum)-1.0 
r = vl*vl + v2*v2 
if (r.ge.1.0.or.r.eq.0.0)goto 1 
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fac = sqrt(-2.0*log(r)/r) 
gset=vl*fac 
gasciev=v2*f ac 
iset = 1 
else 
gasdev = gset 
iset = 0 
end if 
return 
end 
function ranlCidum) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
dimension r(97) 
parameter(ml=259200,ial=7141,icl=54773,rml=l.0/ml) 
parameter(m2=134456,ia2=8121,ic2=28411,rm2=l.0/m2) 
parameter(m3=243000,ia3=4561,ic3=51349) 
data iff /O/ 
if ( idum .It. 0 .or. iff .eq. 0 ) then 
iff = 1 
ixl = raod(icl-idum,ml) 
ixl = mod(ial*ixl+icl ,ml) 
ix2 = mod(ixl,m2) 
ixl = mod(ial*ixl+icl ,ml) 
ix3 = niod(ixl,m3) 
do j = 1,97 
ixl = mod(ial*ixl+icl,ml) 
ix2 = raod(ia2*ix2+ic2,in2) 
r(j) = (float(ixl)+float(ix2)*rm2)*rml 
end do 
idum = 1 
end if 
ixl = mod(ial*ixl+icl.ml) 
ix2 = mod(ia2*ix2+ic2 ,in2) 
ix3 = mod(ia3*ix3+ic3,m3) 
j = 1 + (97*ix3)/m3 \\ 
ifCj.gt.97.or.j .It.1)write(*,*)'rani' 
rani = r(j) 
r(j) = Cfloat(ixl)+float(ix2)*rm2)*rml 
return 
end 
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fvmction. raii2(idum) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
paraineter(m=714025, ia=1366 ,ic=150889 ,rm=l ./m) 
dimension ir(97) 
data iff /O/ 
if ( idtun -It. 0 .or. iff .eq. 0 ) then 
iff = 1 
idum = mod(ic-idum,m) 
do j = 1,97 
idum = mod(ia*idum+ic,m) 
irCj) = idum 
end do 
idum = mod(ia*idum+ic,m) 
iy = idum 
end if 
j = l+(97*iy)/m 
if ( j .gt. 97 .or. j -It. 1 ) writeC*,*)' ran2' 
if = irCj) 
ran2 = iy*rm 
idum = modCia*idum+ic,m) 
ir(j) = idum 
return 
end 
function rcmo(idum) 
implicit real(a-h.,o-z) 
dimension v(97) 
data iff /O/ 
if ( idum .It. 0 .or. iff .eq. 0 ) then 
iff = 1 
iseed = abs(id^lm) 
idum = 1 
do j = 1,97 
dxim = ran(iseed) 
end do 
do j = 1,97 
v(j) = rem. (iseed) 
end do 
y = ran(iseed) 
end if 
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j = 1 + int(97.0*y) 
if ( j . g t .  97 .or. j -It. 1 ) write(•,*)' random fxmction' 
y = v(j) 
raino = y 
v(j) = ranCiseed) 
return 
end 
subroutine left_justify(char_in,chaLr_out) 
char act er*(*) chair, in, chair _out 
k=0 
DO j=l,len(chair_in) 
IFC char_inCj:j) .ne. ' ' ) THEN 
k=k+l 
char_out(k:k) = char_in(j;j) 
END IF 
END DO 
DO j=k+l,len(char_out) 
char_outCj:j) = ' ' 
END DO 
return 
end 
subroutine get_Feed_Type(chair_in,chair_out) 
chairacter*(*) char_in, char_out 
k = 0 
DO j=l,7 
IF( char_in(j:j) .ne. ' ' ) THEN 
k=k+l 
char_out(k:k) = chair.inCj : j) 
END IF 
END DO 
return 
end 
IF ( iseed .It. 10 ) then 
write(chari_inl,'(il)') iseed 
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CALL left_justify(chaxi_inl, charil) 
CALL systemCmv sim sim' 11 chaLcil // cdat) 
concat = 'sim' 11 chsiril // cdat 
CALL systemC'agrun ' // concat // ' 0 1 1') 
CALL systemC rra sim' // chciril // cdat) 
ELSE IF ( iseed .ge. 10 .and. iseed .It. 100 ) THEN 
writeCchaxi_in2.'(i2)' ) iseed 
CALL l6ft_justify(chaxi_in2, ch.axi2) 
CALL systemC'mv sim sim' // chari2 // cdat) 
concat = 'sim' // chaxi2 // cdat 
CALL systemC'agrun ' // concat // ' 0 1 1') 
CALL systemC rm sim' // chaxi2 // cdat) 
ELSE IF C iseed .gs. 100 .and. iseed .It. 1000 ) THEN 
write(chaxi_in3,'Ci3)' ) iseed 
CALL left_justifyCchari_in3, cliari3 ) 
END IF 
APPENDIX D PROGRAM FOR CALIBRATION OF AGNPS 
:4e :4e # :4e :4e :<e :4c :4c :4e 3f; :i^  :i^  ;4; 4; jfc :4c :4c 3|c  ^ 4; 4: # ^ ^   ^^ ^ 4c * * * ^ ^   ^* 
* 
Written by Bijoyendra Math and Shabana Hameed * 
* 
Note: A vaxiation of this program was used to run the calibated * 
model on subwatershed EBCM3 with the riparicLn buffer strip * 
program CALIBRATION 
include 'common.inc' 
CALL INPUT.ALL 
CALL DO.SIMULATION 
open(12,file=filen_QUTPUT,status='unknown') 
write(12,*)'SIMULATION FIELD' 
write(*.*)'SIMULATION FIELD' 
DO i = 1,7 
write(12.'(2(f15.2))')Y(i),PARAMFIELD(i) 
writeC*.'C2(f15.2))')Y(i),PARAMFIELD(i) 
END DO 
close(12) 
stop 
end 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE DO.SIMULATION 
include 'common.inc' 
EXTERNAL SYSTEM 
openC10,f ile=filen_SIMDAT,status='unknown') 
open(11,f ile='s im.dat',status='unknown') 
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DO i = 1,4 
read(10,'(a80)')string 
write(11,'(a80)')string 
EMD DO 
Figure out # of cells 
read(10,60)r1,i1,icellnum,i2,i3,i4,r2 
writedl ,60)rl, il, icellnum,i2, i3, i4,r2 
Write Rainfall info 
read(l0,61)duni,rl,r2,r3,r4 
writedl ,61)dum,EI ,Rain_Time ,Rain_Inches ,r4 
read/replace individual cell info stuff 
DO ic = 1, icellnum 
read(10,62)icell,idiv,ircell,irdiv,idir,cnum,si,ishape 
iVEGTYPE = 0 
DO i = 1,ICELLVEG(0,1) 
IF ( ICELLVEG(i,1) .eq. icell .and. 
& ICELLVEG(i,2) .eq. idiv ) iVEGTYPE = ICELLVEG(i,3) 
END DO 
IF ( iVEGTYPE .eq. 1 ) THEN 
writedl ,62)icell, idiv, ircell, irdiv,idir ,X(1) ,sl, ishape 
readdO, 63) slength, xmann, f K, f C, f P , see, cod 
writedl,63)slength,X(2) ,X(3) ,X(4) ,fP,X(5) ,cod 
DO i = 1,3 
readdO,' (a80) ' ) string 
writedl,' (aSO) ')string 
END DO 
read(10,64)fert,if1,if2,if3,if4 
writedl ,64)fert, if 1, if 2 ,nint (X(6) ) ,nint (X(7) ) 
DO i = 1,4 
readdO,' (aSO) ')string 
writedl,' (aSO)')string 
END DO 
ELSE IF ( iVEGTYPE .eq. 2 ) THEN 
write(11,62)icell,idiv,ircell,irdiv,idir,X(8),si,ishape 
readdO, 63) slength,xmann, f K, f C, fP , see, cod 
writedl,63)slength,X(9) ,X(10) ,X(11) ,fP,X(12) ,cod 
DO i = 1,7 
readdO,' (aSO) ' ) string 
writedl, ' (a80) ')string 
END DO 
ELSE IF ( iVEGTYPE .eq. 3 ) THEN 
write(11,62)icell,idiv,ircell,irdiv,idir,X(15),si,ishape 
readdO, 63) slength,xmann , f K, f C,fP, see, cod 
writedl,63)slength,Xd6) ,Xd7) ,X(18) ,fP,Xd9) ,cod 
DO i = 1,7 
readdO,' (a80) ')string 
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writeCll,'(aSO)')string 
END DO 
ELSE 
wr ite (11,62) icell, idiv, ircell, irdiv, idir, cnum, si, ishape 
DO i = 1,9 
read(10,'(a80)')string 
writeCll,'(a80)')string 
END DO 
END IF 
END DO 
close(lO) 
close(ll) 
CALL SYSTEMCagrun sim.dat 0 0 0') 
Extract data from sim.nps 
open(12,file=' sim.nps' ,status='unknown') 
DO i = 1,4 
read(12,'(a80)')string 
END DO 
read(12,*)rl,r2,r3,r4,i5,i6,Y(l),r8,Y(7) 
read(12,*)rll,Y(2),Y(3),Y(4).Y(5),Y(6),rl7,rl8 
close(12) 
60 formatCf16.2,5(i8),f8.2) 
61 format(al6,f8.2,f8.I,f8.2,f8.2) 
62 format(5(i8),2(f8.2),i8) 
63 format(il6,f8.3,f8.2,f8.4,f8.2,f8.2,i8) 
64 format(a5,3x,4(i8)) 
return 
end 
SUBROUTINE INPUT.ALL 
include 'common.inc' 
openCll 
readCll 
readCll 
read(11 
readCll 
readCll 
readCll, 
file='calib. inp',status='unknown') 
'Ca80)')string 
'Ca80)')filen.SIMDAT 
'Ca80)')string 
'CaSO)')filen_CELLVEG 
'Ca80)')string 
' Ca80)')filen_INPUTPARAM 
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readCll,'(aSO)')string 
readCll,'(a80)')filen.FIELDDAT 
readCll,' (aSO) ' )s1:ring 
readCll,'Ca80)')filen.OUTPUT 
closeCll) 
READ CELL_VEG INFO FILE 
n = 0 
1 0PENCl2,file=filen_CELLVEG,status='unknown') 
n = n + 1 
readCl2,*,end=100)ICELLVEGCn,l) ,ICELLVEGCn,2),ICELLVEGCn,3) 
GO TO 1 
100 ICELLVEGCO.l) = n-1 
closeCl2) 
READ INPUT PARAMS FILE 
OPENC12. f ile=f ilen.INPUTPARAM, status=' unknown' ) 
readC12,'CaBO)')string 
readC12,'CaBO)')string 
r6adCl2,*)EI 
— writeC*,*)EI 
readC 12 ,*) Rain_Inch.es 
readCl2,*)Rain_Time 
readCl2,'CaBO)')string 
readCl2,'CaBO)')string 
DO i = 1,7 
readCl2, * )XCi)  
END DO 
readC12,'CaBO)')string 
readCl2,'CaBO)')string 
DO i = 8,14 
readCl2, * )XCi)  
END DO 
readCl2,'CaBO)')string 
readCl2,'CaBO)')string 
DO i = 15,21 
readCl2, * )XCi)  
END DO 
CLOSEC12) 
READ FIELD DATA FILE 
OPENC12,f ile=filen_FIELDDAT,status='unknown' ) 
DO i = 1,7 
readCl2,*)PARAMFIELDCi) 
ENDDO 
closeCl2) 
return 
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end 
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APPENDIX E PROGRAM FOR TIME OF TRAVEL CALCULATIONS 
:4c :4e :4: :tc 3(e :4c :4c :4c :4e:4e :4e # :<c * # * # * ^  * 3|e :4c :4e :4e :4e :4c # :4e :4e :4e # :4c :4e # 
* * 
* Written by: Bijoyendra Nath * 
* Shabana Hameed * 
% ^  :4c % :4c :4c 3fc :4c :4c :4c :4c :4c :4c :4e :4c 4c :4e :4c :4c :4c :4c :4c :4c :4c :4c :4: :4c :4c 3^  :4c :4c :(c :4e 4c :4c :4c :4c :4c :4e :4c :4c 4c :4e ie 34c 3fc :4c :4c :4c 4c ^   ^* ic :4c :4e :4c :4c :4e :4c 
Program time_of.travel 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
chaxacter*12 strngA(6) ,stmgS(6) .TYPE 
character*40 datastring 
c— read in the cross sectional areas 
openClO ,f ile=' input .dat' ,status='imknown' ) 
readClO,'(a40)')vname 
readClO,'(alO)')TYPE 
readClO,'(a40)')vname 
readClO,'(a40)')datastring 
CALL decipher (datastring, stmgA) 
readClO,'(a40)')vname 
readClO,'(a40)')datastring 
CALL decipher(datastring,strngS) 
readClO,'(a40)')vname 
readClO,*)distance 
close(lO) 
IF ( TYPE .eq. 'RIRI' ) THEN 
CALL RIRI_sub (stmgA , stmgS, distance) 
ELSE IF ( TYPE .eq. 'RIRE' ) THEN 
CALL RIRE_sub (strngA , stmgS, distance) 
ELSE IF ( TYPE .eq. 'RERI' ) THEN 
CALL RERI_sub (stmgA, stmgS,disteince) 
ELSE 
write(*,+)'NOT Aok' 
END IF 
stop 
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end 
subroutine flERI_sub (strngA, stmgS, distance) 
implicit realCa-h.o-z) 
chaLracter*12 stmgAC6) ,strngS(6) ,storeDQ(500,6) ,storePE(6000,2) , 
& Qpool.poolSR 
ch.axacter*ll Q1,C)2,Q3 
chaxacter*10 dateS 
ch2iracter*2 month(3,500) ,day(3,500) ,ye2Lr(3,500) 
character*2 months,dayS,yearS,monthSo,daySo,yearSo 
common /arrays/ axea(2,500) 
common /consts/ numAl.numAR.numAP.numSl 
common /ResArraysl/ axeaR(50,0:7) 
common /interA/ iarea 
storeDQl = HDY, storeDQ2 = QSail, storeDQ3 = Qout, storeDQ4 = QS5 
the axray storeDQ is all fixed 
month(3,i) = MDY for the sampling dates in QS5 
CALL Get_All_SampQRERI(strngS,month,day,yeax,storeDQ) 
area(l,i)= Aout, area(2,i) = ASS, storePE(i,l) = MDY, 
storePECi,2) = Pool elevation axeaJl(i,l-7) have info of airea/dist 
of sections for the given Pool Elevations . 
month(l,i) = MDY for ASl, !!!ly for DY 
CALL Get_All_AreasRERI(strngA,month,day,yeair,storePE,distSample) 
Compute and output. 
openClS,file='output.dat',status='unknown') 
openC 15,file='output.dat',status='unknown') 
write(15,'(a23,2x,4a8)')' Area files given were:', 
& stmgA(l) ,strngA(2) ,stmgA(3) ,stmgA(4) 
write(15,'(a27,2x,3a8)')' Dischaxge file given were:', 
& stmgS(l) ,strngS(2) ,stmgS(3) 
write(15,'(a30,2x,f5.2,2x,a)')' Distance sampling point/dam =', 
& distance,'miles' 
write(15,*) 
write(15,500)'DATE','Aout','AreaS','Qpool','Qinf','Qout','QS', 
& 'TOT(RE) ' , 'TOKRD ' , 'TOT(hrs) ' , '#DAYS' 
write(15,*) 
DO i = 1,6 
IF ( strngA(i) .eq. 'poolSay' .or. 
& stmgA(i) .eq. 'poolRed' ) THEN 
poolSR = stmgA(i) 
END IF 
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END DO 
DO i = l.niimSl 
dates = storeDQ(i,l) 
Q1 = storeDQ(i,2) 
Q2 = storeDQ(i,3) 
Q3 = storeDQ(i,4) 
CALL getMDY (dateS, monthS, dayS, yscirS) 
IF ( i .eq. 1 ) THEN 
idays = 0 
ELSE 
CALL DAYSbetweenCmoiithSo, daySo, yeaxSo .monthS, dayS, 
& years,idays) 
END IF 
CALL get_totRE(poolSR.Ql,storePE.monthS,dayS.yeairS, 
& distSample.totRE.Qpool) 
iarea = 2 
CALL getAreaCloseCnumAl,month.,day,yeax,months,dayS.yearS, 
& areaClose2,iFlag2) 
IF ( stmgA(3) .eq. stimgA(4) ) THEN 
areaClosel = axeaClose2 
iPlagl = iFlag2 
ELSE 
writeC*,*)' have not yet figured out the areaClose2' 
END IF 
CALL outputRERI (distance, dateS, areaClosel, areaClose2, Qpool, 
& Q1,Q2,Q3,idays,totRE) 
monthSo = months 
daySo = dayS 
yeaxSo = yeaxS 
END DO 
close(l5) 
500 format ( 2 x, a4, 9x, a4, 6x, a5, 5x, a5, 8x, a4, 7x, a4, 8x, a2, 6x, a7, 5x, a7, 
& 3x,a8,lx,a5) 
return 
end 
subroutine RIRE_sub(stmgA, stmgS,distcm.ce) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
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chcLract:er*12 stnigA(6) ,stmgS(6) ,storeDQ(500 ,6) ,storePE(6000,2) , 
& Qpool.poolSR 
character*11 Q1,Q2,Q3 
character*10 dateS 
chaLracter*2 month(3,500) ,day(3,500) ,yecLrC3,500) 
character*2 monthS, dayS, yesirS, monthSo, daySo, yearSo 
common /arrays/ 2Lrea(2,500) 
common /consts/ nimAl,numAR,numAP,numSl 
common /ResArraysl/ aLreaE.(50,0:7) 
common /interA/ iarea 
storeDQl = MDY, storeDQ2 = QSl, storeDQ3 = QS2, storeDQ4 = QSail 
the axray storeDQ is all fixed 
month(3,i) = MDY for the sampling dates in QSl 
CALL Get_All_SainpQRIRE(stmgS.month,day,year,storeDQ) 
axea(l,i)= ASl, storePE(i,l) = MDY, storePE(i,2 = Pool elevation 
areaR(i,l-7) have info of area/dist of sections for the given 
Pool Elevations . month(l,i) = MDY for ASl, !!!ly for DY 
CALL Get_All_AreasRIRECstmgA.month,day, year, storePE) 
Compute cind output. 
openClS.f ile='output .dat' .status='unknown' ) 
open(15,f ile='output .dat' ,status='unknown' ) 
write(l5,'(a23,2x,4a8) ' )' Area files given were:', 
& stmgACl) ,stmgA(2) ,stmgA(3) ,stmgAC4) 
writeClS,' (a27,2x,3a8)') ' Dischairge file given were:', 
& stmgS(l) ,stmgS(2) ,stmgS(3) 
write(15,'(a30,2x,f5.2.2x,a)')' Distance sampling point/RES =', 
& distcince,'miles' 
write(15,*) 
write(15,500)'DATE' , 'ASl' , 'ASla','Qpool','QSl','QSla' ,'Qinf', 
& 'TOT(RI) ' , 'TOT(RE) ' , 'TOT(hrs) ' , '#DAYS' 
write(l5,*) 
DO i = 1.6 
IF ( stmgA(i) .eq. 'poolSay' .or. 
& stmgA(i) .eq. 'poolRed' ) THEN 
poolSR = stmgA(i) 
END IF 
END DO 
DO i = l.numSl 
dates = storeDQ(i,l) 
Q1 = StoreDQCi,2) 
Q2 = storeDQ(i,3) 
Q3 = storeDQCi,4) 
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CALL getMDY(dateS .months,dayS.yearS) 
IF ( i .eq. 1 ) THEN 
idays = 0 
ELSE 
CALL DAYSbetween (monthSo . daySo, yeairSo, monthS. dayS, 
years,idays) 
END IF 
iaxea = 1 
CALL getAreaCloseCniimAl .month,day .year .months .dayS .yeaxS. 
axeaCIosel,iFlagl) 
CALL get_totRE_ajreala(poolSR,Q3.storePE.monthS.dayS. 
years.totRE.Qpool) 
IF ( stmgA(2) .eq. stmgA(l) ) THEN 
areaClose2 = areaClosel 
ELSE 
areaClose2 = cireaR(numAR.O) 
END IF 
CALL outputRIRE(distance .dateS .cLreaCIosel .areaClose2. 
Qpool.Q1.Q2.Q3.idays,totRE) 
monthSo = monthS 
daySo = dayS 
yecurSo = yeaxS 
END DO 
closeClS) 
500 format (2x. a4. 9x. a3. 8x. a4, 6x. a5. 8x. a3. 7x. a4. 7x. a4. 5x. a7, 3x. a7. 
& 3x.a8.2x,a5) 
return 
end 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine RIRI_sub(stmgA.stmgS.distcince) 
implicit real(a-h.o-z) 
chcLracter*2 month(3,500) ,day(3,500) .yeax(3.500) 
character*2 monthS,dayS,yearS .monthSo,daySo.yeeirSo 
character*10 dateS.dateA 
character*11 Q1,Q2 
character*12 stmgA(6) .stmgS(6) .strngaxray(6) .storeDC)(500.6) 
character*40 datastring 
common /arrays/ axea(2,500) 
common /interA/ iarea 
& 
& 
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c— Read in Area files 
numAl = 0 
open(12,f ile=stmgA(l) ,status='unknown' ) 
2 numAl = numAl+1 
read(12, ' (a8,f8.1) ' ,end=200)dateA,area(l,niiniAl) 
CALL getMDY(dateA,montli(l,numAl) .day(1 .numAl) ,year(1 .numAl)) 
goto 2 
200 close(12) 
numA2 = 0 
open(12,f ile=stmgAC2) ,status='unknown' ) 
3 numA2 = numA2+l 
read(12,' (a8,f8.1) ' ,end=300)dateA,area(2,numA2) 
CALL getHDY(dateA,month(2,numA2) .day(2,nuinA2) ,year(2,numA2)) 
goto 3 
300 close(12) 
numAl = numAl - 1 
mimA2 = nuraA2 - 1 
c— read in the sampling data 
openCll,f ile=stmgSCl) ,status='unknown') 
nS = 0 
1 readCll,'(a40)',end=100)datastring 
nS = nS+1 
CALL decipher(datastring. stmgarray) 
storeDQ(ns , 1) = stmgarray(l) 
storeDQCns .2) = stmgaxray(2) 
dateS = stmgarray(l) 
CALL getMDY(dateS .months .dayS .yecurS) 
month(3,nS) = months 
day(3,nS) = dayS 
year(3,nS) = yeairS 
goto 1 
100 numSl = nS 
close(ll) 
open(l2,f ile=stmgS(2) ,status='unknown' ) 
nS = 0 
4 read(12,'(a40)'.end=400)datastring 
nS = nS+1 
CALL decipher (datastring. stmgsirray) 
storeDQCns .3) = stmgarray (2) 
goto 4 
400 numS2 = nS 
close(12) 
IF ( numSl .ne. numS2 ) THEN 
writeC*,*)' # of entries in the discharge file do not match' 
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writeC*, * ) numS 1, rnimS2 
stop 
ELSE 
numS = numSl 
END IF 
Fix NA's in Q1 and Q2 
CALL fixQ_Originalf ile (nximS,month, day, yeax, storeDQ, 2) 
CALL fixQ_Originalfile(numS,month,day,yeax,storeDQ,3) 
Compute and output 
openC15,file='output-dat',status='unknown') 
writeClS,'(a23,2x,2a8)')' Area files given were:', 
& stmgA(l) ,stmgAC2) 
write(15(a27,2x,2a8)')' Discharge file given w e r e : ' ,  
& strngS(l) ,stmgS(2) 
write(15,'(a32,2x,f5.2,2x,a)')' Distance between the stations = 
& distance,'miles' 
write(15,*) 
write(15.500)'DATE','AREAl','AREA2','Ql','Q2','TOT(HRS)','#DAYS 
write(15,*) 
DO i = l.numS 
dates = StoreDQ(i,l) 
Ql = storeDQ(i,2) 
Q2 = storeDQ(i,3) 
CALL getMDY(dateS,monthS,dayS,yearS) 
IF ( i -eq. 1 ) THEN 
idays = 0 
ELSE 
CALL DAYSbetweenCmonthSo, daySo, yeairSo .monthS, dayS, 
& years,idays) 
END IF 
iarea = 1 
CALL getAreaCloseCnxiniAl.month, day, year,months, dayS , yeaxS, 
& areaClosel,iFlagl) 
iarea = 2 
CALL getAreaClose (numA2 .month, day, year .monthS, dayS , yearS, 
& areaClose2,iFlag2) 
CALL outputRIRI(distance,iFlagl,iFlag2, dateS, 
& areaClosel,areaClose2,Ql,Q2,idays) 
monthSo = raonthS 
daySo = dayS 
yeaxSo = yearS 
END DO 
close(15) 
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500 format(2x,a4,7x,a5,6x,aS,9x,a2,9x, a2,4x,a8,3x,a5) 
return 
end 
c 
Subroutines for Time of Travel program 
******************************************************************************* 
* * 
* Written by: Bijoyendra Math * 
* Shabana Haineed * 
subroutine outputRIRI (distcince, iFlagl, iFlag2, dateS , 
& areaClosel,axeaClose2,Q1,Q2,idays) 
implicit real(a-h.,o-2) 
charact er•(•)dat eS,Q1,Q2 
CALL maLkeinteger(Ql, iQl) 
CALL maJceinteger(Q2,iQ2) 
IF ( iFlagl .eq. 0 .and. iFlag2 .eq. 0 ) THEN 
CALL get_totRI(distance,areaClosel,areaClose2,Ql,Q2,tot) 
IF (tot .It. 0.0 ) THEN 
IF ( iQl .eq. 0 ) THEN 
write(15,'(a8,2(2x,f9.1),2x,a9,2x,i9,2x,a9,2x,i5)') 
& dateS.axeaClosel,axeaClose2,'NA',iQ2,'NA'.idays 
ELSE 
write(15,'(a8,2(2x.f9.1),2x,i9,2x.a9,2x,a9,2x,i5)') 
& dateS,axeaClosel,areaClose2,iQl,'NA','NA'.idays 
END IF 
ELSE 
write(15,'(a8.2(2x.f9.1),2(2x,i9),2x,f9.4,2x,i5)')dateS, 
& areaClose1,areaClose2,iQ1,iQ2,tot,idays 
END IF 
ELSE IF ( iFlagl .ne. 0 .and. iFlag2 .eq. 0 ) THEN 
write(15,'(a8,2x,a9,2x,f9.1,2(2x,i9),2x.a9,2x,i5)')dateS, 
& 'NA',areaClose2,iQ1,iQ2,'NA',idays 
ELSE IF ( iFlagl .eq. 0 .and. iFlag2 .ne. 0 ) THEN 
write(15.'(a8,2x,f9.1,2x,a9,2(2x,i9),2x,a9,2x,i5)')dateS, 
& areaClosel,' NA',iQl,iQ2,'NA'.idays 
ELSE 
write(l5,'(a8,2x,a9,2x,a9,2(2x,i9),2x,a9,2x,i5)')dateS, 
& 'NA','NA',iQl,iQ2,'NA',idays 
END IF 
return 
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end 
subroutine outputRIRE(distance .dateS .aireaClosel ,areaClose2, 
& Qpool,Ql,Q2,Q3,idays,totRE) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
character*(*)dateS,Q1,Q2,Q3,Qpool 
CALL rasikeintegerCQl, iQl) 
CALL mcLkeinteger(Q2,iQ2) 
CALL makeinteger(Q3,iq3) 
CALL maLkeReal(Qpool,RQ) 
CALL get_totRI(distcince .areaClosel ,areaClose2,Ql ,Q2,totRI) 
tot = totRI + totRE 
writedS, ' (a8,2(2x,f9 .1) ,2x,f9 .2,3(2x,iS) ,3(2x,f9.2) .2x,i5) ' ) 
& dates,areaClosel,areaClose2,RQ,iQl,iQ2,iQ3.totRI, 
& totRE,tot,idays 
return 
end 
subroutine outputRERI(distance,dateS, areaClosel,areaClose2, 
& Qpool ,Q1 ,Q2 ,C13, idays , totRE) 
implicit real(a-h.,o-z) 
charact er*(•)dateS,Q1,q2,Q3,Qpool 
CALL maLkeinteger(Ql,iqi) 
CALL mcLkeinteger(Q2,iQ2) 
CALL mcLkeinteger(Q3, iQ3) 
CALL maJceReal (Qpool ,RQ) 
CALL get_totRI(distcince,axeaClosel ,cLreaClose2,q2,QS,totRI) 
tot = totRI + totRE 
write(15,'(a8,2(2x,f9.1),2x,f9.2,3(2x,i9),3(2x,f9.2),2x,i5) ') 
& dateS, sireaClosel,areaClose2,RQ,iQl,iQ2, iQ3,totRE, 
& totRI,tot,idays 
return 
end 
subroutine get_totRE(poolSR,Q1,storePE,months,dayS,yearS, 
& distSample,totRE,Qpool) 
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implicit real(a-h.,o-z) 
ch.aracter*(*)Ql .poolSR 
charact er*2 months, dayS, yearS, monthP, dayP, year? 
character*12 storePE(6000,2),Qpool 
common /sirrays/ area(2,500) 
common /consts/ numAl,numAR,numAP,numSl 
common /ResArraysl/ areaR(50,0:7) 
DO i = 1,numAP 
CALL getMDY(storePE(i,l),monthP,dayP,yeaxP) 
IF ( yearP .eq. yearS ) THEN 
IF ( monthP . eq. months ) THEN 
IF ( dayP .eq. dayS ) THEN 
Qpool = storePE(i,2) 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
END DO 
CALL DET_AREA_RES(poolSR,Qpool) 
Use constcint cirea to integrate for tot from sampling point to dam 
CALL maJceintegerCQl, iQl) 
RQl = real(iQl) 
totRE = distSample • 5280.0 * areaR(l,0) / (RQl+3600.0) 
return 
end 
sufarout ine get_totRE_cLreala(poolSR,Q3,storePE,months,dayS, 
& yearS.totRE,Qpool) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
chcLracter*(*)Q3 .poolSR 
character*2 months.dayS.yearS.monthP.dayP.yearP 
character*12 storePE(6000,2).Qpool 
common /arrays/ area(2.500) 
common /consts/ numAl.numAR.numAP.numSl 
common /ResArraysl/ cireaR(50.0:7) 
DO i = 1,numAP 
CALL getMDYCstorePECi.1).monthP.dayP.yearP) 
IF ( yeaxP .eq. yearS ) THEN 
IF ( monthP .eq. months ) THEN 
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IF ( dayP .eq. dayS ) THEN 
Qpool = storePE(i,2) 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
END DO 
CALL DET_AREA_RES(poolSR,Qpool) 
Use trapezoidal rule to integrate for tot 
totRE = 0.0 
DO i = niimAR,2,-l 
dx = (ax6ail(i,7) - areaJlCi-l ,7) )*5280.0 
A1 = axeaiRCi.O) 
A2 = areaR(i-l,0) 
totRE = totRE + dx * ( A1 + A2 ) / 2.0 
END DO 
CALL mcLkeinteger(Q3,iQ3) 
RQ3 = realCiQS) 
totRE = totRE/(RQ3*3600.0) 
return 
end 
routine to determine the area in all sections for a given pool 
elevation and store in cireaRCSO.O) 
subrout ine DET_AREA_RES(poolSR,Qpool) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
character*(*)Qpool,poolSR 
common /consts/ numA 1,numAR, numAP, numS 1 
common /ResArraysl/ areaR(50,0:7) 
CALL maJceRealCQpool ,RQ) 
IF ( poolSR .eq. 'poolSay' ) THEN 
DO i = 1,numAR 
IF ( RQ .le. 892.0 .and. RQ .gt. 880.0 ) THEN 
slope = (areaJl(i,2)-areaR(i,l))/12.0 
axeaR(i,0) = areaR(i,l) + slope*CRQ - 880.0) 
ELSE IF ( RQ .le. 880.0 .and. RQ .gt. 860.0 ) THEN 
slope = (areaLR(i,3)-areaJl.(i,2))/20.0 
areaLR(i,0) = areciR(i,2) + slope*(RQ - 860.0) 
ELSE IF ( RQ .le. 860.0 .and. RQ .gt. 840.0 ) THEN 
slope = (axeaR(i,4)-cirecJl(i,3))/20.0 
axeaJlCi.O) = arecLR(i,3) + slope*(RQ - 840.0) 
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ELSE IF ( RQ .le. 840.0 .and. RQ .gt. 836.0 ) THEN 
slope = (areciR(i,5)-5LreaR(i,4))/4.0 
cireeiRCi.O) = areaLR(i,4) + slope*(RQ - 836.0) 
ELSE IF C RQ -le. 836.0 .and. RQ .ge. 832.23 ) THEN 
slope = (arecLR(i,6)-areaR(i,5) )/3.77 
areaR(i,0) = areaR(i,5) + slope*(RQ - 832.23) 
ELSE 
writeC*,*)' Pool elevation not known in DET_AREA_RES' 
END IF 
END DO 
ELSE IF ( poolSR .eq. 'poolRed' ) THEN 
DO i = l,nuinAR 
IF ( RQ .le. 782.62 .and. RQ .gt. 760.0 ) THEN 
slope = (areaJl(i,2)-axeciR(i, 1) )/22.62 
areaR(i,0) = aresLR(i,l) + slope*(RQ - 760.0) 
ELSE IF ( RQ -le. 760.0 .and. RQ .gt. 742.0 ) THEN 
slope = (arecLR(i,3)-axeaJlCi ,2) )/18.0 
areciR(i,0) = areaR(i,2) + slope*(RQ - 742.0) 
ELSE IF ( RQ .le. 742.0 .and. RQ -gt. 736.0 ) THEN 
slope = (2LreaR(i,4)-axeaRCi,3))/6.0 
areaR(i,0) = areaJl(i,3) + slope*(RQ - 736.0) 
ELSE IF ( RQ .le. 736.0 .and. RQ .gt. 732.0 ) THEN 
slope = (aj:ecLR(i,5)-axeaJl(i,4))/4.0 
areciR(i,0) = areaJl(i,4) + slope*(RQ - 732.0) 
ELSE IF ( RQ .le. 732.0 .and. RQ -ge. 727.20 ) THEN 
slope = (areail(i,6)-aLreaLR(i,5))/4.8 
areaR(i,0) = areaJlCi.S) + slope*(RQ - 727.20) 
ELSE 
writeC*,*)' Pool elevation not known in DET_AREA_RES' 
END IF 
END DO 
ELSE 
writeC*,*)' stimgA for given pool not known' 
END IF 
return 
end 
subroutine Get_All_SampQRERlCstmgS,month.,day,yeax,storeDQ) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
character*2 month(3,500),day(3,S00),year(3,500) 
chsLracter*2 months, dayS, yeairS 
chaxacter+lO dateS 
cliaLracter*12 stmgS(6) ,stmgaxray(6) ,storeDQ(500,6) , 
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& storeQRES(6000,2),storeQ0UT(6000,2) 
chaxacter*40 datastring 
common /consts/ niimAl.numAR.niunAP.niiinSl.ntunSR 
c— Read discharge at Reference river station for Sampling dates 
open(ll,file=stmgS(3) ,status='unknown') 
nS = 0 
1 readCli,'(a40)',end=100)datastring 
nS = nS+1 
CALL decipher (datastring, stmgcirray) 
storeDQCns , 1) = stmgaxray(l) 
storeDQCns ,4) = stmgaxray(2) 
dates = strngairrayd) 
CALL getMDY(dateS.months,dayS,yeaxS) 
month(3,nS) = months 
dayO.nS) = dayS 
yeax(3,nS) = yeaxS 
goto 1 
100 numSl = nS 
close(ll) 
c— Fix NA's in Refercmce river station for Sampling dates 
CALL f ixQ_Originalf ileCnumSl ,month,day .year .storeDQ ,4) 
c— Read Qsail inflow for Reservoir 
openCll ,f ile=stmgS(l) , status='unknown') 
nS = 0 
4 readCll,'(a40)',end=400)datastring 
nS = nS+1 
CALL decipher (datastring, stmgarray ) 
storeQRESCns , 1) = stmgarray (1) 
storeQRESCns ,2) = stmgarray (2) 
goto 4 
400 numSR = nS 
close(ll) 
c— Fix QSail file at reservoir to match dates with downstrecim 
c river station 
CALL f ixQReservoir (3 ,2, numS 1, numSR,month, day, yeair, 
& storeDQ.storeQRES) 
c— McLke DISCHARGE assumptions for outflow from dam if ciny 
IF C strngS(2) .eq. stmgSC3) ) THEN 
DO i = l,numSl 
storeDQ(i,3) = storeDQ(i,4) 
END DO 
ELSE 
c- Read outflow for reservoir 
openCll,file=stmgS(2) ,status='unknown') 
nS = 0 
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5 readCll,'(a40)',end=500)datastring 
nS = nS+1 
CALL decipher(datastring.stmgarray) 
storeQOUT (ns, 1) = st mgarray (1) 
storeQOUTCns ,2) = stmgarray(2) 
goto 5 
500 numSR = nS 
close(ll) 
- Fix Qout file at reservoir to match dates with downstream 
river station 
CALL fixQReservoir(3,3,numSl,numSR,month,day.yeair, 
& storeDQ, StoreQOUT) 
Fix NA's in reservoir outflow 
CALL fixQ_OriginalfileCnumSl,month,day,yeax.StoreDQ,3) 
END IF 
retuzTi 
end 
subroutine Get_All_SampQRIRE(stmgS,month,day,yecir,storeDQ) 
implicit realCa-h,o-z) 
character*2 month(3,500),day(3,5G0),year(3,500) 
character*2 months,dayS.yeaxS 
character*10 dateS 
chaxacter*12 stmgSC6) ,stmgarray(6) .storeDQCSOO,6) , 
& storeQElES(6000,2) 
character*40 datastring 
common /consts/ numAl,numAR,numAP,numSl.numSR 
Read discharge at Referance river station for Sampling dates 
openCll,file=strngS(l),status='unknown') 
nS = 0 
1 readCll,'(a40)',end=100)datastring 
nS = nS+1 
CALL decipher (datastring, stmgarray) 
storeDQ(ns,l) = stmgarray(l) 
StoreDQ(ns,2) = strngarray(2) 
dates = stmgarray(l) 
CALL getMDY(dateS,monthS,dayS,yearS) 
month(3,nS) = monthS 
day(3,nS) = dayS 
yeaLr(3,nS) = yeaxS 
goto 1 
100 numSl = nS 
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close(ll) 
c— Fix NA's in Referance river station for Sampling dates 
CALL f ixQ_Originalf ileCnumSl ,month,day .year .storeDQ ,2) 
c— Read inflow for Reservoir 
openCll ,f ile=strngS(3) ,status='unknown') 
nS = 0 
4 readCll,'(a40)',end=400)datastring 
nS = nS+1 
CALL decipher(datastring, stmgairray) 
storeQRESCns , 1) = stmgarray(l) 
storeQRESCns ,2) = strngaxray (2) 
goto 4 
400 numSR = nS 
close(ll) 
c— Mcike DISCHARGE assumptions for Qla if any 
IF ( stmgS(2) .eq. stmgS(l) ) THEN 
DO i = l.numSl 
storeDQ(i,3) = storeDQ(i,2) 
END DO 
ELSE IF ( strngS(2) .eq. stmgS(3) ) THEN 
writeC*,*)' QSla file manipulation not coded' 
END IF 
c— Fix dischcirge file at reservoir to match dates with upstream 
c river station 
CALL f ixQReservoirCS ,4,numSl,numSR,month,day .yeair, 
& storeDQ.storeQRES) 
return 
end 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine Get_All_AreasRERI(strngA.month,day,year.storePE, 
& distSample) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
charact6r*2 month(3.500) ,day(3.500) .yeaxO.SOO) 
character*10 dateA 
character*12 stmgA(6) .strngaxray(6) ,storePE(6000,2) 
character*40 datastring 
chaxacter*80 vname 
common /axrays/ axea(2,500) 
common /consts/ niimAl.numAR.niunAP.numSl 
common /ResArraysl/ axeail(50 .0 :7) 
c- Read file for axea of sections for the given Pool Elevations 
c- in the reservoir 
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open.(12,f ile=stnigA(l) ,status='unknown') 
read(12,'(a80)')vname 
readCl2, *)distSainple 
readCl2,'Ca80)')vname 
numR = 1 
3 read(12,*,end=300)(areaJl(numR,i),i=l,7) 
niimR = niomR + 1 
goto 3 
300 close(12) 
numAR = nnmR - 1 
c- Read Pool Elevation file for the reservoir 
ntunP = 1 
open(12,f ile=stmgA(2) ,status='unknovni') 
2 read(12,'(a40)',end=200)datastring 
CALL decipher(datastring.stmgairray) 
storePE(nuinP, 1) = stmgarray(l) 
storePE(niimP ,2) = stmgajrray (2) 
numP = numP + 1 
goto 2 
200 close(12) 
numAP = numP - 1 
c- Read area file at river station 5 
numAl = 0 
open(12,f ile=stmgA(4) ,status='unknown') 
1 numAl = numAl+1 
read(12,'(a8,f8.1)',end=100)dateA,area(2,numAl) 
CALL getMDY(dateA,month(2,numAl) ,day(2,numAl) ,yeajr(2,niimAl)) 
goto 1 
100 close(12) 
numAl = numAl - 1 
IF ( stmgA(3) .eq. stmgA(4) ) THEN 
DO i = 1,numAl 
raonth(l,i) = month(2,i) 
day(l,i) = day(2,i) 
yeard.i) = yecir(2,i) 
area(l,i) = area(2,i) 
END DO 
ELSE 
write(*,*)' have not yet figured out the Aout' 
END IF 
return 
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end 
subroutine Get_All_AreasRIRE(stmgA,month,day, yecir, storePE) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
chaLracter*2 month(3,500) ,day(3,500) ,yearC3,500) 
character*10 dateA 
character*12 stmgA(6) ,stmgarray(6) ,storePE(6000,2) 
chaxacter*40 datastring 
ch2Lracter*80 vname 
common /airrays/ cLrea(2,500) 
common /consts/ numAl,numAR,numAP,numSl 
common /ResArrays1/ areaR(50,0:7) 
Read eirea file at river station 1 
numAl = 0 
open(12,file=stmgA(l) ,status='iinknown') 
1 numAl = numAl+1 
read(12,'(a8,f8.1) ' ,end=100)dateA,area(l.numAl) 
CALL getMD Y( date A, month (1 .numAl) . day Cl .numAl) .yearCl .numAl)) 
goto 1 
100 close(12) 
numAl = numAl - 1 
Read file for area of sections for the given Pool Elevations 
- in the reservoir 
openCl2,file=stmgA(3) .status='unknovra') 
read(12.'(aSO)')vname 
read(12 ,*)distSarapl6 
read(12.'(aSO)')vname 
numR = 1 
3 read(12,*.end=300)(areailCnumR.i).i=l.7) 
numR = numR + 1 
goto 3 
300 close(12) 
numAR = numR - 1 
Read Pool Elevation file for the reservoir 
numP = 1 
open(12.f ile=stmgA(4) .status='unknown' ) 
2 read(12.'(a40)'.end=200)datastring 
CALL decipher (datastring. stmgarray) 
storePE(numP. 1) = stmgaxray(l) 
storePE(numP.2) = stmgcLrray(2) 
numP = numP + 1 
goto 2 
200 close(12) 
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niiniAP = numP - 1 
return 
end 
subroutine fixQReservoirCiref, istore.numSl,nuniS3 .month,day,year, 
& storeDQ.storeQRES) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
chaxacter*(*) month(3.•),day(3,*),year(3,*) 
character*2 months, dayS, yecirS 
chairacter*12 storeDQ(500,6) ,storeQRES(6000,2) ,QClose 
charact6r*2 monthl(200),dayl(200) 
dimension ipoint(200) 
DO iSl = l.numSl 
nxiraR = 0 
DO i = 1,numS3 
CALL getHDY(storeQRES(i,1),months,dayS.yearS) 
IF ( yeaurS .eq. yeairCiref, iSl)) THEN 
IF ( months .eq. monthCiref, iSl) ) THEN 
numR = nximR + 1 
monthi(numR) = months 
daylCnumR) = dayS 
ipoint(numR) = i 
END IF 
END IF 
END DO 
IF ( numR .eq. 0 ) THEN 
isxim = 0 
iQ = 0 
DO i = l,numS3 
CALL getMDY(storeQRES(i,1) ,monthS,dayS,yearS) 
IF C months .eq. monthCiref,iSl) ) THEN 
isum = isum + 1 
CALL mcLkeintegerCstoreQRESCi ,2) .iQnew) 
iQ = iQ + iQnew 
END IF 
END DO 
iQ = iQ/isum 
writeCQclose,'Cil2)') iQ 
ELSE IF C numR .eq. 1 ) THEN 
QClose = storeQRESCipointCnumR) ,2) 
ELSE 
idiff = 33 
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CALL makeiiiteger(day(irex,iSl) ,idayS) 
DO j = l.numR 
CALL makeinteger(dayl(j),iday) 
idiffi = absCiday-idayS) 
IF ( idiffi -It. idiff ) THEN 
QClose = storeQRES(ipointCj),2) 
END IF 
idiff = idiffi 
END DO 
END IF 
storeDQCiSl.istore) = QClose 
END DO 
return 
end 
subroutine fixA_Originalfile(numA,month,raonthS,sireaClose) 
implicit realCa-h,o-z) 
chaxacter*(*)month(3,*) 
character*2 months 
common /arrays/ aLrea(2,500) 
common /interA/ iarea 
Rarea = 0.0 
ic = 0 
DO i = l,numA 
IF ( months .eq. month(icurea.i) ) THEN 
ic = ic + 1 
Rarea = Rairea + areaCiarea, i) 
END IF 
END DO 
areaClose = Rarea/realCic) 
return 
end 
subroutine fixQ_Originalfile(nujnS,month,day,yeax,storeDQ,inum) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
character*(*)month(3,*) ,day(3,*) ,yecir(3,*) .storeDQ(500,6) 
chciracter*2 months 
DO i = 1, numS 
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IF ( StoreDQ(i,iniim) .eq. 'NA' ) THEN 
months = month(3,i) 
iQ = 0 
icount = 0 
DO j =1, nuraS 
IF(month(3,j).eq.months.and.storeDQCj.inum).ne.'MA')THEN 
icoxint = icount + 1 
CALL maJceinteger(storeDQ (j ,inum) ,iQl) 
iQ = iQ +iQl 
END IF 
END DO 
iQ = iQ/icount 
write(storeDQ(i,inum),'(i8)') iQ 
c month(3,i) = storeDQ(i,inum) 
END IF 
END DO 
return 
end 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine DAYSbetween(mSo,dSo,ySo,mS,dS,yS,idays) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
chaxacter*2 mS,dS,yS,mSo,dSo,ySo,mSi 
CALL maLkeinteger(dS, ids) 
CALL maJceinteger(dSo, idSo) 
CALL maLkeint6ger(mS, imS) 
CALL maLkeinteger(mSo, imSo) 
CALL maJceinteger(yS,iyS) 
CALL makeinteger(ySo,iySo) 
IF ( yS .eq. ySo ) THEN 
IF ( imS .eq. imSo ) THEN 
idays = idS - idSo 
ELSE 
CALL DAYSinmonth(mSo,ySo,ndSo) 
idays = ( ndSo-idSo ) 
nuitiM = imS - imSo 
mSi = mSo 
DO i = l,numM-l 
CALL maieinteger(mSi,imSi) 
imSi = imSi + 1 
write(mSi,'(i2)')imSi 
CALL DAYSinmonth(mSi,ySo,ndSi) 
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idays = idays + ndSi 
END DO 
idays = idays + idS 
END IF 
ELSE 
CALL DAYSinmonth.(mSo.ySo.ndSo) 
idays = ( ndSo-idSo ) 
numM = 12 - imSo 
mSi = raSo 
DO i = l.ntmiM 
CALL maJce int eger (mS i, imS i) 
imSi = imSi + 1 
writeCmSi,'(i2)')imSi 
CALL DAYSinmonth.(mSi,ySo,ndSi) 
idays = idays + ndSi 
END DO 
mSi = '01' 
DO i = 1,imS-1 
CALL maJce int eger (mS i, imSi) 
CALL DAYSinmonth.(mSi,yS,ndSi) 
idays = idays + ndSi 
imSi = imSi + 1 
write(mSi,'(i2)')imSi 
END DO 
idays = idays + idS 
END IF 
return 
end 
subroutine DAYSinmonth.(month,year,idays) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
chaxact er* ( * ) month, year 
CALL makeinteger(yecLr, iyear) 
CALL makeinteger(month,imonth) 
IF ( imonth .eq. 2 ) THEN 
xleap = real(iyeax)/4.0 
ileap = iyeaLr/4 
diff = abs( real(ileap) - xleap ) 
IF ( diff .eq. 0 ) THEN 
idays = 29 
ELSE 
idays = 28 
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END IF 
ELSE 
IF ( imonth. .eq. 1 .or. imonth .eq. 3 .or. imonth .eq. 5 .or. 
& imonth .eq. 7 .or. imonth .eq. 8 .or. imonth .eq. 10 .or. 
& imonth .eq. 12 ) THEN 
idays =31 
ELSE 
idays = 30 
END IF 
END IF 
return 
end 
subroutine get_totRI (distance,A1, A2,Q1,Q2 ,tot_hours) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
character*(*) Q1,Q2 
xL = 5280.0 * distance 
CALL maJseinteger (Q1, iQ 1) 
CALL makeinteger(Q2,iQ2) 
RQl = real(iQl) 
RQ2 = real(iQ2) 
IF ( iQl .eq. 0 .or. iq2 .eq. 0 ) THEN 
tot_hours = -1.0 
ELSE 
ratiol = A1 / A2 
ratio2 = A2 / A1 
IF ( ratiol .le. 0.50 .or. ratio2 .ge. 2.0 ) then 
deiq21 = Rq2 - RQl 
delA21 = A2 - A1 
IF ( delQ21 .eq. 0.0 ) delQ21 =1.0 
tot = xL * ( delA21*delQ21 + (A1*RQ2-A2*RQ1)*log(RQ2/RQl) ) 
& /(delQ21*delQ21) 
ELSE 
tot = xL * ( A1+A2 ) / ( Rqi+RQ2 ) 
END IF 
tot_hours = tot / 3600.0 
END IF 
return 
end 
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c 
c 
c 
subroutine getAreaClose (numA,month,day, year .months, dayS, yeeirS, 
& areaClose,iFlag) 
implicit real(a-h.,o-z) 
chaxacter* (*) months, dayS, yeaxS 
chciracter*(*) monthCS,*) .day(3,*) ,yecirC3,*) 
chciracter*2 monthl(50) ,dayl(50) 
dimension ipoint(50) 
common /arrays/ axea(2,500) 
common /interA/ icirea 
iFlag = 0 
numR = 0 
DO icount = l.numA 
IF ( yearCiarea, icount) .eq. yeaxS ) THEM 
IF ( month(iaxea, icount) .eq. months ) THEN 
numR = numR + 1 
monthi (nvimR) = monthCiarea, icount) 
dayl(numR) = day(iarea,icount) 
ipoint(numR) = icount 
END IF 
END IF 
END DO 
IF ( numR .eq. 0 ) THEN 
CALL fixA_Originalfile(numA.month,months .areaClose) 
ELSE IF ( numR . eq. 1 ) THEN 
axeaClose = area(iarea,ipoint (numR)) 
ELSE 
idiff = 33 
CALL maLkeinteger(dayS ,idayS) 
DO i = 1,numR 
CALL makeinteger(dayl(i),iday) 
idiffI = abs(iday-idayS) 
IF ( idiffI .It. idiff ) THEN 
areaClose = ajrea(iaxea,ipoint(i) ) 
END IF 
idiff = idiffi 
END DO 
END IF 
return 
end 
c 
c 
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subroutine getMDY(date.month.,day,yeax) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
chaxacter*C*)date .month, day, year 
character*8 newdate 
k = 0 
DO i = l.len(date) 
IF ( date(i:i) .ne. ' ' ) THEN 
k = k + 1 
newdate(k:k) = date(i:i) 
END IF 
END DO 
month(l:2) = newdate(l:2) 
day(l:2) = newdateC4:5) 
yeax(l:2) = newdate(7:8) 
DO i = l,len(date) 
date(i:i) = newdate(i:i) 
END DO 
DO i = k+1.len(date) 
dateCiti) = ' ' 
END DO 
return 
end 
subroutine mcLkeinteger(Q12. iQ12) 
implicit real(a-h,o-z) 
chaxacter*(*)Q12 
character*! cQ12 
character*13 newQ12 
k = 0 
DO i = l.len(Q12) 
IF ( Q12(i:i) .ne. ' ' ) THEN 
k = k + 1 
newQ12(k:k) = Q12(i:i) 
END IF 
END DO 
DO j=k+l,lenCnewQ12) 
newqi2(j:j) = ' ' 
END DO 
iconst = 1 
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DO i = l,k - 1 
iconst = iconst * 10 
END DO 
iQ12 = 0 
DO i = l.k 
DO j =0,9 
write(cQ12,'(il)')j 
IF ( cQ12 .eq. newQ12(i:i) ) THEN 
iQ12 = iQ12 + j*iconst 
GOTO 10 
END IF 
END DO 
10 iconst = iconst / 10 
END DO 
return 
end 
subroutine inakeReal(Q12,RQ12) 
implicit real(a-h.,o-z) 
charact er*(*)Q12 
character*l cQ12 
character*13 newQ12 
k = 0 
kdot = 0 
DO i = l.len(Q12) 
IF ( Q12(i:i) .ne. ' ' ) THEN 
IF ( Q12(i:i) .eq. '.' ) kdot = k 
k = k + 1 
newQ12(k:k) = Q12(i:i) 
END IF 
END DO 
DO j=k+l,len(newQ12) 
newQ12(j:j) = ' ' 
END DO 
iconst = 1 
DO i = 1,kdot - 1 
iconst = iconst * 10 
END DO 
RQ12 =0.0 
DO i = l.kdot 
DO j =0,9 
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writ:e(cQ12, ' (il) ' ) j 
IF ( cQ12 .eq. newQ12(i:i) ) THEN 
RQ12 = RQ12 + real(j*iconst) 
GOTO 10 
END IF 
END DO 
10 iconst = iconst / 10 
END DO 
iconst = 1 
DO i = kdot+2,k 
DO j =0,9 
write(cQ12,'(il)')j 
IF ( cQ12 -eq. newQ12(i:i) ) THEN 
iconst = iconst * 10 
RQ12 = RQ12 + real(j)/real(iconst) 
END IF 
END DO 
END DO 
return 
end 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine decipher(string,strngaxray) 
implicit reaKa-h.o-z) 
ch-cLracter* (*) string 
character*12 stmg,stmgcLrray(6) 
DO j=l,12 
stmg(j:j) = ' ' 
END DO 
iflag = 0 
ist = 0 
k = 0 
DO i = 1,Ien(string) 
IF ( string(i:i) .eq. ' ' ) GOTO 10 
IF ( k .eq. 0 ) THEN 
ist = ist + 1 
DO j=l,12 
strng(j:j) = ' ' 
END DO 
END IF 
k = k + 1 
stmg(k:k) = string(i:i) 
stmgcirray(ist) = stmg 
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iflag = 1 
IF ( stringCi:i+1) -eq. ' ' ) THEN 
iflag = 0 
k = 0 
END IF 
END DO 
return 
end 
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